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ABSTRACT

This thesis is a descriptive study designed to identify
nursing care behaviors which u/ere perceived by parents as

most or least supportive to their recovery during the

hospital-ization period and during follow-up care,

subsequent t.o the crisis of a still-birth or early neonatal

death " The conceptual framework \,üas based on Bowlby and

Parkes's, and Parkes's descriptíon of the grieving process,

and Roy's Adaptation Model, focusing on her concept of four

adaptive modes " Non-probability sampJ-ing \ìras used to
sel-ect a sample of 20 subjects. Data v/ere colf ected using

Q-sort technique and face-to-face interviews" Analysis of

the data was conducted using Kruskal-úùallis one-i^iay ANOVA,

descriptive statistics, factor analysis, and one-v/ay ANOVA"

Responses obt.ained from the interview data were categori_zed

according to their fit. into one of Roy's four adaptive

modes.

Findings indicated a consistency in perception among

the parents regardíng nursing care behaviors which vüere

most and least supportive to their recovery. The rank-

ordering of behaviors showed that Role mode behaviors which

encouraged parent-infant interaction were identified as the

mosL supportive" The least supportive behaviors identified
\^rere from the Physiological mode " In addition, parents
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perceived the care they received, in both the labor and

delivery and t.he postpartum areas, âs generalÌy supportive

in regiards to physical care and unsupportive in regards to
emotional care" The factor analysis revealed five factors,
of which two factors could be individually described" From

this factor analysis Lhere appeared to be at leasL two

perspectives from which most and least supportive nursing

care behaviors may be viewed" One perspectl-ve rel-ated to

Roy's RoIe and fnterdependence mode behaviors, and the

other perspective related to Roy's Self-Concept mode

behaviors" The interview data showed that Role mode

behaviors \¡/ere the most supportive and mosL important

behaviors for hospital-based nurses to provide. SeIf-
Concept and Interdependence mode behaviors h¡ere identified
as being the most support.ive behaviors for the public

health nurses to provide" In all healLh care settings,
parents wanted the nurse to interact with them more, to be

more emotionally available to them, and t.o demonstraLe a

sensitívity to their pain and loss"
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CHAPTER T: INTRODUCTTON

St.atement of the Problem

In the past two decades bereavement research has

provided evidence that the mortality and morbidity rates

during the first síx months to a year following the death

of a close family member are higher than that of the

average population (Jacobs & Ostfeld, I9'/7; Parkes, I972i

Parkes & lrleiss , :..983 i Young, Ben jamin & !{aIlis , l-963 ) "

Surviving family members are at increased rísk for
developing chronic depression, il]nesses rel-at.ed to stress

and suppressed imnunity, social adapt.ation problems and

even death" Overwhelmingly the focus of much of this
research has been on the bereavement course of wi-dows. An

area of less systemat.ic inquiry has been that of the

bereaved obstet.rical parent. Litt1e is known about the

health risk irnplications following a stillbirth or death of

a newborn" Even less is known about the effectiveness of
the care being provided to these parents.

ft is recognized (Klaus & Kennell, L976; Lake, Knuppel,

Murphy & Johnson, 1983; Lewis & Page,3-978) that a more

positive outcome is likely to be achieved when the grieving
process is facilitated by caregivers" However, âs Kellner,
Donnelly and Gould ( 1984 ) report, many nurses and

physicians in the obstetricat area are sti11 resistant to



providing such opportunities for these parenLs" The care,

for the most part, has been based on the ¡tstaf f 's ov/n

personal reactions as well as.. "common assumpt.ions and

customs that arise from a mixture oi traditions.. "health
laws, medical advances and the convenience of the

inst^itution and its staff ts (Kennell, Slyter, & Klaus o L7TOl

p" 344) " Due to this lack of consistency in care, the

possibility exísts that unnecessary suffering may have

occurred and that the grief process has, for some bereaved

obstetrical parents, been prolonged.

Cl-inicíans and researchers, recognízing that negative

outcomes such as chronic depression or pathological grief
responses are occurri-nq in some families experiencing a

fetal/infant death, have begun to identify gaps and a lack

of consistency in the provision of care" These gaps and

lack of consistency, âs wel-I as the attitudes and behaviors

of health care providers, are potenÈial contributing
factors to the development of pathological and prolonged

grief (Bourne, 1968; Benfie1d, Leib, & Vollman t Lg78i

Peppers & Knapp, 1-980b).

One current approach to decreasing the risk of negative

outcomes is the use of protocols or rrgrief checklists¡t.
These tools equip the nurse with a 'f pIan of actionr¡ in
order to provÍde meaningful and consístent inLerventions to
assist the parents in achieving a healthy adjustnent t.o

life without their infant" The goal of Lhese interventions



is also to structure the hospital setting to give as much

possible control of the situation to the parenLs âs they

desire (Beckey, Price, Okerson, & Riley, 1985; Carr &

Knupp, 1-985). The grief chec]<l-ist or protocol essentiatty

outlines behaviors to be followed when caring for grieving

parents" For example, questions are asked such as lvas the
¡sKeepsake Memory Envelopert given, did the parents see,

touch or hol-d the infant, and was the grief process

explained" Ã,Il- activities are to be checked off when

compJ-eted and si-gned by the nurse providing the care "

Although these checklists and protocols appear to be a step

in the right direction, líttle research has been done to
determine what interventions would be most beneficiat in
helping to facilitate a beginning recovery" Nor has there

been any research to assess if the nursing care being

provided is actually perceived by the parenLs aË being

supportive. This suggests a need to identify those

intervention strategies which the bereaved parents find
effective during their recovery"

Fron a psychological perspective, how an individuaL

perceives a situat,ion (care) is essential to understandirtg

the impact the situation will have on the outcome. Studies

by Rosenberg (L975) and Houston and Pasanen (I972) of

clients' perception of hospítal care j-n generaln showed

that the quality of interaction perceived by the clíent,
between themselves and various personneJ, had a significant



impact on the reported degree of satisfaction and

perception of overall recovery" Lake et al" (1-983) also

found, in studying perinatal deaths, that following the

death of an infant. , if the ¡¡v/oman is prevented from

emotionally and intellectually confirming her baby's death

and if she perceives or in fact, experiences a lack of

emotional support, she is at risk for developing â

pathotogicat grief responseuu (p. 878)" There also seems to

be a correlat.ion between the degree of perceived

dissatisfaction with medical care received and the

development of a morbid grief reaction in some mothers

experiencing a stillbirth (Rowe, C1yman, Green, Mikkelson,

Haighto & Ataide, L978) " Thus, it maybe crucial that any

care being províded to bereaved obstetrical parents be

perceived by the parents as being helpful and supporLive,

and not just assurned to be so by the health care providers.

The purpose of this study was to identify nursing care

behaviors which v/ere perceived by parents as most

supportive to their recovery foltowing the crisis of a

stillbirth or early neonatal- death and those which they

perceived as least supportive to their recovery followÍng

Lheir ínfant's death" Therefore, this sLudy was designed to

explore parents' perceptions of nursing care behaviors,

during the hospitalization peri-od and during foll-ow-up care

by nurses in the community"



Significance of the Study

An assessment of the care given parenLs following a

fetar/infant death is critical in order to det.ermj-ne if the

nursing care provided is appropriate and supportive, or íf o

in fact it has an inhibiting effect on the mourning

process 
"

studies of parents' reactions foll-owing the death of an

infant show that. failure to mourn the ross can have serious
consequences" cul-l-berg's (1972) study found that 19 of s6

mothers who \^/ere studied f or one to two years afLer the

death of their neonates had developed psychiatric
disorders. The most common disord.ers cited r^/ere psychosis,

anxiety attacks, phobias, obsessive thoughts, and deep

depressionso rn light of these findings, investigators in
the area of perinatal bereavement determined. that by

facilit.ating memories of the infant and making the

experience a rearity for the parents, rather than trying to
quickly cover up or ignore what had happened, a more

positive adjustment could be made (chase, l98oi connolly,
1982," Crout, 1980; KowalskÍ, j-980; Lewis , 1_979; Scupholme,

1978; Yates I Lg72) " Since the grievÍng process begins

while the mother is still in the hospitar, interventions
need to be instituted to help facilitate a healthy
recovery" Because nurses provide the rnajority of care for



the obstetrical- patient it is inevitable then that nursing

will have an import.ant part in the detivery of this care"

one very significant rationale for nursing involvement

\^Ias made evident in Bourners (1-968) study surveying family
physicians who cared. for mothers who had experienced a

stillbirth" His findings showed what he described as a

r¡professional blindspotr¡ " The doctors in hís study

demonstrated a st.rong reluctance to know, notÍce, or

remember anything about the patient who had delivered a

stillbirth" As an example of this tendency, this
researcher r^/as told by a mother who had experienced a

newborn death that, when she went to her doctor for her

postpartum check-up, he asked her how the baby v/as doing"

Needl-ess to sây, she hias devastated by this comment. For

nursing this is significant, for if some doctors are unabl_e

to or unconsciously refuse to remember much about these

patients, nurses, âs patient advocates, must be prepared to
assist these parents in seeking and receiving the support

they need in order to maximize their potential for
recovery" This is al-so an appropriate role for the nurse

as a major focus of nursing is health promotion and il_lness

prevention 
"

I{urses need to know what care j_s being given and if it
is adequately supporting bereaved parents" They also need

to know if parents perceive this care as being helpful and



supportive or if they perceive it as being not very
supportive, thus potentially inhibitíng to their recovery"

Arthough this knowledge is relevant. to al-l health care
providers invol-ved - d.ocLors, social workers, and chaplains

it' is of major importance to nurses as they are the only
health care provider who is in direct contact with these
parents 24 hours a day during their hospitatization. other
members of the health care team can be carred upon as

needed but greople who are in need of comfort and support
during this intensely painful situation, at a parLicularly
critical moment, do noL need to be put rron hord* until
someone erse can be called" They need their primary care

persons to be knowledgeable and proficient in providing
sensit.ive and support.ive care at that time just as they

woul-d if the need \¡/ere relat.ed to a physiological emergency

or crísis.

The community health nurse who has access to bereaved

parents is in the best posítion to assess their needs and

progress regarding adjustment aft.er discharge from the
hospital - These nurses also need to base their
interact.ions on what ínterventi-ons are perceived by parents

as being most supporLive, if they are to provide adequat,e

care" Nurses in docLorst offices are also in an excellent
position to provide support. when hearth care visits are

made throughout the year by both parents and at the sÍx
week postpartum check-up of the mother" rf the nurse is
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ar^/are of what nursing care behaviors and attitudes are

perceived as being supportíve by bereaved parents, the
nurse may then be able to modify potentiaÌly adverse

effects of inadequate or incomplete mourning. The occupa-

tional hearth nurse might also benefit from this
informat,ion in order to provide support to the parents when

they return Èo work"

rt is int.eresting and somewhat surprising to note that
although heal-th care províders usuarly see themselves as

caring and supportive, they are not always perceived in as

favorable and supportive a light as one might surmise. rn
one study by tüolff, Neilson and Schiller (1970 ) , 50

patients \¡/ere interviewed at intervars f ollowíng a

fetal/infant death" TwenÈy-Lwo of these patients refused to
discuss their attitudes about their doctors, nurses or
attendants" Those that did (n:28) were quite outspoken and

def init.ive " Doctors v/ere perceived by 462 ( 13 ) as \^rarm

whil-e 542 (15) saüi them as cold or neuLral-. Nurses r^/ere

viewed more negatively" Thirty-six percent (10) felt. their
nlrrses \^iere warm and caring, while 642 (18) perceived them

as cold or neutral " Insensitivit.y, emot j-onal un-

availability, and perceived l-ack of understanding of the
parentst feerings !'/ere major areas of expressed angier and

compraint" Rowe et ar. (1"979) also reported simirar
findings, stati-ng that 60z of mothers were dissatisfied



with the information given to them about. the stil-rbirth and

the manner in which it was provided"

It seems imperative then, that if nurses are the
professionals who wil-l have the most contact with bereaved

obst.etrical parents, from admission, through 1abor and

delivery, to postpartum, to follow-up care in the

community, and that if their attitudes and behaviors do or
courd, adversely affect the recovery of the parents, nurses

need to know how their behaviors are being perceived and if
these behaviors are helpful and supportive.

At this point it is difficult for nurses to know what

care would be the most appropriate to provide because very
few studíes have been done in this area. A preriminary

study exploring which nursing care behaviors are perceived

as most supportive and which are perceived as least
supportive by bereaved parents during the first year of
their recovery is an important first step toward the

development of more appropriate nursing care interventíons.

Research Ouestions

The research questions which guided this investigation
v/ere as follows:
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1.

2"

1

4"

5"

lilhich nursing care behaviors are perceived by bereaved

obstet.rical parents as helpful or supportive to thern

folIowíng a stillbirth or early neonatal death?

L{hich nursing care behavíors, are perceived by bereaved

obstetrical parents as least supportive to them

followi-ng a stillbirth or a early neonatal death?

How adequately are nurses meeting the physical and

psychoemotional- needs of bereaved parents who are t,he

recipíents of nursing care, while in the hospital and

during follow up care in the community?

To what extent is the nursing care provided by nurses

in the community (public health, occupational health
care, docLors, office) seen as supportive/helpful by

bereaved parents?

lvhat are the sinil-arities in perception, among bereaved

parents, regarding which nursing care behaviors are

most supportive or least supportive?

Conceptual Framework

The general framework

drawn from two conceptual

which guided this research vüas

orientations:

Bowlby and Parkes,s (a97O) and parkes's (L972|

description of the grieving process; and

1"
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2" The Roy Adaptat.ion Model (Andrews & Roy , 1986) ,

focusing on her concept of four adapt.ive modes.

The conceptual framework from Bow1by and Parkes (I97O)

and Parkes (t972) provides a description of the grieving
process" This process encompasses four phases which are:

Phase of Numbness, Phase of Yearning and Searching, phase

of Disorganization and Despair, and phase of
Reorganization" Only the first three phases witl be used

in this study as the final- phase is an accumulation of
successful resol-ution of the loss, and nursing intervention
woul-d not be required at that time. However, all four
phases will be described to provide a complete description
of the total- process 

"

ft is generally recognized that grieving is a process,

not a state, and that what is observed early in the

grieving process differs from what is seen l-ater (Kalish,

l-985 ) " It j-s also accepted as a dynamic, nonlinear,
process without concrete boundaries, that Ís, ¡talthough

observers divide the process into various numbers of phases

and use different Lerminology to label- them there is
general agreement about the naLure of reacLions over time¡¡

(Osterweis, Solomon, & creen, 1984) " Although there are

individua] variations in how grief may be expressed and

varying rates by which people move through the process,

specific phases having common behavioral- patterns are
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characteristic of the grieving process and

observed"

In this study Lhese phases were used as

from which t.o develop nursing behaviors which

supportive during the grieving process.

are easily

a framework

were seen as

Phase One: Phase of Numbneqs

Shock, disbelief and a feeling of being stunned is the

mosL frequent initial response to learning of the death of
a loved one. There is a tendency to believe a mistake has

been made and îrbecause the reality of the death has not yet
penetrated awareness, survivors can appear to be quite
accepting of the lossr¡ (Osterweis, eL al.., L984, p" 49).

This phase of numbness ís usually brief, last.ing from a

few hours t,o a week or two, (Bow1by & parkes I L97O) and is
generally interspersed with lloutbursts of exÈremely intense
panic, dist.ress, or anger " Functioning is impeded,

judgemenL-rnakíng is difficult and concentration is possible

only for brief moments¡t (Davidson, 1-979, p, L7) " parkes

(1972 ) labeled these outbursts rrpangs of grief It " This is
the condition (numbness and shock) that socíety in general

identifies as the rtotal" grief react.ion and which most

believe is cornplete within 48 hours t.o two weeks (Davidson,

]-e7e) "

ParenLs who have experienced an infant death react
during this phase in much the same manner as others who are
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nei^/Iy bereaved " There is a tendency to think that somehow

a mistake has been made and that the baby is noL really
dead" A frequent thought is that perhaps a mix-up has

somehow occurred (Kirkley-Best. & Kellner, t9B2') "

The physíca1 manifestatíons shown in this phase are

variable. They range from remaining calm and r¡feeling

nothing at all¡! to an overwhelrníng sensation of fatigue or

of suffering a physical assault" At times, when experienc-

ing ¡'pangs of grief r¡, bereaved parents display physical

symptoms that include: tightness in the chest and throat,
dry mouth, a need for sighing, holIow feeling in the

stomach, oversensitivity to noise, a sense of
depersonalization, sobbing and crying. These symptoms

however, are usually at their peak and most frequent in the

next phase"

Phase Two: Phase of Yearning and Searching

A rnajor focus of researchers when discussing acuLe

grief is the t¡painful, fruitless searching and yearning for
the dead person¡¡ (Kirkl-ey-Best & Kellner, L982, g. 42L\

which is a common characteristic of grief" This phase is
marked by feelings of anger, guilt, ambiguity and

resLl-essness. An acute av/areness of stinuli is present as

yearning for the loved one intensifies" All stimuli are
¡¡searchestt f or sights, sounds and smells of the one who has

died" Many mourners report a sense of the loved oners
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presence or find themselves tal-king to their dead relative"
Most express a f ear that they are going crazy, riuhen in
fact, they are over-interpreting stimuli (parkes I Ig72) "

Wíthin days or a week or two of the loss a change
occurs and the bereaved begins, though only
episodically, to register the real_ity of the
loss: this leads to spasms of intense distress
and tearfulness. " " "yet, almosL at the same tirne
there is great restl-essness, preoccupation with
thoughts of the lost person.... tandl an urge to
search for and to recover the lost figure"

(Bowlby & Parkes, L97O, p" L99)

The componenLs of the searching sequence can be

observed as:

a) Restless moving about and scanning the
environment;

b) Thinking intensely about the lost person;
c) Developing a perceptual lrseLr! for the person,

namely a disposition to perceive and to pay
attention to any stimul-i that suggest the
presence of the person and to i_gnore all those
that are not relevant to this aim;

d) Directing attention toward those parts of the
envíronment in which the person is like1y to
be;

e) Calling for

Investigat.ions

found to occur in almost all bereaved people and therefore
are considered a regTurar feature of grief and in no sense

are seen as abnormal"

The bereaved person is seized, either on a conscious or
unconscious leve1, by an urge to find the lost person.

rntellectually the bereaved person recognizes that
searching for a dead person is irrational, but this does

nof prevent the strong impulse to search anyrvay (parkes,

the l-ost person.
(Bowlby & Parkes, L97O, p" 200)

show that these components have been
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1972) " Although this searching behavior appears to be

'aimfess' Parkes (1972) contends that. it is not aj-mless at
al-1 and that a personrs need to¡tfind something to dott

generally fails because the real desire is to bring back

the dead person" Examples of searching behaviors are:

moving rest.lessly about the house scanning the rooms and

thinking continuously abouL the loved one, looking for the

loved one Ín crowds, scanning the faces of passersby in
hopes of seeing the deceased person, and a deep need /to do

something" " This phase is generally seen as peaking withín
the four to six week period fo]lowing the death"

According t.o Kirkley-Best and Kell-ner (Igg2) the

intensity of this phase is compounded for the bereaved

parents of a stil-lborn or deceased infant, particularly if
the parents do not get to see or hotd their infant. lr[dhen

there is no clear perceptÍon of the baby, the searching may

go on endlesslyr¡ (p. 422) with women report.ing phantom

crying and the perceptj-on of the baby stil_I moving in
utero" Some mothers, especially those who have not seen

nor held their infant, in an attempt to suçceed in the

search for this 'lost' infant or to create a memory, will
cradle a dol-l or, as one v/oman did, pick up a roast in the

supermarket that was the same weight as her dead infant and

carry it around in order to imagine how the baby would have

fel-t (Estok & Lehman, 1983 ) "
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Phase Three: Phase of Disorganizat,ion and Despaj-r

Patterns of behavior during this period are relatively
unstable" The bereaved shift from testing what is real
(ie" searching) to an a!üareness of the actual loss" Hope

for a reunion fades and behavi-ors cease to be focused on

the deceased loved one. Despair sets in and thus behavior,

which noü/ racks an object of focus, becomes dísorganized

(Bowlby, I96L; Parkes t 1972) "

This dimension of the grieving process is not very well_

underst.ood by society nor by many members of the heal-th

care profession" Thus many mourners are made to feel
ostracized and forced into ttsick rol-et¡ behaviors in order

to J-egit.irnize their f eelings ( Davidson n 1"979 ) " For most

peopre the characterj-stics of this period intensify around

four to six months after their loss" Feelings of weakness,

guilt, devaluing of se1f, disorganized thinking, anorexia,

and malaise are mosL pronounced at this time. In some

cases survival- needs such as sleep, exercise and nutrition
are i-gnored. rnteraction with the outside world and the

motivation to do anything are l-ow. previous physical or

funct.ional problems may become aggravated due to neglect or

due to stress"

Because of lack of understanding of the normalcy of
t'hese symptoms (at 4-6 months after the death) the mourner

feels compelled to seek medical- attention or to assume a

pret,ense that ¡ral-l- is wellr¡ . G1ick, Weiss and parkes
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(1-974) found that it was

make frequent calls Lo

remedies for relief of
other ail-ments such as

upsets ¡ oy psychosomatic

not unusual for bereaved people to
their doctor in search of medical

these sympt.oms or for Lreatmenl of
low back pains, gastroíntesti-na1

complaints "

Phase Four: Phase of ReorganizatÍon

Reorganization refers to the resorution of conflicts
imposed by a loss and adapt.ing oness rife to the reality of
the loss" Moreover, the ability to again function with
confidence and carry on activities with a renewed sense of
energy is apparent.

Parkes (1,972 ) describes this period as rnakíng a ne\Á/

st,art or gaining a nehr identity" This means *learning neï^r

sol-utions and f inding ne\¡/ r¡/ays to predict and control
happenings within the rife-space"...seeking a fresh prace

in the hierarchy, reassessing one's poh/ers and possessions

and finding out how one is viewed by the rest of the world¡¡

(p" e4) "

Davidson (1979) explains this phase as being measured

by four críteria: 1) a subjective sense of rerease from

loss, 2) renewed burst of energy that can be confirmed by

onlookers, 3) greater ease in making judgments and ability
to handle more complex problems..., and 4) a return to
eating and sleeping habíts the mourner had before the death

of the loved one (p" 24) 
"
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ïn most cases resolut,ion or reorganization generally
takes 18 to 24 months to comprete forrowing the death of a

loved one"

For many bereaved parents the beginning of
reorganization begins with the disrnantring of the nursery.

This act índícat.es initial adaptation to the l-oss although

no parent severs the tie cornpletely (Kirkley-Best &

Kellner r 1982) " The decision to become involved again in
activities and perhaps to become pregnant again (when it
occurs at l-east six months after the loss) are usualry seen

as an indication of complete resorution or reorganization.
However, this is not t.o imply that a resurgence of the

behaviors and emotionar characteristics of Ëhe fírst three
phases are noL possibre from time to time throughout life"
fn fact, usually on the first year anniversary of the

baby's death and other milestones many of the emotions and

lrpangs of grief¡! reLurn but they are not enduring nor do

they disorient the bereaved.

This conceptual framework v/as used as a guide to
delineate nursj-ng behaviors which might þe regarded as

supportive by bereaved parents, based on the physical and

psychologicar manj-festations described in the first three
phases of the grieving process" For example, during the

Phase of Numbness, when a mother might be overcome by the

feering of exLreme fat.igue due to shock, a nursíng measure

which could be irnpremented to ameLiorate this would be to
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offer assisLance with personal care" The nurse night al-so

provide for uninterrupted rest periods to promote energy

restoration or conservat.ion.

The Roy AdaULation Model

The concept of adaptation from the Roy Adaptation Model

(Andrews & Roy, 11986) which was used in this study was the

concept of four adaptive (effector) modes, which are the

RoIe mode, Self-Concept mode, physiological mode and the

rnt.erdependence mode" These modes are conceptualized by

Roy as the hray in which a person adapts to environmental

stirnuli during health or il-l-ness " This four mode concept

provided guidance in classifying nursing behaviors and also

offered a framework within which to víew the subjectrs
serection of the various nursing behaviors during data

analysis" A brief overview of the moder wirl be presented

first, and a more detailed explanation of the adaptl-ve

modes wil-l fo1Iow, âs they are the areas most rerevant to
this Study"

The Roy Adaptation Model has as its developmental

underpinning a systems model construct. Roy vj_ews the
person, a recipient^ of nursing care¡ âs a holistic adaptive

syst,em; as a bio-psycho-social being in constanL

interaction with his/her changing envíronment..

Roy sees the nurse as having a unique rol_e as a

facilitator of adaptati-on for those persons requiring
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nursing care" The nurse intervenes by manipulating the
envi-ronmentar stimulí impinging on the person so that
adaptive responses are promoted (Galbreath, 1985, p. 3oB)"

This manipulation of stinuri can involve artering,
removing, increasing, decreasing, or rnaintaining the
stirnul-i " Roy def j-nes the goal of nurs j.ng as

the promotion of adaptat.ion in each of the fourmodes, thereby contributing to the person's
heal-th, euâ1ity of l-if e and dying withdignity: . . It is the nurse's rol-e to þromoteadaptation in situations of health and illness-to enhance the interaction of the person withtheir environment, thereby promoting health"

(Andrews & Roy, 1-986, p" 51)

A general overview of this model shows that Roy

concepLualizes the person as an adapt.ive system havj-ng two

subsyst,ems or coping mechanisms which are used in adapting
to the stimul-i from the environment. These subsystems are

referred to as the requrator and cognator mechanistns.

stimul-i that come into this adaptive system from aIl
internar and external environmental means are described as

being focaI, contextual- or residual. A focal stimulus is
that which is immediate in an individuat's life; it is the
one on which a person is f ocusing att.ent.ion and energy.

rnitially, for bereaved parents it wour-d be the infant's
death"

contextual- stimuli are arr other stimuri present in a

personts internal and external environmenL that would

inf l-uence the situation " These stirnuri are s¡al1 the
environmental factors that al-so present to the person from
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within or without, but which are noL the centre of the
person's at.tention and/or energy¡¡ (Andrews, & Roy, 1986, p"

29) " As an example, in caring for newly bereaved parentç,

contextual st.irnuri may be identified as the mother being

kept on or moved f rom the rnat.ernity unit, how the staf f
interacts with the parents and/or the amount of information
parents are provided with regarding the infantrs death.

All these stirnul-i would or coul-d impact on the parent's
ability to adapt.

Residual- stimuri are environmentar factors within or
without the person whose impact is uncr-ear but which are

assumed to be rel-ated to attitudes and previous
experiences. These residual- st.imuri for bereaved parents

might be the feelings they herd about the pregnancy or
infant, a previous ross, or the amount of brame they assign

to themselves about the death.

Roy notes Lhat these three st.imuli can change rapidly
as the envíronment constantry changes. Thus, what is focal_

at one t.ime might become contexLuar at another time t or
even residuar as it moves further into the background.

These stirnuli from the internal- and external environmenL

activate the coping subsystems (regurator and cognator)

which then react to produce behavioral responses. rt is
the mani-purat.inglmanagement of these stimur-i that Roy sees

as the nurse's role in prornoting adaptation. To provide a
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complête understanding of the model_, the two coping

subsystems wil-l be briefly reviewed"

The regulator is considered the basic type of adaptive

mechanism and responds primarily through the autonomic

nervous systen, inítiating a reflex act.ion which prepares

the person Lo respond to the environmenL" The responses

are processed through the neural, endocrine and chemical_

parts of this subsystem. This subsystem receives stimuli
from the internal and external environment and the bodily
responses are a resul-t of reactions within these neurar,

chemicar and endocrine pathways. These responses are then

fed back to the regulator system as additional stimuri and

further responses are produced (Roy, 1984, p. 28-36). The

regulator subsystem is the coping mechanism predominately

related t.o the physiological adaptive mode.

The coEnator subsystem responds to stimuli through four
cognit.ive-emotive channels: 1) the perceptual/information

processing channel which involves activities of sel-ective

attention, coding and memory; Z) the learning channel_ which

involves imitation, reinforcement and insight, 3) the
judgement channel which involves problem-solving and

decision naking and 4) the emotion channel- which involves

defenses to provide relief from anNiety, affective
appraisal and attachnents. stinuri from the internal and

externar environment which are processed through these four
channels produce psychomotor responses (Roy & Roberts,
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1981-, p" 63) " This subsystem acLs predominately in
relation to the adapt.ive modes of self-concept, Role, and

Interdependence .

As with any system, ít is not known what processing

occurs between the system's input and output since only the

responses can be observed. Roy sees these responses, from

the regulator and cognator subsysLems, as being made

observable through four effector (adaptive) channels or
modes "

The four modes from which the regulator and çognat.or

activity are manifested are: physiologicar, serf-concepL,

Role, and Interdependence. Roy sees these modes as

providing the basis for comprehensive and holistic nursing
practice. The nurse, by assessing behavior and íntervening
by managing the infruencing stimuli, acts as a facilitaror
of adaptation"

The Physiotogical mode reflects the way a person

responds physícalIy to stirnuli from the internal and

ext,ernal environment: trBehavior in this mode is the

manifestation of the physiological activities of aIl the
cel-l-s, tissues, orgians and systems conprising the human

bodyt¡ (Andrews & Roy, i,986, p " 41 ) " In this node the

coping mechanisrns are related to physiological functioning
and responses are made apparent by physiological behaviors.

Adapt.ation is based on five physiological needs being meL:

oxygenation, nutrition, etimínation, acÈivity and rest. and
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protection. For example, in regards to the physiorogical
need for nutrition, Lhe nurse may assess a lack of appetite
in the bereaved mother as being due to a physiologicar
reaction to grief" The nurse rnight then intervene by

offering frequent, nourishing Ìiquids or food in smaller
quantities throughout. the day " Through these
interventions, Lhe nurse helps meet the need for adequate

nutrition and promotes some adaptation in this mode.

The SeIf-Concept mode focuses primarily on the
spiritual and psychological needs of the person,
encompassing the individual-'s perception of self-worth.
r¡sel-f-concept has been defined as the composite of beliefs
and feelings that one holds about onesel-f at a given time*
(Andrews & Roy, 1-986, p. r24) " Manifestations of behavior

and lever of adapt.ation in this mode are a refLection of a

person's feelings and betiefs about oneself" Roy views

this mode as having two sub-areas: the physical serf
(including body sensation and body irnage) and the personal

serf (consisting of self consisteflcy, self-ideal and morar-

ethical-spirituar self ) (Andrews & Roy , 3-986) . Horn/ a

person views his/her personar self and physicar sel-f is
important to the establ-ishment of positive mental health
and personal happiness, both of which Roy sees as being
related to positive adaptation. The rore of the nurse

could refl-ect intervent.ions to support. or herp est.ablish a

posj-t.ive serf-concept in cri-ent.s. For exampfe, parenLs who
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have had an infant die may question themselves as to their
bl-ame " Guil-t is a predomínant f eeting f or them. By

assessingi verbal-izations of guítt the parent may express,

the nurse can intervene by rej-nforcing or providing factual
information about the infant,s death" This wourd be done to
l-essen the guÍrt by showing that, they had noL contributed
to the cause of death (if this v/ere the case).

Moreover, parents may al-so feer powerless in this
situation which has the potentiar to l-ead to a decrease in
sel-f-esteem. The nurse can encourage their participation
in decj-sion-making which woul-d give them some feering of
control- and hetp to maintain positive feelings about

themsel-ves.

The Role mode focuses on the rores a person occupies in
society and the expected behaviors that a person should
perform to maintain that rol-e. tAssociated with each role
are instrumental behaviors and expressive behaviors,
assessment of which provides an indication of social
adaptation relevant to rore functionr' (Ändrews & Roy r !9g6,
p" 43 ) . For this study, the rol-e (specif icarry parenLal

identity and tasks) of the parent (father or mother) wirl
be the only focus. rt is, however, recognized that a

person does occupy many roles in society simultaneousry"

As Roy does not separate instrumental or expressive
behaviors as being assigned predominately to onè specific
gender but states ttboth apply to each role the person
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occupies!8 (Andrews & Roy, LgB6 ¿ p" 13g ) they \¡Jere not
delineated as such in this study. parentar tasks that ü/ere

used for the Q sort cards \^/ere generally applicable to both
parents" This seemed appropriate, as today in many

families both parenLs, regardless of sex, partícipate
actively in parental decisions and caring for the baby.

rnstrumental behaviors are goal oriented actions that a

person performs in fulfilring the requirements and social
expectations of a specific ro]e. For example, parents

(either mother or father or both) nornally name their child
so that each chil-d's place in the family can be clarified.
As bereaved parents have also had a chird it might be

important for them to name their baby in order to meet this
requirement and expectation of the parentar rol-e and al_so

to reinforce their identity as a parent..

Expressive behaviors are reflective of the perceived

requirement for the expression of appropriate feelings and

emotions held by person's in the rol-e they occupy in
groups" For exampì_e, the decision by the parents in
regards to holding their stil-lborn infant (expressive
behavior) wourd be the resul-t of their perception of the
parental rore as including the provision of nurturance and

emotional support. to others.

To promote or support. adapt.ation in the Role mode, the
nurse woul-d assess feerings about the role, âs well as

instrumental and expressive behaviors assocíated with rol-e
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function " Based on Èhis assessment o j-nt.erventions to
support positive adaptive behaviors or to meet need

deficits woul-d be impremented" For mothers and fathers who

have experì-enced a newborn death, the f eeling of rol-e

fail-ure is possj-ble " The nurse, in order to support the
parent's self perception of his or her role as a parent and

to reduce some of the potentiar feerings of rore failure,
might encourage instrumental and expressive behaviors such

as seeing and naming the baby or holdÍng and ¡¡comforting*

the dead infant" Thís supportive intervention is done

because Èhese are societal expectat.ions related to the role
of parenting" By intervening with this stimurus (feelings
of role failure), the nurse courd provide the opportunity
for the parents t,o meet some of their role expectations,
lessening their feeling of role failure and thereby

assisting in promoting adaptation.

The fnterdependence mode focuses prinarily on oners

reratj-onship with significant others and support systems.

Roy defines a significant other as a t¡person who is mosL

important to the indívidualt' (Andrews & Roy, !986, p. L5Z) "

support^ systems include rtthe other persons, individually
or in groups, and possibry animals that contribute to
meeting the interdependence needs of the person¡' (Andrews

& Roy, l-986, p, LSZ) "

Two comnon adaptation problems related to these needs

are separation anxÍety and loneriness. The nurse's
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int.ervent.ion in this mode would focus on managing stimuri
so that i-nterdependence needs wi]1 be met or supported.
Newry bereaved parents consist.ently report overwherming

f eer ings of isolatÍon and loner-iness rel-ated to a

seconspiracy of silence¡, by others (Helmrath & steinit,z,
1978) " This reported roneliness is not always because of a

lack of physical cl-oseness but. because the bereaved parents

vûere emotionaJ-ly ¡tcut off¡¡ due to dífferent perceptions of
the loss by their own parents and friends. rn order to
rnodify these stinuti and help promote adaptation, the nurse

might intervene by encouraging the inclusion of the
grandparents in earry discussions about bereavement. and the
grieving process" Another intervention night be herping
other family members understand the importance of this l_oss

to the bereaved parents.

rn summary, Roy's model conceptuarizes a person as an

adaptive sysLem with two coping mechanism subsystems-the

regulat.or and cognator-which are actj-vated by internal or
external st.inuri " These stimul-i produce behaviora]
responses that are observabl-e through f our adapt.ive modes:

Physiological, serf-concept, Rore and rnt.erdepéndence.

Responses from these modes t'may be either adaptive and thus
promoLe the integrity or wholeness of the personn (Andrews

& Roy, 1986, Þ. 44) oy be ineffect.ive and result in
maladaption "
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1" Bereavement:

2" Grief:

1 Grieving Process:

Definition of Terms

A state invotving a loss, which is
usually caused by the death of
someone l-oved. In this study it was

the loss of an infant due to an

early neonaLal- death or still-birth"

An emotional

encompassing

guilt , atlger I

react.ion to

feelings of

and confusion"

a loss

sadness,

The cluster of reactions or r¡phases¡t

that a person experiences during

bereavement and that change over

tirne (Osterweis, et â1. , L9B4) " In

this study the phases ares phâse of

Numbness, Phase of Yearning and

Searching, and Phase of
Dj-sorganization and Despair (Bowlby

& Parkes t L97O; Parkes, L9721 "

1. Phase of Numbness is the initial
phase which involves shock and

denial-" It lasts several hours to a

few weeks"
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2" Phase of Yearning and Searching

invol-ves a need or urge to find the

deceased person " This phase

generally peaks within four to six
weeks "

3. Phase of Disorganization and

Despair is a period of relatively
unstable behavioral- patterns. An

al^/areness of the actual_ Ioss becomes

a reality and despair sets in. The

characteristics of this phase

( devaluing of seIf, anorexia n

disorganized thinking) intensify at
about the four to six month period"

A culturally determined, overt
expression of grief which incl_udes

ritual-s and associated behaviors.

4" Mourning:

5 " Stil-lbirth: For the purpose

stillbirth vias a

25 weeks or more

of this study,

fetus born dead

gestation 
"

a

at

Death:

The death of a

least. 25 weeks

newborn infant, of at
gestation t'o t4 days

6. Early NeonaLal
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7 " Fetal/Infant Loss:

8" Bereaved Obstetrical parent:

9. Percept,ion:

of âgê, who \¡ias never discharged

from the hosSrital.

The death of an infant encompassing

definitional terms previously stated

under st.illbirth and early neonatal

death"

A mother or father whose
fetus/infant was born dead or who

died withín t4 days following
delivery" For the purpose of this
study, the parents do not have to be

married "

¡tAn individual 's recognition of a

quality present in a specified
subject¡E (CoI1ins, 1986, p" 4L2), âs

determined in Èhis study by the A-

sorting of cards by bereaved

obstetrical- parents.
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l-0. Nursing Care Behavior:

A verbal oy non-verbal_ action
performed by the nursê to either
support, ameliorate t or modify the

effect of a stimulus which impinges

on a bereaved parents, adaptation

level" These actions may involve
manipulatíng focal, contextualr or

residual stimuli that impact on one

or al1 f our adapt.ive modes

(Physiological mode, SeIf-Concept

mode, Role mode, and Int,erdependence

mode) " In this study nursing care

behavior \,tas represented on the 0-
sorL cards. The behaviors used $rere

perceived by the researcher and

experts as Þeing appropriate for
promotÍng adaptation in the mode in
which they hiere categorized.

11-" Most Supportive Behaviors:

Behavíors or actÍons Lhat are

generally seen as providíng strenEth

or assistance to an individ.ual " In
this study most supportive behaviors

!\iere those behavíors that, bereaved
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L2" Least Supportive

parents chose or identified,
(ranking them 6t 7, B, or 9 in the

Q-sort continuum) from the 7O

behaviors tisted individualty on Lhe

70 Q-sort cards, âs helpful or most

supportive to their recovery
f ol lowing a st.illbirth or early
neonatal death" Alternatively, they

v/ere behaviors verbally expressed as

most supportive during the
interviews 

"

Behaviors:

Behaviors which are generally seen

as less helpful or as having a

tendency to make a situation worse.

fn this study, least supportive

behaviors were those behaviors that
bereaved parents chose or identified
(ranked L, 2, 3, or 4 Ín the e-sort
continuum), from the 70 behaviors

listed índividually on the 70 e-sort
cards, âs beíng unhelpful or l-east

supporti-ve to their recovery
following a stillbirth are early
neonatal- death" Alternatively, they
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\¡/ere behaviors verbally expressed. as

least or non-supportive during the

interview.

13" Adaptive Modes: Channel-s (modes ) by which a person

adapts to int.ernal_ and external

chanqes " This adapt.ation is made

observable by behavioral_
manifestations in one of the four
modes which Roy termed as follows:
Physiological, Ro1e, Self-Concept,

and fnLerdependence"

14" Physiological Mode:

This mode reflects the \,üay a person

responds physically to stimuli from

the internal and external
environment" In this mode, coping

mechanisms are related to
physiological- functioning and

responses are made apparenL by

physiological behaviors (Andrews &

Roy, 1_986 , p. 4L ) " For this study,

nursing care behaviors in this mode

have been ident.ified and v/ere

directed toward physical care which
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15. Sel_f -Concept

woul-d support or alter stimul_i to
promote or maintain physiological

adaptati-on "

Mode:

This mode focuses prirnarily on the

spiritual and psychotogical aspects

of a person" For purposes of
nursing care assessment it
encompasses areas of a clientrs
¡tphysicaf self tt and ¡tpersonaJ- self ¡r.

This would incfude assessing
verbalizations related to body

irnage, body sensations, self-esteem,

self -ideal, self consist.ency , and

moral-ethical-spirituaf self . ¡tThe

sel-f -concept mode is the
manifestat.ion of behavior and level_

of adapt.ation rel-ative t.o a personrs

beliefs and feelíngs about himself

or hersel-frr (Andrews & Roy,1"986, p"

124 ) " For t.his study, nursingr

behaviors identified h/ere those

directed toward psychological and

spiritual care which would support.
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or alter st,inulí
maintain adaptation

to promote or

in this mode"

16" Role Function Mode:

Thís mode focuses on the position(s)
or role(s) a person has within
society and the culturally
determined behaviors associated with
functioning within those position(s)
or role(s) " ENpressive and

instrumental- behaviors are
ídentified as two appropriate
interactional components of this
mode" Expressive behaviors are

reflect ive of the perceíved
requirement for the expression of
appropriate feelings and emotions by

persons in the rol-e they occupy in a

group. InstrumenLal behaviors are

goal oriented act,ions that a person

performs as part of this rol_e " In
this study, the parent,ing role of
bereaved parents !ì/as the area f rom

which stinuli influencing behaviors

relating to role function (role
ident,ity and parental tasks ) were
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17 " Interdependence

assessed and nursirlE

identified to support

this mode"

care behaviors

adaptation in

Mode:

This mode focuses on relationships
with significant oLhers and support

systems " nnsignif icant other is a

person who is most iurportant t.o the

indivÍduaI """ IwhiIe support
systems refer tol the other persons

that contribute to meeting the

ì-nt.erdependence needs of the personr¡

(Andrews & Roy, 1986, p" 1-SZ) " Some

needs identified in this mode are

the need for belonging, affection,
approval, understandinE, and the

need for care. fn this study,

nurs ing care behaviors v¡ere

identifi-ed which would help support

or maintain these relationships and

meet the needs of this mode"
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Assumpt.ions of the Study

1" That parents" perceptions are valid and that. both
mother and father perceived the infantrs death in a simifar
fashion, although overt expression of the r-oss may be

different "

2. That people are bio-psycho-social beings who adapt

to their environment within the four modes described by

Roy "

3" That nurses can intervene by implementing nursing
care to support, ameliorater or modify environmentar

stimuli Lo promote adaptation.

4 " That nursing int.ervent.ion Ëo promote or support.

adapt.ation to the Loss of a roved one is an appropriate
rol-e for the nurse, âs a major nursing focus is hearth
promotion and illness prevention.

5" That by providing nursing interventions to parents

Ëhat support positive adaptati-on to their infant ross,
nurses can prevent potentially negative health consequences

to their patients"

6" That the behavioral manifestations of the grieving
process described by Bowlby & parkes (i,97o¡ and parkes

(I972) are val_id"

7 " That phases of grief do exists, although they are

not seen to be linear nor sLatic. vühen the death of a loved

one occurs, specific tasks or grief work (phases of grief)
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must be completed in order to successfurry resolve
conflicts associated with the loss" successful adaptation
of one¿s life to the realit.y of the loss is a result of the

completed grief work"

8" By providing therapeut,ic nursÍng interventions to
gri-eving parents, by manipuration of environmenLal- stimuli,
nurses may effect a more positive resoluLion of the grief
work to be accomplished by these parents. For example,

arrowing the support person to stay overnight might be one

way to manipulate environmental_ stimuli.

Summary

This study explores parents' perceptions of those

aspects of nursing care seen as mosL supportive or least
supportive, during the hospitalization period and during

follow up care by nurses in the community, following a

stillbirth or early neonatar death" The rationale for
conduct.ing this study is based on a desire to learn whether

nursing meeLs the needs of bereaved obstetrical parents and

to determine how parent,s perceive the care they receive"
This area is important to investigate because the research

literature suggiests that parents, recovery from a perinatal
loss can be affected by the support or lack of support they

recel_ve " This study is guided by two conceptual
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frameworks, Bowlby and parkes's (r97o) and parkes's (t972)

descriptíon of the grieving process and Royrs Adaptation
Model (Andrews & Roy, 1996), specificalry her descriptions
of the four modes of adaptat.ion, physiological, Self-
Concept., Ro1e, and Interdependence modes.

The following chapter contains a review of the research

literature reJ-ating to grief, mourning and bereavement,

perinatal grief reactions, treatment and managemenL of
perinatar l-oss, and studies examining parent.ar perceptions

of caregiving behaviors. Anecdotal- literature on perinatal
l-oss is also presented.



CHAPTER TT: REVTEW OF LITERATURE

Introduction

Research in the area of perinat.ar toss has been

minirnal " The parent,s' percept.ion of the experience,

specifically the impact of support or lack of support by

nurses during the crisÍs of a st.irlbirth or early neonatal-

death, ís an area in which few studies have been'published.
rn a review of the riterature relating to perinatal

bereavement, only four articles hrere found that focused, ât
l-east in partr on parental perceptions of caregiving
interactions. Therefore, a more Eenerar view of the
literature dealing with grief, mournirg, and bereavement.

\¡/as necessary. This review v¡ilI proceed from an overview
of the grief and bereavement literature to the more

specifíc perinatal bereavement articles and research. As

t'he ma jority of perinatar riterature farls into two

categories: (1) parental grief reactions, and (z) treatment.

and management studies, the review will be subdivided

accordingry" A separate section wilr contain a review of
the four studies which are representative of the avairable
research examining parental perceptions of caregiving
behaviors, A f inal secLion wirl include a revier,v of the
wealth of anecdotal literature published on the care of
parents experiencing a perinatal deaÈh"

42
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Griefo Mourning and BereavemenL

Early studies of grief can be traeed to Freud.'s (Lgt7)
writings on Mourning and Hetanchoria ín which he examined

the similarit.ies beLween depressive itlness (melancholia)

and grief" Although the psychological prooesses of grief
\¡rere not the centre of Freud.rs interest, he was consistent
in hís description of the tasks of mourning.throughout þis
work (Bowlby, 1-96L). Freudrs cont.ention was that grÍef was

a h/ay by which the energy that. hetd an individual to a

l-oved person \¡/as progressively withdrawn. Thus, by

focusing on the deceased person and by bringing nemories

into the conscious rnind, Lhe mourner gradually freed
himself/herserf and released the bound energy. He

described nourning as a: (1) painful rejection, z) loss of
interest. in the outside world, (3) ross of capacity to
adopt any ne\^/ object of love , (4) turning ar¡ray from

activj-ties not connected with thoughts of *him¡r , and ( 5 )

absence of signs of t¡merancholia¡¡ ( Freud , L1LT /Lgs7, p.

244)" Despite Freud's insist,ence on the importance of
mournÍng, very few studies \À/ere done in this area untir
years later" Although Freud's work has been widely
criticized because of the extensive use of mentally il1
subjects rather than healthy individuars, his descriptions
and theory of mourning nonetheless, arè being supported in
many current day studies"
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one early study, which is recognized as the first
systematic study of the symptomatology of grief , \¡/as

conduct.ed by Lindemann in L944" The 1oj- patients in this
study which included u'(1) psychoneurotic patients who lost
a relative during the course of LreaLment, (2) relatives of
patients who died in the hospit.ar , (3) bereaved disast.er
victins (coconut Grove Fire) and their relatives and (4)

relatives of members of the armed forcesr! (Lindemann, J_ge4,

p" rAL). The methodorogy used consisted of psychiatric
interviews in which the tirning and content of the
discussions v/ere recorded and then analyzed according to
symptoms reported. chahges in mental states hrere observed

and recorded throughout the study's tine frame. The

observations cit.ed have endured over tirne as the classic
description of acute grief" Lindemann found that. common to
al-1 patients v/ere

sensations of somati-c di-stress occurring Ín wavesIasting from twenty minutes to an hour ãt a time,a feeling of tightness in the throat, chokingwith shortness of breath, need. for sighing, and
an empty feeling ín the abdomen, lack of muicularpo\^/er, and an intense sub jective distress
described as tension or mental pain.

(Lindemann, L944, p. L4L)

rn addition to these symptoms other striking feaLures hrere

noted which appear to be pathognomonic for grief, such as:
digestive symptoms, a sense of unrealíty, a feeling of
increased emotional disËance from other people with a loss
of warmth in rel-ationships, €rh intense preoccupation with
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the image of the deceased and a strong preoccupation with
feelings of guilt"

Lindemann's study al-so described morbid grief reactions
which represent an exaggeration or distortion of normal

qrief. The most frequent and outst.anding reaction noted
T¡/as of deray or postponemenL of grief " Grief may be

delayed for years and then be precipit.at.ed by an unexpected

occurrence in the person's life.
A di-storted reaction invol-ved overactivit.y without. a

sense of loss, oy it, involved the acquísition of symptoms

belonging to the last. ilrness of the deceased. usuarly the
ratter reaction resulted in the bereaved being labeled a

hypochondriac by health care personneÌ. other possj_ble

morbid grief reactions íncluded the development of a

recognized medicar disease such as ulcerative colitis,
asLhma or rheumatoid arthrit.is, alt.erations in
rel-ationships with f r j-ends and relatives ( social
j-solation), furious hostility against specific pêrsons

(doctor) and/or the development of an agitated depression.

Even though Lindemann's description of grief (typical
and atypical) appears to be sound, criticism of his work

has been centered on the fact that he gives no figures to
indicate the frequency of the varj-ous atypical forms of
grief which he describes, no t.ime frame for the study and

no dat,a supporting the effectiveness of his method of
treatment (Parkes & tVeiss, j-983) 

"
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In spite of the fact that Lindemannrs study !üas of
major importance, little att.ention was generated Ín this
area of research. Neither does it appear to have had any

irnpact on the delivery of health care or social services t,o

the dying and the bereaved until twenty years later.
During the 1,96O's, the pioneering works on death and

dying and bereavement by Gtaser and strauss (1965), Kubler-
Ross (L969), and Parkes (1965) led to an increased

av/areness of reactions to bereavement, the impact on the

health of the mourner, and of the pathologicar consequences

of poorly resolved grief" The majority of these studies,
however, have been done with widows and widowers as

subjects 
"

Parkes (r971') studied the reactions of 22 London

widows, aÌl under the age of 65, to the death of their
husbands. This longitudinal study invorved interviewing
subjects at. least five times in the thirteen months

following the death of their spouse in order to descríbe

t,he process of, and reaction to, grief and its changes over

time" Three phases of the grieving process were identifíed
and described. These \^rere numbness , yearning, and

disorganization .

Findings also reveared physiorogicar and psychorogical-

changes occurring during this thirteen month period.
Tearful-ness and panic attacks r¡/ere most frequent during the

first month of bereavement but were seen to occur at other
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times as well" preoccupat.ion with thoughts of the

deceased, anger, insomniao weight. losso and withdrawal from

sociar relationships hrere arso cited as responses. rn

self-reported perceptions of health, six widows reported
that their heal-th rrì¡as definitely v/orse than it had been,

and none sar¡¡ themselves as healthier, rrcommonest

complaints i¡/ere headaches, digestive disturbances and

aching Iirnbstt (p. 463). ¡¡When compared to their
psychologicar state before the terminar ill-ness of the
spouse, 9 wídows hrere def initely in a h/orse staLe, 7

probably worse, 3 unchanged and 3 better!'(p" 463). In
general, this study supports the conceptualization of grief
as a phased process and the potential negative impact grief
may have on the health of the bereaved" rt also support,s

the synptomatology described by Lindemann.

In contrast, a a972 Boston study by parkes and Brown

showed no significant differences in serf-reported physical
symptorns between widows and a control group" wido$/ers,

however, reported more anxiety and. more severe symptoms

than the control group. No differences hrere found. ín

Eenerar hearth perception nor !ùas there found any increase

in psychosomatic illnesses.
The incidence of increased mortarity forrowing the

death of a spouse has also been studied by several
researchers and conflicting results have been reported. rn

claytonrs (L974í i-979) cohort studies of wi.dows and
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widowers no significant increases in rnort.ality r¡/ere noted

during the first. year of bereavement nor in subsequent

years" Gerber, Rusalem, Hannon, Battin and Arkin (rg7s),
however, found that although no increases in mortality v/ere

noted during the first year of bereavement srightry higher
rates \Â/ere noted during the second and third years afLer
the death of a spouse" Helsing, comsÈock and szkro (Lgg2)

noted no significant increases during the first. siN months

but thereafter an increase v/as observed for widowers,

especialry those who did not remarry. There rüas ho

significant increase Ín deaths for widows.

The incidence of increased psychiatric morbidity has

arso been studied o but with inconcrusive resul_ts.

Researchers found increases ín rates of depressive symptoms

and use of counseling services (parkes & Brown o lg72), and

also marked increases in the use of nedicatiorÌs, tobacco

and al-cohol (Parkes & Brown, LgTz; parkes & weiss, Lgg3i

Thompson, L9B4) by the bereaved. The investigators suggest

that these are an indicat.ion of psychiatric rnorbidity.
However, Lhe use of smalr sample sj-zes and lack of
supporting evidence demonstrating Èhat the bereaved

actuaÌly meet the crit.eria for true psychiatric illness
l-eaves the resul-ts questionabre. More research is needed

to determine if a relationship between bereavement and

disease does exist and what criÈeria would indicat,e an

adequat.e recovery.
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Although evidence at the present tirne is contradictory
and inconcrusive, most researchers and cl-inicians bel_ieve

there is a possibility of some degree of deterioration in
physical and mentar health following bereavement in suscep-

tible people"

Literature related to bereavement j-ntervention programs

is rnainly anecdotal in focus, and while the articles do

provide information about the bereavement. experíence,

rittle is known regarding the effectiveness of these

programs or if they are helpfur for alr people eNperíencing

various bereavement circumstances. Feh/ control-Ied studies
have been done of the different types of intervention
programs and those that have been reported leave many

questions unanË\^rered.

rntervention studíes focusing on psychotherapy (Mawson,

Marks, Ramm & Stern, l-981; RaphaeJ_, L977; Williams, Lee,

Pol-ak , ]-976 ) hospice bereavement programs (parkes, j-9g j- 
)

and mutuar support groups (Barrett, 1-g7g; vachon, sheldon,

Larcee, LyaII, Rogers, & Freedman, l_9go), all show some

degree of success in helping people through the grieving
process 

" Specific results índicate posit.ive social
adjustment for some, improved coping abilities, development

of higher sel-f-esteem and ress use of serf-destructive
behaviors (no increase in smoking, use of arcohoL or
drugs) " Perceived social- support was shown to be the best

replicated predicator of psychosocial adjustment. However,
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gaps exist in the literature and whether all or any of
these intervention strategies are effective for alr types

of bereavement is not known. Moreover, the potential for
iatrogenÌ-c affects ( negative outcomes ) of these
interventions has not been addressed.

In summary, research in the area of grief, mourning,

and bereavement shows contradictory results relating to a

relationship between bereavement and rnortarity and

norbidity " However, most clinicians and researchers

berieve there is some degree of deterioration Ín health in
susceptible people. studies exploring the effectiveness of
intervention strat.egies to assist people in recovering from

a loss is inconcrusive" vühether any of the research

findings discussed here courd apply to perinatal
bereavement is not known because the majority of the
studies done in the area of grief, mourning, and

bereavement focus on widows and wido\á/ers "

PerinaË.al Bereavement: Introductj_on

Many researchers and writers in the fierd of perinatal
deaths (Helmrath & steinit.z, 3-g7B; Hirdebrand & schreiner,
1-980; Kennell & Trause, L97B; Kirkrey-Best & Kerrner, LgBzì

Love]l, l-983; Peppers & Knapp , Lg9oa ) have suggested that
the l-oss of an inf ant at birth and resurt,ant grief are

seldom acknowledged in our cul-ture and generally are not
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regarded lJ'/ith the same respect as other deaths " *The

community tends to disregard the infant as a real_, riving
person and thus disassociates ,normar griefo i_n response to
an order person from 'pseudogrief, in response to infant
loss¡! (Peppers & Knapp, J-9BOa, p. 28). The expectation is
that a parent's reaction to this ross will be short-tived
and temporary"

The death of an infant is generally seen as a loss of
significantly less importance than that of other l-oved

ones" Because of this attitude, âñ infant death or
stilrbirth has not been thought to have as much irnpact on

the family. However, as researchers and pract.itioners have

gained an understanding of the i-mportance of the
¡raf f ectional bond.¡r or the prenaLal emotional- attachment

that develops between parents and their baby during the
early months of preginancy, an a\dareness of the devastating
effects of its abrupt severance through a fetal/infant
death has begun to emerge.

Prenatal Emotional Attachment

The early study of Bibring, Dwyer, HuntinEton and

varenstein (l-961) hras designed to define the developmental

process of pregnancy and motherhood" The subjects, fifteen
primigravj-das, r¡/ere studíed f rom their initiar prenatal
visit., when they v/ere L2 weeks pregnant or less, until one
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year post,partum" one poínt noted from this study was that
the recognition of the infant as a separate being hras

apparent beginning early in the pregnancy. The authors

concluded that. a r'woman moves through a phase of enhanced

narcissism early in the pregnancy, until- quickening,

undeniabry int,roduces the baby as the new object within the

selfr' (p" 22) " It is during this second phase that the

mother must change her concept of the fetus from a being

that is part of herself to a living baby who wirr soon be a
separate beíng (K1aus & KenneII , I}BZ) " Äs quickening

usually begins around the fourt,eenth to eighteenth week of
pregnancy the attachment bond to the infant has the
potential to be quite strong by the time of birth.

Leifer's (1980) study also supporLs maternal perceptj-on

of the infant as a separate entity. Moreover, it supports

the idea of the development of maternal feerings during the
prenatal period" This rongitudinar study selected ar1

married primigravida, 20 to 35 years of âgê, who contacted

a university Hospital obstetrical outpatient. unit within a

two month period. A theoreticar sampling of i-9 ü/omen, arl
sixt,een weeks gestation or less, r^rere interviewed during
each trimester of pregnancy, on the thírd postpartum day

and at six to eight weeks postpartum. A telephone

interview was done during the week when the hromã.n f irst
experienced nrovement and a mailed questionnaire was sent, at
seven rnonths postpartum" Findings shorued that the peak
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experl-ences of pregnancy focused on the unique relat.ionship
developed with the fetus" Leifer noLed that the rremotional

bond with the fetus develops surprisingry soon after
concepÈion and for most \¡iomen deepens considerabry during
Lhe pregnancy" " "tt(p" 76). DurinE the first trimester, t2
I^¡ornen hrere rated as having no attachment while seven had

low attachment rates" However, from the second trimest.er
oD, j-ncreases in level of attachment were observed in both
qroups" The turning point in the development of the
emotional bond to the fetus appeared Lo occur shortly after
quickening in the second trimester.

Lumrey (l-980) studied 3o primigravida during their
first trimester of pregnancy to determine their irnage of
and feelings toward their babies" she found that at B-rz
weeks, about 30? of the v/omen thought of the feÈus as a

real person" lfomen who showed earry feelings of attachment.

toward the fetus came from rarEer families and v/ere vromen

whose previous work had been in nursing or teaching. These

v/omen predict.ed that they would feel grief if the fetus
I,rere miscarried" Lumrey concluded that women who perceíve

the fetus as a real person early in their pregnancy have

begun to form an at,tachment to it "

The final study reviewed supporting prenatal attachment

or af f ectional- bonding hras done by Kennell, sryt.er and

Klaus (1'970) " The researchers tape recorded one hour

interviews with 20 vromen, beLween three to 22 weeks after
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the death of their baby" They reasoned stthat the st.rength

of the att.achment that a mother had formed to her baby

could be measured indirect.ly by determinatíon of the length
and intensity of her mourningi after his death¡r (p. 345).

on the basis of the interviews, the subjects were evaruated

on six signs whose assigned values when cornplied into an

index v/ere considered a measurement of mourning. These

signs vüere sadness, Ioss of appetite, inability to sleep,
increased irritability, preoccupatíon with the lost infant
and inability to return to normal activities"

Analysis of the data showed that all mothers reported
definite sadness and preoccupation with thoughts of the
dead infant" Every mother had experienced probrerns in at
Ieast three ( 3 ) of the six ( 6 ) iËems and j_5 of the 18

subjects who remained in the study had problems in fíve (5)

or sÍx (6) areas" The mourni-ng scores of these mothers

I/úere interpret.ed as an indication of the presence of
clearry identifiabre mourning behaviors. These behaviors

v/ere present whether the baby lived for a short. time (a

lower linit of l- hour) or for a longer period (an upper

limit of L2 days), whether the infant was 3oo0 grams er 580

grams, oy whether the mother had touched the baby or not
(p" 348 ) "

The researchers concluded that ¡¡the presence of
mourning in all mothers impries that a substantiar degree

of affect,ional bonding precedes tactile contact between
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mother and inf ant¡t (p" 349 ) . Morêover, it hras noted Èhat

the reactÍons of these mothers hrere very simirar to those

described by other researchers stud.ying reactions to the
death of a close family member"

In summary, from these studies and from books

addressing parent.-infant bonding and psychosocial
adaptation in pregnancy (Klaus & Kennelr, r9B2; Lederman,

1984; Peppers & Knapp, t-980aÍ Rubin, LgB4) the potent.ially
devastating impact of a fetaL/infant. loss on the parent.s is
supported based on the evidence that, a strong emotional

bond i-s developed prior to the actuar- birth of the infant.

Parental- Grief: Reactions

Most articl-es in the riterature rerating t.o perinatal
grief are anecd.otal; however, a few systematic studies have

been conducted"

studies describing parental reactions to the loss of a

newborn, either at birth or soon after, suggest
sirnil-arities in grief responses equivarent to or great,er

than Lhose associated with the ross of close farniry
members. However, few comparative studies exist to support
this assertion. one such study done by sanders (Lg7g),

comparing adult bereavement in the death of a spouse,

chird, and parent found that. r'statistically signÍficant
dif f erences r¡/ere noted in Èhe direction of greater
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intensity of grief in the death of a chil-d...more intense
grief reactÍons of somatic types, greater depression, as

well as anger and guirt with accompanying feerings of
despairlt" " " (p" 309) \¡üere experienced" However, the age of
the chirdren at the time of death ranged from six and a

harf to 49 years" whether these findings would. be the same

for a parent whose newborn had died is not known.

Giles (r970) studied the bereavement reaction of 40

Iiüomen ranging in age from 15-39 years, alJ- of whom had lost
babies that \,üere 30 weeks gestatÌ-on or more. onry nine of
the infants weighed over 25oo girams " Each h/oman hias

interviewed for two or three hours, spread over several
days, earry in the postpartum period. Areas examined were

reactions to previous bereavements, reaction to pregnancy,

postmortem findiilgs, attitudes to seeing the dead baby, the
mother's view of the cause of death, help in bearing the
l-oss, psychoemotional reaction, and views regarding future
pregnancies" No further information is provided regarding
the study's methodology. Results in two of the areas

studied are of interest in this research project. These

areas are: herp in bearing the loss, and, hospital room

assignment "

Resul-ts in the area of herp in bearing the loss show

that eighteen mothers felt a doctor could have been

supportive in helping them bear the loss, while five
reported that junior doct,ors did not ans\Àier their questions
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adequately, leaving the unanswered. questions for their
attending docLors who never visited" Twelve mothers

reported being herped by visitors, while zo felt they v.lere

helped by doctors (n:10) or nurses (n:10).
Mixed results were found in regards to hospital room

assignmenLs. Eleven mothers preferred a singre room to
prevent putting the roommate in an embarrassíng situation
while sixteen felt they wourd be ress lonery being with
others and that it wourd be '¡an advantaEe to face others
from Lhe outsett' (p. 208) .

The psychoemotional reactions reported support the
similarity to reactj-ons seen in other bereavements, with
the most prevalent response being that of numbness and a

feeling of empt,iness. Reactions ranged from restlessness,
sadness, weeping, a preoccupation with thought.s that they
had done something to cause the ross, Lo btaming the
doctor. ¡lThe commonest physÍca] symptom was fatigue, noted

by 1-2 other physical symptoms included insomnia¡ flo

appetite u dizzíness, headache, and indigestionlr (p" 2og).

Although there are many gaps and weaknesses in this study,
it does reveal that a loss in the perinatal period
generates a specífic grieving response and that support
from a health care professional- was seen as a hray to assist
the mother ín bearing the loss.

Ã' longítudinar, interdisciplinary study by !ùo1ff,
Niel-son and schiller (tg7o ) focused on the emotional_
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reaction of \å/omen to an infant death either at, birth or
shortry after" Fifty v/omen, âge L4 to 3g years, underwent

a series of interviews, beginninE on the second ¡rostpartum
day, forl-owed by a second interview within a day or two.
Follow-up interviews h/ere done with 40 of the mothers, one

or more times over the next three years. Half of these
mothers (20) requested addit.ionar interviews at síx weeks

postpartum. fnterview data showed that regardinE their
care, Irhalf made no hostíl-e cemmenLs. . . Iwhile ] the
remaining patient.s freely criticized some aspect of their
carerr (p" 74) " No indication is Eiven regarding specific
compraints. However, it is mentioned that some pat,ients
felt that they shourd have received more medication for
pain relief although the najority hrere satisfied.

Three other areas addressed in the interview data
analysis are interesting" rn rooking at attitudes toward
their doctor, nurses and attendant.s, over hal-f (18 of zg)

who responded found the hospital staff col-d and distant.
Itrurses T¡iere seen the rnost negatively. However, worff et
aL" (L97o) st.ated that, whire hospital procedures, patient,
accommodations, and attitudes of the staff, rnay play a role
in the comfort of the patients these factors did not seem

to have an impact on the eventual bereavement, outcome. No

other studies were found Lo support this finding.
Additionar dat.a anaÌysis rerated to ¡rlans for

subsequent pregnancies showed that initÍarJ_y 7oz of the
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mothers had very definite plans t.o either become pregnant

soon or specificarly not to become pregnant. in the
foreseeable future. However, for some (g of the 20)

mothers, Lhe experíence i^/as so traumatic that they \,üere

adamant about not becoming pregnant and of these, four
requested sterilization 

"

Although not a major focus of this study, vtolff et at.
did report findings that suggest the impact of this loss
coul-d have implications f or health risks. of the 43 hromen

who returned for their six week check-up, three (3) had

gynecological diseases, eight (B) were found to have other
illnesses such as respiratory infections or gastroenteritis
and r¡some had minor psychological probrems evidenced by

somatic complaints and anxiety¡' (p" T5). How these
findings woul-d compare to mothers who have not experienced
a perinatal loss is not known.

Peppers and Knapp ( l-g8ob ) studied sirnirarities and

differences in maternar responses to three categories of
fetar/infant death: miscarriage, stirlbirth, and neonatal_

death" They posturated that there wourd be no significant
differences betu¡een a motherrs response regardress of when

the fetus or infant died in the prenatal period. sixty-
five Caucasian women from various socioeconomic leveIs,
ranging in age from 2s to s7 years ü/ere interviewed. The

Lirne frame in which the infant loss v/as experienced ranged

from si-x months to 36 years, with the mean of 8.1 years. A
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three-part questionnaire \^ras first administered to obtai-n

socio-demographíc information, data re]ated to the ross and

data regarding subjects' responses to symptoms risted on a

grief scale" The grief scale used expanded Kennerlrs, et
al- " (L97o ) six variable grief scare to include the
following: difficulty in concentrating, angier, guilt,
failure to accept reality, time confusion, exhaustion, rack
of strength, depression and repet,itive dreams of the dead

infant" The mothers rated themsel-ves from 1 to 9 (no

problem t.o extrene difficulty) on each of the variables. A

summation of responses determined the overall grief score.
To det.ermine grief resorution, the subjects r^rere asked to
rate their present feerings on the symptomsr âs we]l as

their perceived feelings when the loss occurred. Resul_ts

indicated that no significant differences r¡/ere found in the
reactions of the mothers regardless of the type of loss.
However, a less tense reaction \,ì/as seen in ï¡/omen to whom

subsequent chil-dren had been born and a more Lense reaction
\¡ras seen r,rlhen complications in a previous pregnancy had

been experienced" The data suggest that the intensity of
grief fel-t. is as strong for someone eNperiencing a

miscarriage as it. is with the ross of a newborn. This
study seems to support the findings of Kennerr et ar.
(r97o) that maternal grief is not rerated to the length of
time the infant has lived. However, because the authors
recognize ¡¡the weakness of our rpurpose, sampling,
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particularly v/ith respect to the variation in the time
since the loss occurredru (p " ss7), the results of this
study night represent a confounding of memory or perhaps

motivational reasons rather than a true lack of difference
in reactions"

LaRoche , Lalinec-Michaud, Engelsmann, Ful-l-er, copp and

vasilevsky (t-982 ) complet.ed an exploratory study of 31

mothers whose infant had died before or during the first
month of rife" Their purpose v/as to assess grief
reactions, to clarify rnisunderstandings and confusion, to
faciritate the grief process, and to encourage
communicat.íon between the parents (p" 5l_l_ ) . rnterviews
râ/ere approximately one hour long and were schedul_ed at one

to two days aft,er the death, with f olrow up care by

terephone and direct contact at two t.o three weeks, and. at
about three months postpartum. Resutts showed that. t_L of
the 31 moLhers disprayed rnappropriate Grief Reactions
(rcR) - No relationship vras found between dge, gravidity,
parity or previous abortion and the development of an rGR"

Half of these mothers report.ed no previous obstetrical_ or
gynecologicar problem. Hov/ever, five (5) reported probrems

with infert,il-ity, difficurt pregnancy and premature birth.
There r¡/as no st.at.istical-1y significant relat.ionship between

comprications in labor or prenatar hospit.arization, the sex

of the baby¡ oL between touching and not touching the baby"

A posi-tive trend (not reaching statÍstical significance)
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I¡/as found between mothers who developed an rGR and an

unexpected stillbirth, g'estation length, failure to see the

baby, desire for a baby and history of previous psychiat.ric
problems. As thi s \,üas an exploratory study, f ew

concl-usions hiere reached" The authors only concluded that
the mourning process vras t!dynamic wíth índividual
differences in reactions over timesr (p" si-T).

LaRoche, Lalínec-Michaud, Englesmann, Fu1l_er, Copp,

McQuade-Sol-datos and Azirna's (t984) follow-up study at one

to two years after the loss \^/as designed to ídentify
variabres that measured mourning and crinical depression.

The original 30 r,üomen v/ere contacted, however, only L7

agreed to be reassessed. Theref ore , L3 new cases \¡rere

added to increase the sample to 30"

A semi-structured interview \¡/as used to assess ¡¡major

areas of the mother's functioning including psychological

adaptation, relationship to husband, family and fríends, as

well as degree of satisfaction with hospitar service and

care and attitudes t.oward future pregnancies¡r (p. 15) " The

Life Events schedure and Beck Depression rnventory (BDr)

scales v/ere used, âs hras a retrospect.ive assessmenL of
mourning based on Kennelr and Klauso instrument (TMS-Total

Mourning Score) with added variables. By using the

combj-nation of self-report and objective clinical-
evaruation the authors felt distort.ion in the evaluation of
the grief reaction would be lessened.
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Resurts of this study showed. that of the six women who

v/ere identified as experiencing rGR's in earlier
assessments, only one showed a high BDr score and

eventually developed a crinical degrression. However, this
subject. had a past history of psychiatric problems. The

remainingr f ive r^/ere thought to have apparently resorved
their grief in other rdays" The presence of mourning (TMS)

in all the womenn the auLhors suggest, support.s ¡roLher

studies and irnplies that a substant.iar degree of bonding
precedes tactile contact between mother and chil_d* (p" L7) "

The low BDr score hras interpreted as perhaps indicating the
usefulness of therapeutic intervention which the mothers

received" seeing and touching the baby significantly
correl-ated with the BDr scores but did not correlat.e with
the TMS scores, demonstrating t,haL mothers grieve
regiardless of whether they see their infant or not, but
that. those who did not. see or touch their infant were mere

1ike1y t.o develop depression later on.

This study, and that of Kennerl et al. (Lg7o) showed

lower mourning scores (TMS) for mothers with a surviving
twi-n. Quite in contrast, Ro!úe, cryman, Green o Mikkersen 4

Haight and Ataide's (rg79) study showed the only factor
associated with the development of a norbid grief reaction
I¡/as the ¡rpresence of a ne!ü inf ant in the home. . . either
surviving twin or [a woman] who becane pregnant l_ess than
f ive months after the deathgr (p" j.6B ) . No signif icant
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dif f erences \¡/ere f ound in the Rov/e et ar. study between

women who became pregnant less than six months after the
l-oss and those who became pregnant rater" The authors also
report a surprising finding in that women with chil_dren at
home had both higher TMS and BDr scores" This, they
speculate, may be due to the fact that the process of
resolving grief is being interfered with by family demands

made upon them"

Parental interaction data, in the LaRoche et aI.
( 1984 ) sbudy, suggest that either improvement or
deterioration in the couple's rerationship can resurt. Low

TMS scores Ì^/ere associated with improved communj-cation and

sex life between the couple. Moreover, these data also
suggest that the lack of a strong social support, system

both within and outside the nuclear family may result in a

normal- grief reaction becoming pathologicar. rn generâI,

LaRoche et al" ( i-994 ) concluded ¡¡the mourning process is a

dynanic one with individual variations and differences over

Limets (p" t7l and that crisis intervention, which \iùas

offered at one to two days after the loss, could be assumed

to have contributed positively to the resor-ution of grief.
Rosenbratt and Burns ( i-986 ) explored the long t.erm

effect. of a perinatal loss" Their focus trüas on identifying
the ambiguities in definition of perinatal loss,
differences in understanding and grieving a perinatal loss,
support and non-support from family and cornmuniLy, and the
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dynamics of long term grief. Audiotaped interviews were

done with at least one adult from 3t- households contacted.
There \^/ere 5 s perinatal losses reported f rom these
households, with the rnedian time since the l_oss occurred.

being 24 years" The range \das two years to 46 years" The

majority of reported losses r,üere miscarriages (n=23

couples). The remaining eight coupres had }osses rel-ated
to ectopic pregnancy, a molar pregnancy, stillbirth, or
neonatal death,

Results of this study showed that although most

subjects experienced perinatar loss as frightening and

physically difficult, many differences hrere found amongr

individuals in regards to the perception of the loss and

how each individuar grieved at the time of the loss. Two

I/üomen who had experienced multiple losses reported little
or no probrem at the time of the loss. Rosenbratt, and

Burns ( 1-986 ) exprained this by stating that ¡sin some \day a

collection of simil-ar rosses interferes with the memory of
any particurar l-osst¡ (p. 243) or perhaps with rnultiple
losses a person experiences ress uncertainty, shock or
fear, and thus the psychological irnpact is not as severe.
However, the authors do acknowledge that. it is quite
possibte that the impact of rnultiple losses is so

overwhelrning that individuals protect. themselves from the
pain by acting as if the losses r¡/ere insignificant. The

majority of respondenLs, however, did report that at the
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tirne of the loss much grief , sadness, pain, and. fear \^/ere

felt "

Reports relating to long term grief reactions trüere al_so

quite variabre" Two subjects who had experienced an infant
death and fíve who had experienced one or more miscarriages
report.ed having occasional or sometimes frequent pangs of
grief" For some, these feelings of grief hiere still
intense decades aft.er the loss" The majoríty of subjects
reporLed no pangs of grÍef in the rong term. However, this
hlas more evident for those who experienced a miscarriage.

congiruent with other reports, Rosenbratt and Burns

(1986), also found that subjects reported as helpful the
opportuni-ty to talk to others about the loss " Ã,lthough

some subjects report,ed never tatking to anyone about their
loss o for many êven a brief superf icial conversation r¡¡as

beneficial" rnt,erestingly, no subjects had used support
groups nor had any used a therapi-st" Moreover, the use of
crergy was not a significant source of ristening or support
in dealing with the l-oss. physicians and. nurses r^rere also
viewed as generally unsupportive. Most respondents found
physicians unherpful in dealing with feelings but useful in
discussing the medical aspects of the l-oss. sub ject.s f elt
that the physicians \¡/ere ¡rcold, dist,ancing t oy otherwíse
unavailabl-e when supportiveness would have been very
herpful" (p. 247) " Rosenblatt and Burns (t-986) report that
some positive things hrere saj-d about nurses, but in general
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when quest.ions \,{ere asked about physicians and nurses
replies \Â¡ere only about physicians.

subjects who tarked about the ross experience, usually
chose to do so with a spouse or a peer. some woman

report,ed they felt resentmenL due to theír husband's lack
of support and distancing immediatery after the losso but
stat,ed eventuarty the perinat,al ross experience had made

the rnarit.al relat.ionship stronger "

A significant finding reported by the authors \Àras the
perception of how much a spouse coutd or courd not be

relied upon at, a time of loss. severar of the hroman fert
they did not receive the empathy from their husband that
they desired. rn some of these instances, Rosenblatt and

Burns (1-986) belíeved what T¡ras being grieved v¡as not the
loss of the fetus, but the ross or hope of fulr spouse

support in the time of need. rn other instances, a

discrepancy in a shared def inition of what hras lost, r^ras

seen as the reason for the perception of lack of empathy.

Rosenblatt and Burns (t-996) conclude that variation
exists among individuars regarding reactions to perinatal
loss" For some, it may be a source of long term grief, and

for oLhers it may be seen as a lesser loss. Moreover,

conversations people have, even brief and superficial_ ones,

may have an ímportant role in defining the loss and Ín
supporting the grief process. They arso suggest that rather
than seeking a formula to guide interaction, developi.ng a
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greater sensitivity to the feerings of those who have

experienced a perinatal ross woul-d be more beneficiar.
The final study investigating both parent.s î gríef

responses to a neonatar death to be reported here examines

parentar participat.ion in the decisions relating to their
infant's care, Benfierd, Leib and vorlman (Lg7B) studied
grief responses of 50 mother-father pairs who had newborn

infants adnitted to a neonatal íntensive care uni_t of, a

Ìarge rnedical center" A semi-structured interview and

questionnaj-re h¡erê used, ât the tirne of a postmortem

rêview, to assess grief scores (leveI of grief) " Resurts
suggest that maternal grief significantly exceeded

paternar grief" However, in l-1 cases the father¿s mean

score exceeded his wifeos score. on individual scal_e

items, Do signif icant dif f erence r¡/âs found exce¡rt. for
reported feerings of guilt, where the motherrs score \¡/as

sÍgnificantry greater. No significant difference v/âs found

between wanting to be al-one, disbelief , d,epression t or
praying f or the baby " crying \,ì/as the only item where a

significant difference !ùas shown. Mothers reported more

crying behavior than did the fathers. Reasons postulated
for this by the authors hrere: societal norms which

discourage men from expressing feerings, acceleration of
grief work due to increased demands frorn home, work and

funerar preparations, oy denial- as refreeted in lower
scores. Grief scores s/ere not shotrn to be rel-ated to
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\,üeight of the inf ant u length of lif e, ext.ent of parent.al

contact with the infant, previous perinatal l_osses, âge of
parents or distance from the hospital of birth to the
regional center, Mat.ernal grief scores v/ere not related to
positive feeling about pregnancy. However, paternal grief
scores related posÍtively to their pleasure with the
pregnancy" This indicates that the greater t.he pleasure
with the pregnancy, the greater the grief response to the
loss for fathers"

ïn the group where parents and physician jointry
decided to limit care and discontinue the use of the
respirator (rirnited care group), no signifÍcant differences
hlere noted in mean maternal and paternar grief scores when

compared t.o the total- respirator care group. Hov,rever, when

individuat items hrere analyzed, mothers of linited carê
infants showed less irritabirity and_ desire to be left
alone" Fathers in this group showed fewer problems with
sleeping, eating, irritabirity, cryinEr ând depression. No

evidence of pathorogical grieving v/as noted. The

investigaLors suggest that this may be a result of longer
intervals of ant.icipatory grievingr âs thís group of
infants lived longer (l-o"i- days vs 5"7 days), or the heal_th

care professional's desire for parental involvement may

have increased parentst sel-f-esteem thus making thern feel
less helpress" Arso, due to longer anticipatory grieving
the parents may have been l-ess troubled when under stress
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and may have been bett.er abre to participate in decisions
to terminate care. Benfield et al. (ga7}) speculate that
parents who are informed can participate in infant-care
decisj-ons and can subsequently adjust in a more hearthy
manner to their l-oss " The d.ata also suggest ¡rthat a

parent's grief may depend more on the compassionate concern

of care-givers than any other singre facLor'! (p" 176). No

additional information is given regarding this finding and

no other studies could be found which investÍgated this
relationship 

"

ïn summary, research rel-at.ed to parentat reactions to
fetar/infant deaths is linited and pl-agued with
methodologicar weaknesses. Most studies have used small
sample sizes and have focused rnainly on one specific
population group (caucasian) " Moreover, fevü studies
include fathers' reactions. There is no consj-stency in
variabl-es invest,igated nor have many replication studies
been done" Generally, most of the research appears to be

inconclusi-ve, of limited generalizabirity and of
quest.ionable application.

Perinatal Grief: Treat4ent, and Management

studies pert.aining to treatment and management of
families experiencing a perinatal death are rimited"
However, Èhree different studies, done by an
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interdisciplinary group of researchers, focused on forlow-
up care and issues concerning bereaved obstetrical
f arnil-ies " T\^io of these studies f ocused on f ollow-up care
and the third study focused on specific issues of concern

to the families. Two additionar studies relat.ing to
treatment and management are also discussed.

In the first follow-up study, Rowe, Clyman, Green,

M j-kkersen , Haight, and Ataide (Lg7 B ) conducted a

retrospective study using telephone interviews of 26

f amilies who had experienced a perinatal_ death l-o to 22

months prior to contact " The f ocus of the study r^/as to
examine how effectively information about the infant's
death v/as provided to the parents by the doctor at the
perinatal referral center and if the information was seen

as satisfactory" understanding h/as evaluated by comparing
parent's response to questions with what hras recorded on

their hospital chart." satisfactíon was evaruated based on

the mother's comments" The scale range v/as totally
satisfied (only favorable comments) partially satisfied
(rnixed feelinEs about. information) or dissatisfied (only
negative comments) 

"

Harf of the mothers reported onry receiving information
while their infant vras in the hospitar, whereas half also
obtained ad.ditional information weeks t.o months later from

subsequent physician follow-up during office visits or by

phone" Twenty-two mothers hiere rated as having adequate
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understanding of the cause of their infant's deatho whíle
four v¡ere rated as having inadequaÈe understanding" No

relatj-onship \^/as found between rever of understanding and

mother's âg€o economic status or length of tine since the
infant's death. A higher and significant difference in the
level of understanding regarding the cause of their
infantts death was noted between those mothers who had

follow-up contact røith their physician and those that.

received only hospital ínformation" The study suggest,s

that there v/as a correr-atíon between a mother r s

satisfaction, her lever of understanding and the
development of a morbid grief reaction. seven of the 26

subjects hrere judged as satisfied with the informatÍon they
received, while 10 v/ere partiarry satisfied and nine (9)

t'otally dissatisf ied " of these nine (g) , six ( 6 ) ï¡/ere

judged to have developed a morbid qrrief reaction. Because

of the limited sample size it is difficurt to know íf this
wourd be supported ín the general obstet,rical_ bereavemènt

population, and the rack of measurabre criteria in
determining what constitut.es a morbid grief reaction leaves

this conclusion questionable" However, the finding that
five (5) of Lhe nine (9) mothers who became preginant, within
five months after the death or had a surviving twin hrere

judEed to have a morbid grief reaction supports resurts
from previous studies"
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Moreovero from t.his study it does appear that follow-uÍr
by the physician can be â factor in healthy adjustment to
the loss of an i_nfant; unfortunately¡ âs the authors also
poinL out, rronly hatf the mothers in our study were

contact,ed again following the infant"s death¡¡ (p" 169).
lühether foll-o$/-up by nurses or other hea]th care
professionals would positively affect the bereavement

outcome is not known.

The second study on forl-ow up care to bereaved

obstetrical- parents is that of clyman et ar. (Lg7g) .

Recognizing that there hras poor coordination and ill
defined identification of who \Âias responsible for folloÌrï/-up
care followíng Lhe death of a newborn, they designed a

prospective study to explore parent utilization of
physician follow-up after the death of their newborn when

such a service hras specifically offered to them. Families
(n:108) were offered the opportunity to neet, at the medical
center for forrow-up care to have questÍons answered that
inight have arisen since their babyrs death. seventy-six
percent of these i-08 subjects chose to have physician
follow-up" Fífty-six percent returned to the medical_

center to speak with the t,eam who provided care for their
Ínfant in the hospitar, 372 sa$r their local physician and

72 chose to speak to the doctor by tetephone. No physician
fol-Iow-up tras reporÈed by 242 of the f amilies.
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The study ¡tfound no significant difference between
parents who utílized subsequent physician forlow-up and

those that did not¡! (p" 666) with regard to the distance
the parents l-ived from the medicat center" Hor,nrever, those
that did not use forlow-up t.ended to be unmarried, or \4iere

teenage mothers , oy the head of the househol_d was

unemployed or there h¡as no telephone in the home. The

finding that. three-quarters of the sampre chose to have

physician folrow-up suggests that, when specifically
of f ered, f ami-lies wil-r choosê to have f ollow-up care "

whether farnilies would utilize folJ_ow-up offered by pubric
health nurses or crinj-cal nurse specialist is an area which
has not yet been explored.

The fina] study, by clyman et ar" (i-980), pertaining to
foll-ow up care to be reported here used 35 couples from the
l-08 famil-ies in the original study as subjects to explore
j-ssues which concerned families f ollowing t,he death of
their newborn" very r-ittr-e has been written about topics
parents chose to discuss and the type of information they
seek "

six areas of concern hrere delineated. Despite knowing
and understanding the cause of their baby's death, 7Aeo

still wanted to review the events leading to death. one

frequently asked questions hras ¡rif the baby had been in
Pain!!" rnterestingly this questi-on was always directed to
the nurse, Autopsy resul-ts vJere al-so of concern f or most
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parents, hoü/ever, they rnainly focused on how much r¡/as

rrnormal?! rather than what was ,uwrongrr. Guilt and anxiety
hrere a common concern mainly for the mothers" Thirty_one
of the 35 mothers expressed these feetings openly, whereas

only one father felt personal guilt."
Probl-ems reportedry encountered after the death of the

infant itrurninate areas where future intervention rnight be

herpful " over hal-f the famil-ies f elt abandoned by thelr
f riends and f amilies however, six of the parents who sar,ù

their friends and relatives as supportive also reported
that these individuars had either experienced a simirar or
recent ]oss"

ïncongruent grieving patterns, problems rerated to
somatic compraints, lack of recognition of the severity of
the loss by relatives and friends, difficulties in telling
sibrings of the death, and dealing with the pain of having
to decide what to do with the babyrs things (cribs,
clothes) were other probrems these farniries chose to
discuss " The use of follow-up conferences as a

treatment/management strategy r¡/as seen by clyman et ar.
( 1980 ) as a usefur- hray to meet partícular needs of the
family and as a way to provide support in helping with the
resolution of the l-oss.

A study rerating to t.reatment and management of
perinatal grief and specific nursíng care interventions and

behaviors which could be provided to families grievinE the
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loss of a newborn was conducted by Zahourek and Jensen
(L973) " This study provides minimar inforrnation regarding
the nethodotogy used except to stat.e that zs rnedically
indigent r,üomen who had tost inf ants in their third
trimester \^/ere interviewed ¡rshortì_y after their l_osses, six
weeks l-ater and then a year after¡r (p" g36 ) " Nursing
interventions are discussed within Lindemann's framework
using only the first Lwo phases of the grief process.
During the phase of shock and disberief it is suggested
that gently pointing out to the patient the reality of the
baby's death, risLening sympatheticalJ-y and encouraging the
parents to talk woul-d be supportive at this time. rf the
parent's chose t.o see their dead infant, preparing them for
the visual- appearance of the newborn is important. rt is
also important to spend additional time with them during
this period. The authors suggest that during the acute
mourning phase the !'card.inal- Iaw" " " is to ret the patient
grieve and in her ohrn v/ay" (p" g3g). The caregiver is
advised to promot,e and provide support even if it means

bending policies regarding visiting hours to arr_ow for
fanily togetherness" Alrowing the mother to make choices
related to her care and comfort is t,o be encouraged.

one area which the subjects in Zahourek and Jenson's
study (L973) stat.ed woul-d have hetped to make the recovery
easier hras being provided with the rnedicat information as

to why the ínfant had died. rn many cases the parents were
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unabre to obtain this infornation and as a result guilt
feelings r¡'/ere stilr present in somë of the mothers during
the forrow-up a year lat,er. The researchers further
sugrgest that by explori-ng what happened or reinforcing and

reemphasizing røhat the doct.or had told thenr, parents could
have been spared that burden of guilt they ï¡¡ere still
carrying up to a year aft,er the death. Generally, the
aufhors concrude that with much of the care provided, the
mother should be permitt.ed to participate in making choices
as rrshe is the best barometer of what is hel¡rful* (p" B3g).

An intervention strategy reported for the treatment and

manaqement of bereaved parents is the use of bibliotherapy
as a toor to herp parents mourn their infantrs death of
their newborn. Mahan, schreiner and Green's (l-9g3) study
was developed to assess the value of providing a bookr âs a
source of help, for parents who had 10st. a newborn. The

book, The Bereaved panent, and. an accompanying l_etter was

sent' to L32 famities a few days to severar weeks aft.er the
death" Four months rater a separat,e questionnaire was sent
to the mother and father to assess the book's impact.
Forty quest.ionnaires vrere complet.ed representing 39

farnilies (33å) 
"

Results showed that, 92.52 (37 respondent,s) felt the
book vras helpfur and that it. reinforced the normality of
their grief response. Most. farnilies recei_ved Èheir book
one to four weeks after the Ínfantus death. Half of the
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respondents (11 of the zz) who received theirs two or more

weeks after Índicated that receiving the book at an earlier
tirne would have been more helpfur. euestions regarding the
book's content \¡/ere also asked änd. over harf the
respondents fert the book r¡ias appropriate, even Lhough it
focused on the loss of an older child. rn general, the
study supports the finding that bibriotherapy is a helpfur
and supportj-ve method of assisting ât least some families
who have experienced a death of a newborn" llowever, Mahan

et al. (1983) state that because of the smalr sample and a

return rate of 332 t questions could be raised concerning
the feelings of the 67eo who did not respond. Thus, âf,y

concrusion drawn from this study are questionabre.

rn summary, these studies seem to suggest that famÍLi-es

have many needsr concerns and probrem areas which would

benefit from specific nursing care interventions and other
forms of follow-up care. Resurts of two of the studies
showed that famil-ies woul-d use forlow-up care if they were

contacted about its avairability, but in hal,f the report.ed

cases, doctors failed to offer folrow-up care t.o their
clients" rt is not known if physician folrow-up intervíev¡s
are the only interventions that will meet the family's
need¡ or if in fact nurses or other hearth care
professionals coutd provide this support. !ühether the
famiries in these studies perceived this care as herpful is
an area which needs to be exprored. Because of the
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$/eaknesses in the bibriotherapy study, fi-ndings regarding
the herpfulness of this intervention strategy are not
conclusive" The rack of definitive research findings in
the area of perinatal bereavemenL make it difficurt to
determÍne the efficacy of proposed intervention strategies"

Perinatal- Grief: caregiving rnteractions and parental

Percept _ion

rn reviewing t.he riterature, both anecdota] and

research based, relating to perinatal 10ss and the
juxtaposed areas of grief, mourning and bereavement, only
four articles r^/ere f ound that in some hiay l_ooked at
parental perceptions of caregiving interactions which
supported or hindered the parent/s recovery forlowing the
death of their infant. rnterestingly, since maternal-child
care nurses are Lhe primary caregivers t.o bereaved
obst,et,rical- patients during the hospit,ali-zation períod and

during postpartum forlow-up vísiting by community health
nurses, Íro research on parental perceptions coul_d be found
in any of the major nursing journals. one nursing study
however , publ ished Ín the journal, Birt.h I l-9B3 ,
invest'igated. parents'perception of the care provided to
them fol-lowing the death of their infant.

Estok and r,ehman (1993) interviewed 24 bereaved parents
to identify behaviors of doctors, nurses and other
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caregivers, which r^rere perceived by the parents as

supportive or non-supportive" The researchers do noL

describe the study design but only state that the
i nf ormation ttis a summarization of intervi-ewsrr with f our
couples who had lost babies and were presently enrol_red in
preparation for childbirth classes for a subsequent
pregnancy and with t6 other parents from mat.ernity clinic
settings or from group meetings. No further information
\¡/as given regarding the sample used.

Behaviors of professionals identified as being helpful
by grieving parents v/ere discussed; however, rnost were

cited from other investigations rather than identífied as

coming from the sample population. Despite weaknesses i.n
their study, Estok and Lehman (1983) provide some insight
into these particurar famiries, perception of helpful and

non-helpful heal-th care behaviors. The most helpful
behavior was telling the fanity immediately about the death
and doing so in a kind \n/ay. Estok and Lehman (l_9g3) state
that' ¡¡parents did not remember arr the detairs of what the
physicían said but. they did remember whether he or she sat
and talked to them!! (p" l-g)" Moreover, touch hias perceived
as one of the most comfort.ing Eestures. This suggests that
heal-th care providers need to be aÌ¡/are of their non-verbal
communication and the comfort their presence alone can
provide" unfortunaLely, health care providers tend to
ignore bereaved obstetrical- famiries because of their own
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personar feelings of helpressness and grief. Research

invorving the heal-th care provider"s perception of the care
they provide to these farniries is non-existent, but is an

area in need of future irrvestigation 
"

Additional helpful behaviors present.ed were for the
caregiver to provide as much factual information regarding
the baby's death as possibte, encouraging the parents to
grieve openly, spending ext,ra tirne with the parents and

acknowredging the baby's death at first contact with the
parents and daj_ly thereafter.

A behavior cited as helpful after discharge from the
hospital \¡/as folrow-up care. The recommendation \^/as made

that the follow-up care be initiated by the caregiver and

that it was helpful *if one of the staff phoned or visited
the parents within the f irst weekr¡ (p. 19 ) " This
suggestion of caregiver initiated fol-low-up supports clyman

et al-"'s study (L979), which found that many parents \Ârere

rel-uctant to contact their physician even if they had been

given the phone number and advised to carl, despite their
desire for further contact.

Behaviorar approaches thought to be wer] meaning and

protect.ive, such as heavy sedation, isolating the mother,
and early discharge were viewed by parents as !¡obstacles

that interfered with their normal- mournj_ng process¡¡ (Estok
& Lehman, p " 1g ) " Ker-Iner et ar-. (rg}4 ) and Loverl ( i-983 )

also f ound that. many of the r¡protective behavi-orsr¡
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especiall-y earry discharge, h/ere resented by the parents.
}'ïany expressed f eeling a 'sense of dismissar r " Lockwood

and Lewis (1-9go) however, found that coupres hiere grad to
have an lrearly departurerr from the hospital " These

opposing findings point out the need for more understandinE
of hovr parents actually perceive the behaviors of nurses
and other caregiivers, and whether these behaviors are
indeed helpful or if in fact., they might be detrimental to
the parents' recovery.

Although Est.ok and Lehman, s ( i-983 ) study provides
conclusions and suggestions seemingly worthy of
consideration in carÍng for the bereaved obst.etrícal
client, more descríption of the research methodology is
needed to support the validity of the conclusions and,

because of sarnpring insufficiency, the generarizability is
linit,ed.

rn trying to underst,and parents, needs and the
appropriateness of traditional care, Kerlner, Donnelly and

Gould (]-984) evaluated the care given to mothers after a

stilrbirth or inmediate neonat,al death. This was done by

offering a group of mothers a series of choices about their
care" A comparison of the parentsr choiees v/as made wíth
serected demographic and obstet,rical features whÍch are
usually presumed to justify decisions t.hat are
traditionally made by doctors or the hospitar st,aff for the
mothers.
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These researchers used data from hospital ehart.s, team

notes, and the prenatal records of 165 famil_ies cared for
by the Perinatal Mortarity counseling proEram at. the
university of Fl-orida college of Medicine. Most of the
data T¡/ere from meetings with the rnother and famíryo which

were recorded on a t.eam report form and in the hospíta1
chart" Members of the Leam incruded the att.ending
obstetrician, obstetric resident, pathologist, social
worker and research psychologist.. NoteworÇhy ís the fact
thaL nurses were not ment.ioned as part of this team.

choices that r^rere anaryzed. included: seeing the baby,

holding and naming the baby, having an autopsy, di_sposing

of the remains, returning for a postpartum check-up and

accepÈing folIow-up counseling. The authors, concrusi-ons

\¡/ere that the loss of a baby from a stilrbirth or neonatal
death !üas a devastating experience for parents but that
family and health care professionals h¡ere often unav/are of
the intense grief response it provoked. Thus, many of the
choÍces made for the parents by doctors and staff were not
always congruent with parent,al desires. For exampler on

the decision regarding seeing the baby it hras found that
9CI"92 of the rnothers and g6.l-å of Lhe fathers chose t,o see

their dead infant. For fathers it \^ias important for them

to see their baby, regardless of their rerationship with
the mother. Moreover, 33.5? of the families had someone

else (sibling, grandparent, oy friend) also s€e the baby.
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Kellner et al. (L9s4 ) saw this as an indication of parent.s

desi-re to share their ex¡rerience. Howevero contrary Lo

this pract.ice, doctors and staff sometimes discourage
parent.s from seeíng the dead infant. feeling it is morbid or
woul-d be too traumatic f or them to do so.

Kellner et ar"'s (1,994) suEgestion that the parents
hold their dead baby was more controversial- wítn the
hospitar staff than havíng the famiry see the infanto yet
more than 50å of the families, g,íven the choice, chose to
hold theÍr baby" what effect then do these and arl_ the
presumed choíces whích are usualry made by the caregiver
for the parents have on parentaÌ recovery? v{hat are the
consequences? Are these care decisions by the hearth care
provider perceived as helpful by the fanÍry? These
questions v/ere not asked in Kellner et ar- , , s ( i-9g4 )

research but are areas that need to be addressed.

ïn generar, Kellner et. al. (i-984) found that the
ability to predict an individual- farnilyrs choice in dealing
with the death of an infant hras not possible based on the
demographic and obstetrical characterist.ics traditionally
used" The researchers concluded that hos¡lítal staff shourd
not presume to deterrnine any parent's wishes in these
circumst,ances ( p, gl_4 ) .

Lovell- (L983) challenges professionals/ assumption that.
some infants are perceived as ¡rlesser?r losses and looks at
the implications of these perceptions on famil_ies. Her
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findings are based on semi-structured interviews with
health professionals in four London hospitals and on a

series of in-depth interviews with 22 bereaved women who

had experienced either a rate miscarriagên stil_rbirth or
early neonatal death.

The question asked in this study was *to what extent
fdoes the mother feel] she had 'accepted, her loss and

factors which had been a help or hi-ndrance to trer
recovery?¡¡ (p" 775) "

rn discussions with health workers, Lovell found that
the prevailing belief h/as that the earrier the pregnancy

f ailed, the ,lesser' the l_oss " It followed that
miscarriage and stil-rbirth were not. seen to be'proper,
bereavements (p. 7s6). one, therefore, woul-d not or shoul_d

not grieve as much or at arl- for one of these rosses as one

woul-d for a baby who had lived for a few minutes or more.
Moreover, if the dead baby had a deforrnity it hras not
considered by the health workers to be a rproper, baby

anyr^Iay" The imprication of this, considering Lhat the
professionar os attitude would i.nfluence the mother
regarding conLact with her dead infant, is significant. The

bereaved mother most often relies u¡ron the judgement. of the
hearth care provider in making the decisíon to see or hold
her dead infant" Therefore, although the mother may want
to hold or see her baby, íf the heal-th care worker thinks
this is 'j-mproper' the mother may accept this judgenent.
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This infruence regarding what choice to make \¡/as reported
by the mothers as being subtl-e and was usually conveyed in
the v/ay questions v/ere asked or the baby !\ias described to
the parents"

rn this study the majority of the mothers who fert they
had been discouraged verbarly or non-verbaJ_ly from seeing
their dead infant regretted this decision. Moreover,

acceptance of this loss v/as rÍnked to the hray that the
baby's existence had been acknowfedged and made t.angible.
A finar point made u¡as that, armost without. exception,
bereaved mothers stressed the pai-n of not being al_lowed to
talk abouL their loss.

The last of these four specific research articl_es
rerated t.o parents" perception is Helmrath and steinitz's
(r978) study exploring events and personal interactions
that herped or hindered the parent.s forlowing their
infant's death. specificatly, this paper discusses the
nature and extent of alterations in familial_ and

extraf amilial rel-at.ionships. using tape recorded semi-
structured interviews tasting one and half to two hours,
data \^/ere collected seeking the couplers view of pregnancy,
labor and delivery, events in the Neonatal rntensive care
unit (Nrcu), characteristícs of gríef and differences
between parental grief reactions, responsiveness of family
and friends, rerations between the couple and how they
helped each other mourn, and. attitudes toward future
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pregnancy (p. 786)" Howevero the limited sample sÍze
(seven families) and restrictive selection críteria (age

20-35 years, white, middre class, corlege educated¡ ro
serious marit.al problems and a want,ed pregnancy) severely
Iinits the useful_ness of this research" Although this
study did not, specifically assess the family's perceptíon
of the caregivers behavior it. did explore societal-
responses which are often refrected in behaviors of the
hospital subculture.

one of the responseso reported by these famiries, which
had a most devastating effect was interact.ions that red to
an extreme sense of isol-ation. This sense of isolation vras

not because of a l-ack of physicar closeness of families and

friends but that the parents fert emotionally cut. off. ït
I^ras the difference in perception of the loss by faurily and

fri-ends that led to this feeling of ísolation. rn most
cases the loss of an infant was seen as ress traumatic than
other losses, such as that of a spouse. comments were made

which unint.entionally devarued the loss , such as r! it ' s

h¡orse to l-ose a child you knows¡ o leaving the parents
feeling disappointed, resentful, angry, and isolated (p.
788 ) " The need to talk ÌÁras also a common experience but
family and friends continuarry avoided mentioning the
inf ant or the death. Repeat,edly this resul-ted in severe
distress for the coupre. Tn ar-r cases, the coupre began to
feel that they were the ones behaving inappropriaÈery
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because of their need to talk and grieve. consequently"
because the couple had only each other Ëo share these
feerings with, much strain r¿as placed on the marriage. The

auÈhors state that. with these seven couples the marrÍage
hras able t,o survive and grow; however, this may not always
be true"

rn summary, the four art.icles relating to caregíver
interaction and parental perception provide some insíght
regarding herpful and non-helpfur caregiving behavior.
Most of the behaviors suggested, such as encouraging
hording and seeing the infant, seêm to bê worthy of
consideration when caring for bereaved parent,s. However,

because of sampling insufficíencies and lack of i_nformation
provided regarding the methodologies used, the conclusions
of these studies must be viewed with caution" Arso,
because only four studies coul-d be found, this suggest a

need for more researeh in the area of parentsu perception
of nursj-ng care in order to provide appropriate care to
bereaved parents.

Perinatal Grief: Anecdotal Literature

The literature in the areâ of nursing care for fanities
and treatment and management of perinat.al grief is replet.e
with anecdotaL reports and case study observations" The

ma jority of these suggest Ì,üays in which caregiver, s
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responses and behaviors can f acirit.at.e the grieving
process" Moreover, because of the paucity of empirical
research in the area of perinatar grief many cr_inicar_

decisions and care protocors are based upon ideas put forth
in these writings. Thus an overview of this riterature
will be presented.

rn generar, â11 articr-es acknowledge the severe
traumatíc experience which the family undergoes as a result
of the death of their infant. Management and care
strategies are dírected toward meeti-ng the needs of the
parents as they proceed through the grieving process. The

majoríty of wri-ters cite caregiving behaviors which they
describe as supportive and appropriate during the initial
phase of shock and disbetief, as for-lows: the earry
acknowledgement of the death (telling the parents
immediately), disp]-aying comforting gestures such as

touching of the shoulder or holding a hand, evidence of
emotional and physicat availabit-ity (being wirling Èo sit.
and spend tirne with the bereaved), and to l_isten" (crout,
1980; Kowalskj_r 1983; Lake, Knuppe], Murphy, & Johnsono

1-983; scupholme, rgTB; seitz & v[arri-ck, J,g74; yates , rgTz).
However, what to do with the mother after the der_ivery of a

stÍ l lbirt.h or deat,h of the inf ant is an area of
controversy" Differing opinions exist as to whether it is
helpful or supportive to transfer the mother to a different
unit, to discharge her early or use sedation as a means of
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easing her gríef (Kennell & Trause , LTTB; Lewj_s , L9T9;
SayÌor r 1977) 

"

Throughout this ri-terature, agreement is found
regarding the supportive intervention of facir_itating
memories of the infant in order to help the couple affirrn
to Lhemserves that the baby had exisÈed, By doing so,
nurses bel-ieve the grj-evingr process can be expedited"
crout ( l-980 ) ' Kennelr and Trause (Lg7g) and other
crinicians suggest encouraging the parent to tall< about the
pregnancy and the child they had expected" Moreover, in
order to establish perceptual confirmation of the infant's
existence, the opportunity for the parents to see ani./or
hol-d the baby shourd be províded if they so desire (chase,
1980; cohen, Zilkha, Middleton, orDonnohue, Lg7g," Kowalski,
l-980) " Numerous authors suggest providinE photograÞhs, a

wisp of hairo identification bracelet and other artifacts
to dispel the sense of unreality which may accompany the
l-oss - Lewi-s (i'979 ) in agreement, states that in other
bereavemenLs memories are readily availabte but with
stillbirth or early infant death they need to
establ-ished thus providing a tangible ross to mourn.

During the second phase of the grief process, yearnÍng
and searching, suggested caregiving behaviors are directed
toward providing information and support. rt is cited as

important for the caregiivers to provide reassurance that.
disruption in thought processes is a norrnal response and

a

be
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does not signify a permanenL change in personality (ie.
they are not going crazy). other important interventions
suggested are reviewing with the coupre prerirninary autopsy
reports, encouraging the couple to view the deceased baby

as a distinct and separate f ainiJ-y member, descri-bing for
the coupre incongruent grieving in order to help them

understand each otherrs behavíors, informing them about
Iocal support giroups, and díscussing pJ-ans f or subsequent
pregnancies " This l-ast int.ervent.ion is seen as appropriate
since the authors postulate that many couples will be

pressured by family and friends to ,'get on with their lives
and have another baby¡' ( Davidson, rgTg; Hil_debrand &

Schreiner, 19gO; Kirkley-Best & KelIner, ISBZ; Lake, êt
â1", 1-983)" Brown (rg7o) in discussing care of bereaved
parents states that short-circuiting grief by trying to
make the pat.ient feel better right ahray does not herp in
resolving painfu] feelings" He notes that grief is painful
and advises refraining from terling the parents that they
will feel better soon. Moreover, suggestions to take a

vacation or to engage in other forms of distractions are
generally not helpful "

From this point oñ, very lit,tle is written regarding
further care. Helmrath and steinitz (rg7o) and clyman, êt
al" (l-980) report in their studÍes that at this time most

famil-ies are experiencing feerings of abandonment and l-ack

of support from fanily and friends.
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The couples in this study sent out crear cries
f or help but received n-o response from theirexpected external sup¡rort sys€ems" There waslittre evidence of tärniries gathering tãglth",and sharing a mutual loss except póssitry åtthe" " "funeral"(Helnrath & Steinitz , L979, p. 7Bg)

rt appears that professionals have arso abandoned the
parents at this time, and yet this phase (4-6 months afÈer
the death) is one which ís described as a períod of
disorganizat.ion and despair. As was described in the
conceptual framêwork, this is a time when hearth needs are
ignored, motivation is low and physicar or functional
problems may become aggravated due to negrect or stress.
No articres hrere found in pubric health journals or
clinical speciarist writings to suggest intervenÈions are
offered during this 4-6 month period after the death. This
is not surprising, as in practice, nurses are not usuarly
involved at this time.

one art,icle that discussed the role of a grief support
team addresses this need. Lake et al., (i_982) even suggest
that t'during this time of exhausting emotional work, the
emotional release and support,ive reassurance offered by the
grief support. team provides the therapy that suppressi_on

with tranquilizers and sedatives cannot* (p" gB0). These

investigaÈors further suggest exploring possible problems
in marital or sexual rerationships v¡hich appear to peak at
this time" They see the purpose of this rore as

facilitating communÍcation between the couple. Beyond
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this, except for a few folrow-up studi-es, little is known

about the long term outcomes for these families.
rn summary, although these prescribed nanagement and

intervention strategies appear to be based on solid
conceptual grounds and for the most parÈ seem to be logical
and appropriate, very few studies have been done to support
their assumptions about care. Thus it is irnportant to
determine the efficacy of continuÍng these assumed

supportive measures by exploring the parents' perception of
the caregiving behaviors presently being implernented.

Summary

The review of ri-terature shows that arthough much

anecdoLal- literature is avai_lable, research in the area of
perinatal bereavemènt is rimited. Bereavement reactions
and treatment and management studies âre becoming more

apparent in the literature, however, there are st,ill very
few studies which address the parents' perception of the
care and treatment provided by caregivers. This seems to
be an area worthy of investigation in order to know what
care to provide to bereaved parents"



CHAPTER ITT: METHODOLOGY

Introduction

The sections of this study discussed
incl-ude the research design used for the
and recruitment. of the subjects, the
measurement too1s, and method of data
analysis. Ethical- considerations are al-so

in this chapter

study, selection

study setti.ng 
o

collect,ion and

addressed 
"

Design

This study \¡¡as designed to investiEate parenLs'
perception of nursing care behaviors which r¡/ere mosL

supportive or l-east. supportive, following a stirl_birth or
early neonatar death. The investigat.ion focused on the
perception of care while the mother was stilt in the
hospitat and rater during fol-row-up care in the community.

A descriptive design \^/as chosen for this study because
the subject area is reratively ne\^i and unstudied" rn
particular, a review of the l-iterature reveal_ed that few
studies had been done regarding the type of nursing care
provided during an obstetrical- bereavement" A descríptive
study was seen as appropriate because the knowledge base in
the area of perinatal bereavement care is r-imited and
information is needed which wirl describe how bereaved

94
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parents perceive the care they receive. This knowledge is
important in order t.o provide adequate care to bereaved
parents" since this research did not involve manípulatingl
vari-abres or describing relatÍonshíps among variabres, an
experimental or correlationar design was noL appropriate to
use for this study. Hoi,,/ever, a descriptive design using a
methodology and face-to-face interview, provided a viay to
obtain i-nformation regarding a parent¿s perception.

ïn order to investigate bereaved obstetricar_ parents,
perception of nursing care behavior, research questions
h/ere formulated" The questions addressed areas such as:
specific nursing care behaviors perceived as most or least,
supportive, how wer-r- nursing is rneeting the physical and
psychoemotional needs of bereaved parents, the extent to
which nursing care provided by community hearth nurses is
seen as supportive, and whether there are any identifiable
commonalities in perception among bereaved parents
regardÍ-ng nursÍng care behavíors which are most or reast
supportive" To ansrver these research questions two
approaches hrere used , e rnethodology and face-to-face
interviews.

a methodology r^ras utir-ized as the area under
investlgation - that is, the parents, perception of nursing
care behavior v/as of a subjective nature. Dennis (1986)
suggests that in many areas of nursing inquiry dealing with
concepts of a subjecti-ve nature (attitudes, belÍefs,
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feelings, perceptions ) , e methodology is not only
appropriate, but perhaps might, even be seen as the method

of choice " she also notes that srv¡hen imprement,ed to its
fullest. potential, O rnethodology offers unique insights
into the richness of human subject.ivity" (p" 7). This
methodology enabred the researcher to explore and describe
the subjective nature of parents' perception through the
use of the e-sort technique.

Q-sort. technique is a norm-referenced, ordinat scaling
technique that requíres a subject to order a set of items
(statement cards) into crusters or piles in a pre-
specified wây, so that a normar distribution may resur_t.
The rational-e for this distributíon pattern is to
accommodate statisticar analysis of the data. The number

of cards to be placed in the piles is a decísion made by
the researcher based on convenience and on the study's
purpose (V[altz, StrickJ_and, & Lenz, IgB4).

To add to the understanding of parents'perception,
interview data v,/ere arso col-l-ected. This information was

obtained by conducting a face-to-face i-nterview usinE a

semi-structured interview guide and a re-sort of the 70 0-
cards" The responses to the interview questions h/ere

analyzed in order to describe parents, perception of how

adequately nursing is meeting the needs of bereaved parents
and to determine to what extent the nursing care provided
by community health nurses r,ì/as seen as support.ive.
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rn recruit,inE subjects for this study, non-probability
sampling was emproyed. Twenty bereaved obstetricar parents
lrere purposively selected from the Cornpassionate Friends
support Eroup and from the case roads of city of lrinnipeg
public hearth nurses" This is an appropriate sarnpling
procedure to utirize when the researcher wants to be sure
that the entire range of the phenomenon under study is
covered in the sample, or when the sample is going to be
small so that one cour-d not assume that by chance arone ar1
possible linits of the area under investigation wilr_ just
happen (Diers , 1-g7e).

rn order to obtain varying points of view, specific
criteria T¡/ere used as seJection ¡rarameters. rno
methodol-ogy these criteria are carred p (person) set. rn p

(person) set selection ¡¡study participants are deliberately
selected with the expectation thaÈ they will hold different
points of view on the topic beíng studi-edrr (Dennis, tgil6,
p" 10) " No quota limits hrere placed on the number of
subjects having the P (person) set characteristics because
in o studies the p-set does not require equal
representation of subjects havíng these variables (Dennis,
r.e86 ) "

Another factor addressed in the study's design was the
consideration of rnaintainingr constancy of environmentar_
conditions " rn non-experirnental designs conduct,ed in
natural settinEs such as this study, condi-tions under which
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dat'a are colrect.ed are not as easity controrred as in
studies done in a laboratory, Ho!,/ever, efforts ï¡/ere made

to make conditions as simírar as possible for al-l subjects.
To this end, ar-r- sub jects were interviewed in their o\,ìin

home at. a time which was convenient for them and during the
same six week intervar. " To rirnit. bias rerated Lo
characteristics of dif f erent researchers, al_L dat,a werê
collected by one researcher. To maint.ain constancy during
communication with each subject, all information regarding
the study, the consent form, and. the expectations of the
subjects h/ere provi-ded in the same order. Data !ùere al-so
collected in the following order from each of the subjects:
Demographic inf orrnati-on, interview using the interview
guide, written and verbal_ explanat,íon of the e-sort
procedure, and a demonstration of horn¡ to perform the a-
sorting" on a second visit. the order of data correction
was tal-lying the e-sort values, asking the subjects to do a
re-sort of the 70 cards and the recordíng of the resurts.

rt is possibre that bias can be introduced due to the
ordering of the cards when they arë present,ed to the
subjects" rn order to limit bias rel-at,ed to the cards and
to maintai-n some randomness, prior to assígning the e-sort
cards a number, each card hias randomly selected by the
researcher from a large pile and then given a number
corresponding to its order in the draw" Äll subjects
received their 70 cards in the order of one to TO.
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SelectÍon and Recrui_tment of Subiects

Sel-ection Criteria
General- criteria for admission of subjects into the

study r¡/ere:

1" Mother or father of a deceased infant of at
l-east 25 weeks gestation or who had 1ived up to
14 days after birth and vüas nêver discharged
from the hospital- 

"

Six or less years have passed since the death
of their infant..

Residence in vüinnipeg within the boundaries of
the Perimeter Highway.

Resident of Canada for at least six years.

Able Èo read, write, and speak English"

2"

J.

4"

5"

Two of the five general criteria (#Z and #5) for entry
into this study were necessary because of the limitat,ions
of the researcher. ThÍs was because the researcher is onry
able to communicate in English and time const,raints
prevented traver outsi-de of ú{innipeg. criteria one, two
and four $/ere used because the researcherrs area of
interest h/as parents whose infants hrere within the age of
viability" rn this study the age range \^ras the zsth weel<

of gestation Èo 14 days after birth. Because the
researcher hTas ínterested in parent-nurse interaction
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behavior which \^ias perceived as supportive or non-
supportíve, this range all-owed more opporÈunities for
parent-infant-nurse interact.ion than would be possible if
the loss occurred at an earlíer gestational age. The six
year l-imitation \¡/as to limit confoundinE of rnemory problems
to some degree, and aLso because care of bereaved
obstetrica] parents has changed or is believed to have

changed considerably in the past six years" This bel_ief is
based on the review of literature which shows that changes
in care 

'üere being reported during this time f rame "

rn keeping with the p (person) set cri-teria (see

below), additionar selection criteria r¡/ere used" The

researcher and pubric heal-th nurses sel-ected only those
subjects who fit one or more of the p-set categories. As

previousJ-y not.ed, p-set does not require an equal number of
subject.s having specific variabre characteristics. For
example, there does not need to be an equal number of
mothers or fathers, er an equal number of subjects in any

of the other categories"

rn order to choose sub jects who wour-d likery hor.d

different points of view regarding nursing care behavior,
the P set. for this study consisted of:
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VARIABLE

Support
Group Membership:

Sex:

Days infant
lived:

Length of tirne
since l-oss:

Children at home
at time of loss:

CATEGORIES

Member
Non-member

Mal-e Parent
Female Parent

0 days to 1 day
1 day to 14 days

up t,o 6 months
6 months-l2 months
more than L2 months

None
1 or more

The rationale for ser-ection of these variabres v/as

based on the researcher,s berief that they wourd provide
varying points of view regarding nursing care" Support.

group membership was chosen because subjects belonging to a

support group are more exposed to what the lit.erature
suggests is supportive care and they al-so share experiences
with other bereaved parents regarding supportive measures.

Therefore, they might have a different perception from a
non-group member who does not have this part.icurar
exposure" rn this study, subjects in the support group

membership category víere from the compassionate Friends
support group and a hospital-based support. group. The

variable sex v/as used because mal-e and female parents are
generally treated differently in regards to the care
provided" Also, âs mares and females are generalry raised
with differenb gender reiateo expectations these
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sociaLizatj-on differences suggest a possible difference in
perception" The number of days an infant. lived al_so

suggest.s possible differences because parents whose infant
lived longer wourd have more time to int.eract with their
infant" This time arlows for memories t.o be deveroped,

whereas parents of a stíl-l-born wourd have less or perhaps

no int.eraction with their infant. Thus, their perception
of what is most or least supportíve could be different,.
The length of time which has passed since the l_oss rnight

also affect perception due t.o the stage of the grieving
process the parent is experiencing and also the amount of
time the parent has had to reflect on and recover from the
loss. The f inal variable chosen was the nurnber of chil_dren

the parent had at home at the time of the loss" rt hras

thought that certain behaviors might be perceived as more

supportive or less support,ive for a parent who had no

previous children than for one who already had others at
home" For example, it uríght be seen as important for
first time parents to bathe and dress their deceased Ínfant
in order to rej-nforce their perception of themselves as a

parenÈ, rarhereas, parents who have other chirdren at home

already have a self-identity as a parent,. These five
variabres !üêre seen by the researcher as being the most

relevant, Ín providing a varied range of perceptions
regardinE nursing care behaviors reratíng t.o the care of
bereaved obstetricar parents. These five variabres also
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used for dataprovided the eleven caLagoríes

analysis 
"

Recruítment of Subjects

sources " Two sources T¡¡ere contacted f or the
recruitment of sub jects " The f irst source r^ias a parent
support group from a local branch of compassionate Friends,
which is an internationar- support group for bereaved.

parent's " This group of f ers rnonthly meetings to provide
support for the members and other bereaved parents who wish
to attend. El-even subjects (g mothers and 3 fathers) hrere

obtained from this group.

The second source, from which eight sub jects \¡/ere

recruited, was the case loads of city of winnipeg public
health nurses who !üere caring for or have had bereaved
parents as crients" of these eight subjects (6 rnothers and

2 fathers) six were not members of a support group. Two of
the eight subjects (1 mother and t- father) were non-regular
support. group members of a hospital-based support group.
one couple, from the totar eight subjects, was included Ín
the study although the gest.ational age requirement was a

few weeks less (23 weeks) than the 25 weeks criterion.
This v/as done because the couple expressed a strong desire
to be a part of the study when approached by the public
hearLh nurse" As the nursing care this particuJ_ar coupre
received was the same offered Èo parents whose infant's met
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the 25 week gestationar age requirement, they \¡¡ere

considered appropriate for the study.
Another subject, who self-initiated contact with the

researcher, hras admitted to the study" This subject had

read about the proposed research in a compassionate Friends
newsletter and in order to parÈicipate, contacted the
compassionate Friends coordinator for the researcherrs
telephone number. As the subject met the criteria for the
study, she was accepted" This subjecL r¡/as not a regurar
compassionate Friends group menber. rn total, 2o subjects
r¡/ere recruited from these sources.

Access to client. popul-ation. permission for access to this
client population was obtaíned through discussions wi-th the
coordinator of compassi.onate Friends and from the Director
of Nursing for city public Health (Appendix A).
Tnformation about the study and its purpose vras províded to
them at that t.ime (Appendix B) "

After approval from the universl_ty of Manitoba school
of Nursing Ethical committee hias obtained, the Director of
Nursing for city public Heatth h¡as contacted by Èhe

researcher. At, that tíme the Director informed the public
health nurses about the study. The public health nurses
then approached the prospective subject.s Lo seek their
participat.ion.
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Access to parents from compassionate Friends hras

obtained by contacting the group coordinator by terephone.
The coordinator invited the researcher to attend the next
group meeting to speak informalty to the group about the
study" This v/as requested as the coordi-nator fert she
could not grant access for the rest of the group. The
parents were provided with a brief overview of the proposed
research (Appendix c) and told that data collectíon would
not begin unti] approvar from the university of Manitoba
school of Nursing Ethica] cornmittee r^/as received"

Att 20 sub jects T¡rere individualry contacted by the
researcher, after Ethicar approval r¡/as received, and. r,,rere

provided with a formal- explanation of the study (Appendix
D). Arrang:ements r,,rere then made to meet with the
individual- sub jects at a mutuarry convenient ti-me and
place 

"

Data Collection Setting

All subject.s h/ere visited in their or¡rn homes at a

mutually agreed upon ti-me" This provided all subjects with
a simirar and presumabJ-y comfortable environment. Morning
or early afternoon ÌA/as the time usualry selected for the
vi-sits, hor,riever, seven subjects chose to be interviewed in
the evening as they hrere emproyed and \^/ere not available
duríngi the day.
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Measurement Tools

Instruments used for dat.a

sort cards ¡ ân Interview
ïnformation Form. These are

f ollowing sect.i_ons.

collection consisted of 70 a

Guide, and a Dernographic

more fully described in the

The Q-sort instrument deveroped for thís study
consisted of 70 descriptive statements, each describing a

nursJ-ng behavior that. cour-d be perceived as promoting
adaptation following the death of an infant. Each behavíor
v/as typed separately on one of the 70 statement cards and
classified in one of Roy's four adaptive modes (refer to
Appendix E) "

ïn the development of the e-sort cards the two
conceptual frameworks \Àrere utilized as a means of insuring
the represent.ativeness and comprehensiveness of the
r¡universe of interesL*. Nursing care behaviors r¡/ere chosen
or developed from the literature, from bereaved parents'
comments, and nursing experts' experiences" These
behaviors \^/ere then classified according to their ability
to promote adaptati-on or to meeÈ need deficits in one of
Roy's four modes of adaptation (Appendix E). By using
Bowlby and parkes's (Lg7o) and park-esrs (tg72) d.escriptions
of physicar and psychoemoti-onal- responses observable 1n the
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phases of the Erieving process, nursing care behaviors ü/ere
also identified which could be perceived as supporting,
amelioratingr or modifying stimur-i which produce these
ErievinE responses. tùhen using this method, one card vras

made for each behavior and placed in one of the four
adaptive modes as deemed appropriate by the researçher.

rnítiatly, a totat of 60 it,en statements were developed
by the researcher and categorized in one of Royrs four
adaptive modes " This list hias then gi-ven to four nursing
practitioners who are expert.s in the area of clinical
obst'etrical and gynecological nursing. These expert.s met
as a group with instructions to review the 60 behaviors for
clarity' comprehensiveness, and appropríateness of use in
caring for bereaved parents. They v/ere then instructed to
add any behaviors which they fert should be included. A1r
60 behaviors were judged appropriate for care of bereaved
parents and easy to understand. The experts added 10 other
nursing behavior staÈements which they felt shoul_d be
included to provide for cornprehensive coverage of the area
of ínterest- These i-o behaviors v/ere placed in one of the
four appropriaLe modes.

The list of 70 behaviors rJìras given individually to two
Mat.ernal-chi1d NursínE educators to review for
comprehensiveness, clarity, and. appropríateness of
categorization. This review !ùas based on the educators,
understanding of Royrs definÍtion of each mode, which ii¡as
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reviehied f or them by the researcher " Both educaLors \dere

already generally fanriliar with these definitíons. They
agreed that the behaviors were eâsy to understand and were
appropriat.ely categorized. Their revíew arso showed

aqreement reEarding comprehensiveness, therefore, no nehr

behaviors v/ere added "

one other nurse educator n wh.ose area of expert,ise is
not Maternal-chird Nursing, buÈ who has more indepth
knowledge regarding the Roy Adaptation Model, hias asked to
review the 70 behaviors for accuracy of crassification.
she was al-so invited to add to the list, ãs she had
previously experienced a perinatal 10ss. rn her judgement,

all behaviors rdere appropriatery caÈegori zed., and no
behaviors lr/ere added 

"

The deterinination of content va]_idity i_s paramount, when

using Q-sort technique (Wa1t.z, et â1" , 1984 ) . ¡!Content

validity is concerned with the sampring adequacy of the
content areâ being measured!¡ ( porít & lIungler , LgTg ,

p" a3a ) " The selecti-on of items for the e-sort. must be
comprehensive and representative of the universe of
inLerest" As there are no objective metFrods for assuring
adequate content coverage of an j_nstrument, content
validity is necessariry based on judgenent (polit &

Hungler, L97B) and conceptuar-ization. The unanimous
agreement' of the expert advisors on the conprehensiveness
and represêntativeness of Èhe 7o statenents sel_ected for
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the Q-sort provides evidence for the content validity of
this instrument"

The retiability of a research tool depends upon its
accuracy in dat,a coll-ection (poJ-it, & Hungrer, 1978) " one
area of concern regardingi reliabirity wiÈh a e-sort
instrument is that complete understanding of the procedure
invol-ved must be attained by the subjects" rf the subjects
do not understand how t,o sort the cards, misinterpretation
of the data by the researcher and consequentry inaccurate
representation of the area beinE studíed can result.

Reliability of this ìnstrument Ìüas promot,ed by
providing clear and specific verbal instructions, followed
by a practice demonstration provided by the researcher at
the time the cards r\rere distribut,ed. A written instruction
sheet was also given to the subjects (Appendix F).

A second area of concern regarding reliability is that
the number of cards in a e-sort, arthough determined by
convenience and statistical demand, range from 6o-90 in
order to establish statÍstical stabirity (Kerlinger, 19g6).
The 70 items deveroped for this study $/ere within the range
of it.ems required for rel-iability.

A pretest of this instrument. ü/âs conducted with Èwo
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mothers r^/ho had experienced an inf ant death, but who ï¡/ere

not involved in the study"

written instructions !üere given to the pretest mothers
(Appendix F), arong with an explanation of how to da the
sort " A demonstrati-on rÀras not necessary because these
mothers fe1t. they knew how to do the sort from the
explanation 

"

The mothers reported the following information: The

procedure took 60 minutes to comprete in one case and 70

minutes in the other. Both reported that the cards ürere

understandabfe and no crarification hras needed for any of
the item st.atements. They al-so reported that alr cards
\,üere relevant to the care of a bereaved parent.

Based on the pret.est resurts and considerations of
val idity and reriabirity, the instrument rÁ/as judged

accept'able by the researcher for data col_l_ection"

Ofher Measurement TooLs

r " A Demographic rnformation Form r¡/as used to coll-ect
inforrnation regarding the subjectso age, sex, marital
status, educationar background, rerigious preference,
number of chirdren at home at. the time of the infantrs
death, lenqth of t.ime since the death occurred, and the
number of days the infant lived (Appendix c) " This
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information

requirements

lvas necessary to ensure Èhat p_set

for client sel-ection Íùere met..

2" An rnterview Guide consisÈing of open-ended questi_ons
Ìüas devel0ped by the researcher and used to cor.lect
more indepth data regarding parents' perception of the
nursing care they received (Appendix H). The Lwo

conceptual frameworks also guided the devel0pment of
this interview guide. Because very ritt]e is known
about bereaved parents' perception of nursi-ng care,
questions in the guide hrere constructed to ericit
perceptions about the care provid.ed in the various
settings Ín which nursing occurs (hospitar, publíc
health, occupational health, and doctor's offíces).

The researcher interviewed the parents face to face
and took notes during the interviews" vühere necessary,
the noLes \^rere compreted more fuI1y at the end of the
interview"

Method of Data Cotlect,i.on

subjects who consented to meet with the researcher
following terephone contact (Appendix D), v/ere visited by
the researcher in their home at the rnutualry agreed upon
time " During the f irst visít r a v.¡ritten and verbal
explanation of the research project and expect.ations
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regarding the subject's participation were provided
(Appendix r) " A consent form was reviewed with the subject
príor to his/her signature being obt.ained, thereby ensuring
informed consent (Appendix J) " A copy of the signed
consent form and the inst.ruction sheet !{as left. with the
subject 

"

A f ace-to-f ace interv j_ew u¡as conducted by the
researcher during this first meeting in order to col-]ect
demographic and interview guide inforrnation. The open-
ended questions (Appendix H) \Àrere asked and notes r^/ere

taken" The notes \,i/ere reviewed with the subject after each
question to ensure that the correct response hras recorded.

After the interview $/as completed, the o sort cards, a

verbal explanat.ion and demonstration and a written
explanation of the sorting procedure v/ere provided
(Äppendix F) "

The sorting procedure trr/as done at a rater tÍrne that was

convenient for the subject. This procedure invor_ved
sorting the cards into 9 pites arong a continuum
representing behaviors most supportive to least supportive
to a parent who had experienced a stirrbirth or infant
death"

The subjects \^rere tor-d to make comparisons among the
iterns during the sorting process. rnstruct.ions \^/ere given
to arrange the cards, according to a predeterminec number,
in columns ín front of themselves to enhance visual_ization
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rather than putting the cards into st.acks" The subjects

'üere reminded that they should re-examine their choices and
to rearign therno if they so desired, before their finar
decision was made" At. a rnutually agreed upon time, wi-thin
one week after leaving the cards to be sorLed, the
researcher made a second vÍsit and col_lected the a sort
cards" card number and the pile number in which it hras

placed hras recorded on a tarly sheet. (Appendix K) by the
researcher" This compret.ed the a sort" (A more detaired
descrÍption of the procedure can be found in Appendix F).

rn order to obtain more data regarding parents'
perception of nursing care, each subject T,üas asked to re-
sort the 70 cards into two piles, according to whether
specific nursi.ng care behaviors ï^rere offered or not.. The
card numbers were recorded according to pí1e pracement.
This concluded the data collection for a subject,, who hras

then thanked for his or her participation.
The researcher v/as avairable to the subjects folrowÍnE

data coll-ection to answer any questions they had regarding
the study- The researcher rÀ/as ar-so available by terephone
throughout the study to ansrder any quest,ions that arose at
a laËer tirne" No subject. contact,ed the researcher for a

further explanation,

Data !üere corrected over the six-week períod fron mid-
June, 19BB to July 30, L9BB.
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Ethical Consíderations

Data coÌ]ection was done in an informar setting which
had been mutuaÌly agreed upon by the subjects and the
researcher.

During this study the potentiar existed for ¡lossible
psychologicar discomfort. several subject.s did become
upset and started to cry during the interview. At this
point the interview v/as discontinued. subjects were
reassured that. it \¡/as urokayrr to cry and verbarizat.i_ons of
support \¡/ere offered. The opt.ion of rescheduling another
visit v/as made but arr- subject,s requested continuation of
the int'erview- Back-up support was already ín place from
the subject"s support group members and from the public
health nurses who hrere carinE for the subjects at this
time" rf it. had been necessary, thís support cou]d have
been accessed- Moreover, with permission of the subject,
other arrangements wou]d have been made for appropriate
follow up" None of these meaaures v¡efe necessary"

Rights of the Sub-ìect.s

This research project was approved by
Manitoba, School of Nursing Ethical Review
to any formal recruitment. of subjects.

the University of
Committ,ee, prior
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signedo informed consent was obtained from alr_ subjects
prior to the st.art of data col-rection and each was given a

copy to keep (Appendix J). An ínforrnatj-on sheet explaining
the purpose of the study o t.he investigator/ s
qualificatíons, significance of the study, and. the
expectations of the participants, \¡ras given to each sub ject
(Ã,ppendix r) "

Al-1 subjects h¡ere informed that, to ensure anonymity,
numerical codes wourd be used on alr data that hrere

col-lect.ed" subjects were tol-d that. their participation was
voruntary and that they could. withdraw from the study at
anytirne or refuse to answer any question they so desired
wj-thout, consequence.

To ensure confidentiality, all coded d.ata and any list
matching names with code numbers ii¡ere kept in a rocked file
case, to which only the researcher had access. The
subject,s r¡rere informed that coded data míght be shared with
the researcher's thesis cornmittee and a statist.ician o for
purposes of data analysis on1y. No one else had access to
the data. Ar-r data would be destroyed upon eompretion of
the study"

The study participants were informed that, if in thê
fuÈure, thi-s study v/as ever pubrished or presented aÈ a

conference, only group results would be discussed and no
individual would be identifiable.
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subject.s also had access to the researcher¿s terephone
number, so that if contact had been desired at any time,
they coul-d feer free to catl her" subjects \¡/ere informed
that a copy of the resur-ts wour-d be made avaitabr-e to them
from the researcher, upon request.

Data Analysis

severar methods of data analysis v/ere used to transrate
the information cor-r-ected into an interpretabre form. a-
sorL card and re-sort card val-ues !\iere hand tarl_ied and ar1
dat'a hiere coded and placed into a computer f ire. The

statistical package for the sociar sciences (spss-x) was

used Lo carcurate the results" Demographic data and re-
sort data \¡/ere summarized using descriptive statistics.
Descriptive statistics, Ãnalysis of variance (ANovA),
f actor analysi-s, and. Kruskal--!ùarl-is one-h/ay ANovA test. rdere

used in analyzinE the e-sort data. Data obtained frorn the
interview guide describing mosL and reast supportive
nursing care behaviors v/ere categorized using Royrs four
adaptive modes.

Demographic Data Anal_ysis

To describe the subject sampre characteristics for this
study a f requency dist.ribution tabre hras consLructed.
ïnc]uded in this tabl-e is the subject distribution on the



eight demographic variables by categories"
descriptive statistics (mean and sLandard

calcul_ated f or these variables.

I17

fn addition,

deviation ) hrere

O-sort Dat.a Analysis

The Q-sort instrument consisted of 70 cards which the
subjects sorted and placed into nine (9) pi]es" The piles
were numbered one (1) to nine (9) with pile one (1)
containi-ng statement cards with behaviors perceived by the
subjects as l-east supportive, and pile nine (9) containing
statement cards with behaviors perceived by the subjects as

most supportive" Each pile was timited as to the number of
card pracement.s by the study's design. The continuum was

as follows: piles #I,#g: 3 cards, piles #2,#A: S cards,
piles #l ,#l = 7 cards, piles #4,#e : t-1 cards, and pile #S
: 18 cards " This continuum \^ias chosen as it represents a

normal- curve distribution which easily accommodates

statist.ical analysis.

After all the e-sorts \^/ere completed, each item (card)
h/as assigned a score corresponding to the pile into which
it had been ptaced by the subject. For example, if card
number three (3) was placed in pire number six (six) it was

assigned a score of six (6) " Each subjectrs e-sort score
(rank) for each it.em (card) !ì/as hand recorded- on a t.a]_ry
sheet (Appendix K) and transferred to a computer file.
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Means and standard deviat.ions vrere carcurated to determine
each cardrs placement according to it,s mean score. The
mean scores \^rere then ranked in descending order (most
supporÈive Lo l-east supportive) for the total group and for
each P-set category. where mean scores for the cards were
tíed, cards received their rank based on the standard
deviation" The lower standard deviation received the higher
the rank.

The mean rank for each card, foy art the caLegories in
each sample variabre, \i/erê tested f or siEnif icant
differences. A Kruskal-V{allis One-Way ANOVA hras used
since ordinal-rever data hrere beíng anaryzed, the number of
subjects in each cateEory was uneven, and the sample size
was small (Huck, cormier, & Bounds , rg74). An alpha level
of "01 was used as a level of significance.

An addit,ionar analysis rri¡as done on the e-sort data to
identify if nursing care behavíors in one mode \irere ranked
hígher than those in another mode" The higher ranking
might sugEest that, these behaviors were generarry regarded
as more supportive. To determine this, the total mean for
all the card means in each mode was ca1cu1at,ed.

To investigate percept,ion of behaviors within Roy¿s
four modes, differences between sample variable categories
I¡¡ere analyzed, Ä mean rank was calculated for the cards in
each mode, for each category. Then a Kruskal-wal-lis one-
way ANovA was performed, usinE an alpha level of "05. This



was done to determine if the subjects in
within the variable perceived any modes

supportive than any other.

7L9

either cat,eqory

as being more

. Q-sort data r^rere

analyzed using factor anatysis to exprore whether any
predominate pattern would emerge from the e-sorting. ¡¡The

major purpose of factor analysis is t,o reduce a rarge set
of variabr-es into a smar-ler, more manageabre set of
measures 

" Factor analysis disent.angles complex
interrel-ationshíps among variables and identifies which
variabl-es ttgo together¡r as unif ied concepts " The
underrying dimensions are carted factorsr¡ (po]it & Hungrer,
1978, p. 584) "

The factor analysis hras done usinE the spss-x program.
The first phase consisted of factor extract.ion using
principle factoring. This 1üas done to determine crusters
of variables ( person's responses ) that r¡/ere highly
interrelated " The number of f actors t.o extract \^/as

determined using the traditionar standard of an eiEenvalue
in excess of 1-.0o. The second phase of factor analysis was
the processing of the correlation mat,rix so that ¡sclustefs¡r
of persons that tend to have sirnir-ar e-sorts (or road
significantly on a factor) were identified. This b/as done
using a varimax rotation, which would enhance
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interpretabirity of the factor roadings on each factor
(KerJ_inger, 1965 ) "

Factor scores trdere car-cur-ated using each subjectrs
significant factor roading va]ue and the rank each gave to
the individuar card. These fact.or scores were used to
assemble factor arrays for each of the factors (Kerringer,
1965, DennÍs, r-986 ) . This reassembr-ed e-sort. ( factor
array) was then used to defi-ne each factor by rookÍng for
an underlying unity or commonality among the factor cards.
KerlinEer (1965) states that this 'ssynthetic e-sort Ifactor
arrayl is Literar-ry a descript.ion of the factorle (p. 5g2).

Re-Sort, Dat.a Analvsis

Data corr-ected from the re-sorti_ng of the 70 a cards
v/ere anaryzed using descri_ptive statistics. card re_
sorting consisted of having the sub jects separate ar_i_ 70

cards, after the initial e-sortíng hras done, into two
piles; those behavi-ors that h/ere of fered and those
behaviors not offered during the first year of bereavement.
Each behavior \,üas recorded according to the pire in which
it was placed.

The percentage of the preferred supportive behaviors
offered from each of Roy,s four modes \¡/as carcurated for
each subject" The modes consisted of r-5 rore cards , !5
interdependence cards, 25 self-concept cards anc 15
physiological cards. preferred supportive behaviors v/ere
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identified as those behaviors that each subject ranked in
their original e-sort in piles number 6,T,B,or g. For
example, if subject #ø preferred (as ranked 6o7,B,or 9) i.0
of the total 15 rore behavior cards but was offered only 5

of these 10 then this subject received 5oå of the rore
behaviors he/she ranked as hiqhry supportive or preferred.
Aft'er obtaining individuat percentag€s, a mean percent for
the preferred behaviors in each mode hias calculat.ed, using
al-l- 20 subjects"

rt shourd be noted that although subjects may have been
offered other behavj-ors than those preferred in each of the
four modes, if they \dere not preferred or seen as more
highry supportive by the subject (ie, ranked 6t7 tB, or 9),
they were not used in the calculations" For example, if
subjects r^/ere encouraEed to make a menento book (card #so¡
but the subject ranked this nursing behavior a 2 (rninimarly
supportive) then whether the nurses offered it or not \das
judged by the researcher to be largely irrelevant"

Interview Data Anatysis

rn order to underst.and more fully parents' perception
of the nursing care they received, interview guide data
were anar-yz ed us ing descriptive st.ati stics and
categorization of responses according to its fit into one
of Royrs four adaptative modes.
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In the first two questions subjects ï^rere asked to rate

the care they received during r-abor and defivery and during
postpartum hospitarization on a scare ranginE from L to s

(where 1 was non-supportive and 5 i¡/as most supportive ) .

This rating h/as done for both physical care and emotionar
care" Emotional care was defined as: The nurse answering
questions, spending time with you, t.alking with you about
the loss or the irr infant, your feelings n or expressing
sympathy" Femal-e subjects r¿üere arso asked to rate their
perception of their o\^rn physical and emotionar care, and

their perception of the emotional care their husband
recei-ved " Mar-e subjects r¡/ere asked to rate their
perception of the physical care and emotionar care their
wif e received and their or,rn emoti-onal care. A]r mar_e

subjects had wÍves participating in the study" These dâta
hlere analyzed using descri-ptive statistics (mean, standard
deviation) 

"

The remaining interview questions vrere asked ín order
to verify if the nursing care behaviors which hiere seen as

important by the researcher and used in the development. of
the Q sort instrument were the same behaviors parents would
identify as important" The interview provided the parents
with an opportunity to describe in theír own words, nursing
care behaviors which hrere most and l-east supportive to
their recovery. rnterview data responses were categorj zed
according to their fit. wiÈh one of Roy,s four adaptive
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modes" For exampre, the responses which determined
placement into the Rore mode ,i¡/ere those that pert.ained to
the parent.ing rore, including tasks associated urith the
parental roler oF with role identity. These included cues
such as ¡sit, made us feer really good when the nurse cal_red
our baby by her name, Iike we r^rere real parents.¡e

self-concept. cateEorization reflected responses
relating to the parents, feelings about. him or herseLf or
of a moral-ethicar-spiritual nature" For exampre, ¡¡the

nurse sat and talked with me and made me feeL like she
really cared. !t

PracemenÈ into the rnterdependence mode refrected
verbalizations reratíng to family, other support. systems or
a significant other" one such cue v¡as: ¡eThe nurse ret our
visitors stay as long as they wanted.¡¡

The PhysioloEicar mode encompassed ar_r responses
relating to physicar care. For exampre, the statement '¡The
nurse put a sign on the door for me not to be disturbed¡ so
r could sleepr¡rü/as categorized in this mode. T n t h e

results section, exampres are provided for each category.

SUMMARY

This chapter has out.rined methods used in conductinE a

descriptive study of parents' perceptions of nursing care
behaviors" The sample, setting, instruments, and data
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col-l-ection ¡:rocedures, and analysis procedures, have been
described " Ethicar considerations have ar-so been
addressed "

rn the next chapter, the resur-ts of the data collection
will- be presented.



CHAPTER TV: RESULTS

Introduction

Thi s descriptive study \^ras designed to identif y
bereaved obstet.rical- parents' perception of nursing care
behaviors regarded as most supportive or reast supportive
during the mother's hospitalization period and during her
foll-ow-up care in the community.

The following section presents a description of the
twenty bereaved parents who made up the subject. sampre for
this study" Resurts of the e-sort wirr- then be presented"
Finally, responses to the questions from the interview
guide witl be described.

Demographic Data

Tabre 1 presents a summary of the distribution of the
subjects on eight demographic variabres. Tabre 2 presents
the means and standard deviations of these dernographi-c
variabl_es 

"

The age of the subjects ranged from i-9 to 38 years,
with a nean age of 29.6 years. There viere an equal number
of subjects (n-3-0) over or under the age of 30 years. The

number of days the fetus/infant rived ranqed from o to r_i_

days, with the mean length of survivar- being 2.7 days.

]-25
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TABLE 1

AGE

SEX

DAYS TNFANT
LIVED

SUPPORT
GROUP
MEMBERSHTP

TÏME SINCE
LOSS

PREVIOUS
CHTLDREN

EDUCATTON

LENGTH OF
PREGNANCY

> 30 yrs"

male
f emal-e

none

1 5 days
6 - 1-4 days

yes
no

6 12 months
13 24 months
25 72 months

none
1 chil-d
2 children
3 children

Grade (K-9)
High ( 1o-l-2 )College (> 13)

22 25"4 wks
25"5 29"4 wks
29"5 39"4 wks
39.5 or more wks

10
l_o

5
15

7
3
6
4

13
7

50%
s0å

252
752

352
rsz
302
202

652
35å

402
202
202
202

352
452
roz
10å

r_oå
552
352

152
202
202
452

I
4
4
4

7
9
2
2

2
1,L

7

3
4
4
9
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TABLE

V

Age

Days infant lived
Tírne since loss

Previous Children

EducatÍon

Length of
Pregnancy

29 "6 years

2 "7 days

l-7 months

1" 0 chil-d

1,2 .5 years

34 "6 weeks

4"407

3"458

2I " 284

0"945

2"283

6 "642
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The lenEth of time since the death occurred ranged from 3

weeks to 6 years, with a mean of 17 months. The duration
of the pregnancy ranged from 23 weeks to 4i- weeks with the
nean length of ti-rne being 34,6 weeks. seven (35å) of the
subjects had no chí]dren at home at the time of the ross,
while 13 (6sz) had one or more chi-Idren. The rnajority of
suþjects had achieved a grade Lz education or beÈter (n:14,
or 7oz) with the range beingi 9 years Lo 16 years. The mean

number of years of educatj_on \,ras l-2.S years. Sixty_fíve
percent of the subjects (n:13) were support group members
(11 were from the compassionate Friends and 2 were from a
hospital-based parent support Eroup) whire 35å (n:T) had no
group afflliation" Addítionar demographic infornation
shows that the rna jority of the sub jecÈs were caucasi_an
(n:16r or Boå) and the predominate rerÍgious preference hras

Protestant, (n:1Or or S0?) "

O-Sort Data

As indicated in chapter rrr, d.escriptive statist.ics,
ANovA o f actor anarysis , and, Kruskar-vüarr_is one-v/ay ANovA
v/ere used to interpret the e_sort dat,a.

The mean for each e-sort card was calculated for the
total group as wer-r- as for the p set. variabres considered
important in the evaruat,ion of nursinE care behavior
( Appendix L ) - The f ive variabres Ì^/ere : sex , Days the
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rnfant Lived, support Grou¡r Membership, Time since the
Loss, and Prevj-ous Chil-dren. Moreover¡ ês Shown in Tabl-e
3 , f rom the 20 sub ject.s' ranking: of the cards, the
individual- cards which \¡/ere ranked in the top 20 (most.
supportive ) and bott.om zo ( reast sup¡rortive ) were
deterrnined f or each mode "

Rank Ordering

Rank ordering (Appendix t) showed that three behaviors
Encourage hor-ding and touchinçr infant; provide picture of

infant; and Encourage seeing infant ranked consist,entry
in the top six for the total group and for arr the variable
caÈegories" similqrry, the behavior -provide quiet room
for parent.s t.o be arone with infant - showed consistency as
it ranked in the t'op six (6) for ar-l categories, except for
non-group members who ranked it 14th. rnterest.ingly, all
f our of these behaviors \^/ere f rom the RoIe Mode.

Ã' least supportive behavior that rfï/as consistently
ran]<ed in the bott.orn five (5) for arI categories and for
the total group \^ras the behavior of fer tranquilizers.
The behavior point out that future chir-dren are possibre
or that there are other children at, home - was ranked Toth
by the totar group. For alr categories it ranked in the
bottom ten, except for male subjects who ranked it. sr_ightry
higher, in the bottom 14, This finding point.s ouÈ. that.
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TABLE 3

ADAPTIVE MODE

# cards in
the top twenty

# cards in
Èhe bottom
twenty

TOTAL
MEAN

o59

2

5.980

7

4 "894

1_

5.l_40

L0

4.O57

R*
SC:
ï-
P:

Role Mode
Self-Concept Mode
fnterdependence Mode
Physiological Mode
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these two behaviors are noÈ perceived as being very
supportive by the bereaved parents in this study"

Arthough some observabre differences do exist between
the card rankings, onry three (3) behavior statements
shovred a st.atisticarly significant difference in mean rank
when tested using a Kruskar--lrlallis one-way ANovA. The

resul-ts of this analysis are presented in Tabte 4 " These
findings suggest a difference ín perception between mal-e

and female parents in regards to the behavior Encourage
staying in the hospit.ar the usual length of t.ime ( 3 days ) .
Males tended to rank this behavior higher in supportiveness
(22nd) whire femares ranked it much lower (6Bth).
simirarly, there is a difference in perception suggested
between support group members and non-group members
pertaining to the behaviors Herp other family members

understand the importance of the loss to the parents and
Naming of the infant. support group members tended to rank
both of these behaviors higrher in support.iveness ( 16th and
5th respect.ivery) than non-group members (6gth and 48th
respectively) 

"

several behaviors, however, showed revers approaching
significance (Table 5) " The behaviors approaching
significance for support group members and non-group
members showed that the behavi-or provide quiet room for
parents to be alone with i-nfanL tended Èo be ranked
higher by support group members (2nd) than non_group
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TABLE 4

11

52

63

Support
Group Membership

Support
Group Membership

Sex

8 "J,520

7 " 8581

6 "6423

" 0043

" 0051-

" 0100

#LI

#sz
#øz

Help other farnily members understand the importanceof the loss to the parents
Encourage naming of infant
Encourage staying in the hospita] the usua] length oftime (3 days)
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TABLE 5

BEHAVTOR

Support
Group Membership

Time Since Loss

Support
Group Membership

Previous Children

Support
Group Membership

Support.
Group Mernbership

Support
Group Membership

3

4

5 " 3l_20

6 " 89L9

5 "9325

4 "2353

6 "1,259

6 "0470

5. 8531-

"o2L2

.0319

" 01-49

" o396

, o1_33

" 0139

" 01_55

7

13

2I

40

5B

#t

#q

#z

#tt
#zt

#+o
#se

Provide quiet room for parents to be arone withl_ntant,
Provide option of stayingr on maternity unit with aroommate who has also experienced a tojsProvj-de opt.ion of going Lo another unit in thehospitat

Encouraqe hoLding and touching ÍnfantProvide option of stayíng on the maternity unit withany roommate
Express synpathy over lossPoint out that. future chirdren are possibJ_e or thatthere are other children at, home
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members (i-4th) " The behaviors - provide opt.ion of goinE to
another unit in the hospital, provide opt.ion of staying on
the unit with any roommate, Express sympathy over ross, and
Point out that future chil-dren are possible or that. there
are other chiLdren at home alr tended to be ranked higher
in supporti-veness by non-group members (zgii]n, 4hsi- | EtjÍ-r,

and 61st respectively) than support group menbers (64th,
67th, 22nd and Toth respectivery). rn addition, the
behavior provide option of staying on the maternity unit
with a roommate who has also experienced a r-oss-
approached significance for the variabl_e t,ime since loss of
fetus/infant" Subjects whose 1oss had occurred six to Lz
monLhs previousry Èended t.o rank this behavior lower than
subjects whose l-oss occurred less that si-N months or more
than 12 months ago. Moreover, for the behavior - Encourage
holding and touching the infant significance h¡as

approached for the variable previous children at home at
the time of the loss. subjects without previ_ous chir-dren
ranked this behavior higher (1-st) than those with children
at home (3rd). rt is possibre that, these cards wourd have
shown a significant difference" if a larger subject sampre
size had been used. These findings suqgest a potential
difference in perception in reration to support group
membership, tine since loss, and previous chirdren, for
these particular behaviors.
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Anarysis of Royrs four modes showed that there hrere no

significant differences between any of the categori_es
within four of the sampre variabres: number of days
fetus/infant lived, previous chil-dren at home at the time
of the loss, rength of time since r-oss, or sex, and any of
the modes (Tables 6-9). However, for the variable support
group membership, statistically significant differences
IÁ/ere found for the Rore and serf-concept mode (Tables 6 &

8). These findings indicate that percept.ions of the
supportiveness of the nursing care behavi_ors categorized in
each of the four modes hrere not. significantry different. for
any of the sample variables except for support group
membershi-p. rn other words, the subjects perceived the
behaviors in these modes t.o be of the same importance in
regard to supportiveness. Hov/ever, support group members
and non-group members perceived the nursing cãre behaviors
in the Rore Mode and self-concept Mode di-fferentry.
support group members ranked Rore mode behaviors such as
seeing and hording the infant as more supportive (mean=6.3)
than non-group members (mean:S.4). Non-group members ranked
self-concept mode behaviors, such as cry v¡ith me or sit
with me and risten syrnpatheticarryr ërs more supporti_ve
(mean:S"2) than support group members (mean:4.3).

rn summary, significanÈ differences in mean rank !ùere
found for three nursing care behaviors i n rar¡a.¡-'q Èn &1ro
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TABLE 6

V

SEX

SUPPORT
GROUP
MEMBERSHIP

TÏME SINCE
LOSS

PREVTOUS
CHILDREN

DAYS INFANT
LTVED

MALE
FEMALE

YES
NO

6.0 (1"510)
6"0 (r"3e7)

6 " 3 (L"625)
5"4 (l-"203)

5"6 (1"4se)
6"6 (L"1,7t)
6.0 (L "372)

6 "r (1.7e6)
5"e (L"2Le)

5.e (l_.285)
6.1 (7.6s2)

0 " 0687

6,2400

5 " 5530

o " 4544

1 " 8186

"7933

" 0125^

" o623

" 5003

" 6i_09

6

>1day

6 mths
L2

12 mths

none
>1

SD: _statistically significant difference atStandard Deviatioñ P="05
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TABLE 7

_P.,r".ptior of tfrg Suppo,

".hrrior= ny r.*pt" urrirbt. 
"ãEãããrrr-Gl.oqL

SEX 5.1 (0"802)
5"2 (0"806)

SUPPORT
GROUP
MEMBERSHIP

TIME STNCE
LOSS

PREVIOUS
CHTLDREN

DAYS INFANT
LIVED

YES
NO

MALE
FEMALE

6-12
> 72 mths

5.3 (0"e78)
4"e (o"757)

5.1 (O"757)
5"4 (7.026)
5"1 (0"e04)

5 "2 ( 1.030 )5.1 (o.672)

5"2 (0"854)
5"1_ (0"802)

0.1919 " 661_3

3 " 494I " 0616

1 " 3521 " 5086

Q.L28L "7204

o "9527 " 8]-29

none
>1

*:a
SD: _st.atistical_ly signÍficant difference atSt.andard Deviation p:"05
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TÃ.BLE 8

SUPPORT
GROUP
ME¡{BERSHIP

TIME SÏNCE
LOSS

PREVTOUS
CHILDREN

DAYS INFANT
LTVED

MA,LE
FËMALE

YES
NO

4"8 (1-"043)
4"e (i_"1_56)

4"7 (l-.L38)
5 "2 (O "e76)

5.0 (1,.L62)
4"7 (L"302)
4.e ( 1" 067 )

4 "7 (r "266)5.0 (0"e28)

4.8 ( 1. 031_ )5"0 (1_"i_53)

6
6 mths

L2
1-2 mths

1, "2944 " 2552

7 "0844 . oo78*

1.1507 " 5625

3 " 0553 .0805

3 "2678 "3522

none
>l_

day
day

TOTAT,

SD:
statistícaIJ-y significant difference

SÈandard Deviatioñ aÈ p=.95
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TABLE 9

TOlAL

SEX

SUPPORT
GROUP
MEMBERSHTP

TÏME SINCE
LOSS

PREVTOUS
CHÏLDREN

DAYS INFANT
LIVED

MALE
FEMALE

YES
NO

4.3 (O"604)
4 "o (o "6e2)

3.e (o"5e2)
4"4 (o"7751

4 "3 (O "647 )
3"5 (0"e68)
4"r (0"65e)

4"o (0"687)
4"2 (0"681_)

4"3 (0"7o8)
3.e (o"616)

6
6 mths

T2
12 rnths

o "9254 , 3 361-

L "7160 "l-902

3.0185 "221"L

o.2269 " 6338

2.331_3 " 5066

none
>l_

> 1- day

SD:
st.atistically significant difference atstandard neviãtioñ p:" 05
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sampl-e variables. Differences between support qroup members

and non-group members existed for the behavi-ors Helping
other family members understand the importance of the r-oss
to the parents, and Encouraging naming the infant.
Dif ferences between male and f emale parents, r^/ere found in
regard to the behavÍor EncouraEing staying in the
hospital a normal J-ength of t.ime. Moreover, no significant.
di-fferences v/ere found between categories for any of Royns
four modes, except for the categories support group member

and non-group member where differences \^rere found in both
the Rol-e and Self -Concept. modes.

Factor Analvsis

A factor analysis r4¡as performed to determine crusters
of subjects whose responses or e-sorts vrere highly
i-nterrerated - The number of f actors to extract \^/as

determined using the tradit,ional standard of an eigenvalue
in excess of r- " 00. ¡'ive factors emerged from the factor
analysis as shown in Table 10.

Factor loadings express the correr_ati-on coef f icient,s
representing the degree to which each individual's entire
Q-sort correr-ated with the various factors (Dennis I 1986).
Eleven persons loaded hiqhry on Factor r, five v¡ere highest
on Factor rr, two on Fact,or rrr, and one each on Factor rv,
and V. This suggests the possible existence of, several_
di-fferent perspect.ives regarding nursing care behavior.
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TABLE ]-O

PERCENTAGE

1

2

3

4

5

7 "98877

!.67346

7 "37402

r"24730

1.090i_3

39 "9

8"4

6.6

6"2

5"5
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For purposes of factor interpretation, factor loadings
were considered siEnif icant at the cut of f l_evel_ of " 30 "

This is an acceptabre revel- as porit and Hungler (rg7g)
state that an appropriate cut. off varue is .30 or "4o (p.
588). Moreover, onry the e-sorts for those subjects who

loaded significantly on a single factor were used (Table
11) in interpreting the fact.ors. using subjects who road
significantly on more than one factor tends to rsobsfucate

the statistical and concepLuar clarity of the factor!¡
(Dennis, 1986, p. 13) 

"

rnterpretation of Factors rrr, rvo and v, v/as not
attempted as only one person significantry loaded on each

of these factors. (Factor IIf had two significant
loadings, but one person had significantry roaded on

another factor, thus only one person v/as appropriate for
consideration on Factor III" )

Although Factor r is the only factor of significant
consequence because its eigenvalue made up 3g.gz of the
variance for the total sample, Factor II T^/as also used for
interpretat.ion purposes in order to show contrast between
the two factors. This contrast can be shown by use of
factor arrays.

A factor array is the ordering of the items (cards),
within a fact.or, based on the factor scores of the subjects
who load significantly on an indívid-ual_ factor. For boÈh

factor arrays the t,op three e sort, piles incr-uded cards
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TABLE 1-T

5
6
3
4

t_3
2

10
18

1,2
L4
l9

o " 811-95
o "79795
0.79055
o "77833
o "77565
o.7387 4
0 " 72880
0.61515

0 " 64900
o "64624
0 " 5l_881_
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#ts o #3o , #ra , #øt and #zø " Because these r¡/ere not
exclusive Èo the factor array, their use in interpreting
the Factors was l-imited" The bottom three pires on both
factor arrays showed low rankings for cards #Sl , #6e u #a4,
#t2, #3t, #s+, and #sgo however, even though bheir rankinEs
within these piles lÀIere somewhat different between the two
factor arrays, they werê still of lirnited value for
interpretation purposes 

"

The total- factor arrays for Factor r and Factor rr,
shown in Table 12, using the cards from the top three and
bottorn Èhree pires of each reassembr-ed e-sort, showed

clearry that differences in perception existed and that a

commonality arnong subjects on each Factor was evident.
For example, subjects on Fact,or r ranked as mosL

supportive the folÌowing: l(in order of highest to r_owest

rank, excluding those cards also ranked high by subjects on

Factor II)" (R = rol-e mode, S = self-corrcept mode, I -
interdependence mode , p = physiological mode) l

CARD #

3 Provide quiet room for parents t.o be ar_one with infant
(R)

52 Encourage naming of infant (R)

1- offer blanket i-nfant was hirapped in to parent,s(R)

5 Provide information regardi-nE support groups and grief
counseling (I)
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TABLE T2

FACTOR I

t6
30
13

3
52

1
5

10

65
39
37
11
6L
1,7
26

28
57
66
44
L4
17
27

72
70
31
21
51_

76
42
61
34
62

6
26
40
35
24
18
45

46
44
58
1,2
66
37
54

11
59
29
31
22

13
I

30

63
58
56

57
69

5

Descriptive st,atement for
Appendix E"

each card above is listed in
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10 Reinforce/provide factuar- information surrounding

baby's death (S)

65 Di-scuss rong rangie benef its of seeing and holding
infant (R)

39 Encourage making a rnemento book (R)

37 Provide information regarding care/burial of infant's
body (R)

l-1 Help other fanily members understand importance of ross
to parents (I)

19 Allow support person to stay overnight (I)

subjects on Factor rr however, have a different
perception of most supportive behaviors according to Lhe
following array:

CARD #

9 Acknowledge that it is OK to cry (S)

42 Provide area of privacy for famiry whire visitíng in
hospital (r)

34 Sit with me and l_isten sympathetically (S)

62 Cry with rne ( S )

6 stay with parents after death of infant was made known
(s)

40 Express synpathy over 1oss (R)

35 Kind and compassionaLe manner of caregivsï. (S)
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24 Do not awaken during niEht for routine procedures (Let
me sleep) (p)

18 Caring tone of voice of caregiver (S)

45 Discuss physical sympt.oms which are present related to
delì-very (after pains, sore breast). (p)
Differences are evident in that Factor r shows that the

cards ranking as most supportive are from Royrs Role and

rnterdependence modes whire Factor rr shows self-concept to
be the most predominate mode. This suggests that there are
two dístinct perceptions of which nursing care behaviors
are seen as most supportive.

In summary, from the facLor analysis, five separate
Factors emerged, wíth Factors r and rr beíng of the most
consequence " From the f actor arrays Ít \Àras evídent that
there \^iere identifiable differences between the perceptions
of the persons on Factor To and those on Factor fI.

Factors r and rr \^/ere also tested using one-way ANovA.

The purpose of ANovA is to test the significance of
difference between two or more group means. Each Factor
!üas t.ested for differences between the means for the cards
in each of Roy's four adaptive modes, âL an alpha lever of
"05" significant differences in means $/ere shown in all_ of
Roy's four modes (Tables r-3-i-6) " The mean score for Ror-e

(6"66) and Tnterdependence (s.45) on Factor r were higher
than the mean score for Ror-e (s.44) and- rnterdependence
(4"42) on Factor rr" However, the mean scores for sel-f-
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TABLE 13

Betu¡een
Groups

lriithin
croups

Total

SUM OF

3 " 21-50

o " 8157

4 "a307

3 . 21_503

" o906

5"4705 .ooo2*

9

10

TABLE L4

2 " 3047r

" 1561-

4 "76L3 . OO4o*

9

10

êNovA of rnterdgpendence Mode Means for Factors f and rï(p:"os)

Between
Groups

Within
Groups

Total

2 "3047

L " 4052

3 "7099

* - statistically significant difference
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rÃBLE 15

Between
Groups

!üithin
Groups

Total

S-I.IM OF

a .807 4

1, " 2409

2 "O483

"8t74

" L379

5.8562 ,0386*

9

l-o

TABLE L6

3 "2890

3 "O674

6 "2564

3 " ZB9ü

.3408

9.6500 " 0126*

I

1_0

(p:"t5I

SUM OF

Between
Groups

l{ithin
Groups

Total

* - sÈatistically síEnificant dj_fference
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concept (5"25) and Physiological (4"7r) on Factor rr r{ere
higher than those on Factor f: ( Self-Concept, (4.65)¡ and
Physiologi_ca1, 3 "48) " This finding supports the
differences noted from the factor arrays which \¡/ere hand
calculated for each Factor" rt indicates that. ar_l subjects
on Factor r share a commonality in perception with each
other, and all subjects on Factor fr share a commonality of
perception wj_th each other.

Although dif f erences in means T^rere found in arl the
modes for Factor r and rr, no significant differences hiere
shown between the factors and the denographic sampr.e

variabres; that is, no facLor was predominant for any
specific sanple Variable (Tab1e l-7).

rn sunmary, factor analysis of the e-sort data revear_ed
Èhe emergence of, five factors, of which two (Factor r and
rr ) r¡/ere of consequence, whire three ( Factor f rr , rv, v)
had only one subject with a siEnificant roading. Factor
arrays for Factor r and rr showed observabre differences in
cards ranked in the top three and bottom three pires in the
originat Q-sort continuumo whích \¡/ere then used for factor
interpretation. subjects on Factor f almost exclusively
ranked cards in the Role and rnterdependence modes as most
supportive, while subjects on Factor rr ranked self-concept
items as most supporÈive. This finding ü¡as supported by
the use of an ANovA for differences between mod-e card meens

for each of the Factors. rt was ar-so shown, by use of
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TABLE I7

Sex

Age

Days Infant Lived

Time Since Loss

Previous Chil_dren

Education

Support
Group Membership

o " 0629

o " 4545

0 " l_149

o.0052

o " 4727

o " 4545

o "7371-

" 8075

" 151_6

"7 424

"9440

" 2558

" 151-6

" 0852



ANOVAo that no

sample variabl-es

significant difference
for the Factors"
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existed between

The analysis of the
information regarding nursing
offered to bereaved parents.

After completing the e-sort, subjects were asked to re-
sort the 70 cards into two pi1es, one pite being those
behaviors which \¡/ere offered to them , by nurses in the
hospital or by the pubric hear-th nurse, and the other pile
be ing those behavi-ors that \i/ere not of f ered. The
percentage of the preferred behaviors offered v/ere
cal-culated for eaeh mode (Table 18).

These f indíngs show that sub ject.s report.ed that
caregivers had offered them more than harf of their
preferred behavíors related to the Rol_e mode (5s.472). As
well-, they received over fifty percent of the behaviors
they preferred in the physiorogicar mode (52.322).
However, slightly less than hal-f of the preferred behaviors
in the other two modes were offered to parents who lost an
infant. For serf-concept this figure $/as 47.goz, and for
rnterdependence, 43"06å (Table 1-8). Figure 2 represents a

graphic illustration of this findíng. rt shoul_d be noted
that, whire much nursing care was offered, only those

re-sort data provided some

care behaviors which had been
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TABLE 18:

5.e8 (0"6e3)

4"8e (0"3e0)

5 "L4 (o "47e)

4.0s (0"760)

55.47

47 "90

43 "06

52 "32

Behaviors offered in Each Mode-

MEAN å OF PREFERRED

R (15)

sc (25)

ï (1s)

P (15)

R : Rol_e Mode
SC = Se1f-Concept ModeI = Int,erdependence ModeP = Physiological
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Role
Ph ysiolog icol
Sel f- con cep t
I n terdepen den ce
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(-) 40
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LLI
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25

FIGURE 2:
(Ranked 6,

Percent of preferred behaviors caregivers offered7, 8, or 9) in each mode.
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behaviors that were preferred viere used for the mean and
percentage calcul_ations 

"

To identify if nursÍng care behaviors in one mode h¡ere

more supportive than those in the other modes (ranked
higher ) u a total mean was cal-cul-ated f or the cards in each
mode (Tabre 1B). The highest ranked behaviors lvere from
the Rore mode, with the next highest ranked behaviors being
from the rnterdependence mode. self-concept mode behaviors
and Physiorogical mode behaviors ranked third and fourth
respectively (Tabre 18). Figure 3 graphicarry shows this
finding" of interest, in right of the analysis of the
behaviors offered and not offered by caregivers, is the
comparison of the totar means for the behaviors in each

mode and those offered from each mode, The subjects ranked
the rol-e behaviors the highest (nost supportive) and these
seemed to be the ones offered the most often (5s.47e").
However, of the remainíng behaviors, two are in ar_most

inverse order" The next most frequently offered behaviors
are fron the physiorogical mode (52.472), but these
behaviors r¡/ere ranked last or reast supportive of alr
behaviors in the origJ_na1 e-sort. Interdependence mode

behaviors hrere ranked as second most supportive but 
'¡/ere

offered the least (43"062)" self-concept behaviors v/ere
ranked third and were offered the third most often
(47 "gaz) " rt appears from these resur-ts thaÈ in some areas
(Role and sel-f-concept) congruence exists in perceived
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FfcURE 3: Total mean for the cards in each ¡node "
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importance of mosL supportive behaviors and those behaviors
being offered. However, for behaviors in the
rnterdependence and the physiorogicar mode, how they r¡/ere

ranked and what is being offered are incongruent.

Interview Data

To explore more fulIy parents' perception of the
nursing care they received, ân interview r^/as conducted
with each subject on the first of two visit.s. An interview
guide using open-ended. questions was used (Appendix H).

The first two questions on the interview guide were
asked to ericit the subject's generar feering about the
care they received and t.o estabr-ish a rapport with the
subject's by beginning with a questì-on of a non-threat,ening
and l-ess personal nature. The remaining questions elicited
more personal responses regarding their perception of the
care they received.

the moLher's physical care in labor and delivery showed an
overal-l mean score of 3.65 0uL of a possible 5.0û (Tabie
1-9 ) " This indicat.es that, f or the totar_ group the physical

r

Responses to the first question regarding perception of
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TIME PERIOD ¡4ÄLE'S MEAÌ¡ FEMÃLE/S

MPC-LD

MEC-LD

FEC-LD

MPC-PP

MEC-PP

FEC-PP

3"2 (L"oes)

2"4 (1.566)

2"8 (2.062)

3"6 (L"51_7)

2"6 (l_"51_7)

2.8 (l_.78e)

3 " 8 (1"265)

3.2 (1_"613)

2.2 (1"s3e)

3.3 (1"280)

2"5 (1-"453)

l_"5 (1,"O92)

3.65 (r "226)
3"00 (1,58e)

2.35 (l-"61-8)

3"55 (1"30e)

2"50 (1_"433)

L"84 (t_"385)

LEGEND:

MPC.LD :
MEC-LD =
FEC-LD :
MPC-PP :
MEC-PP =
FEC-PP :
Standard

Mother's physical care during labor and delivery.Mother's emotionar care duriñg labor ..ro a"tiouíy"Father's emotional care durinf labor r'a a"ri".;i.I4otherrs physical care during postparturn.Motherrs emot.ional care duriñg- posl.partum.Father,s emotionat care durinf þostþarturn,Deviations are in parenÈhesisl '
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care \,,/as seen as f air ( o. K. ) and approaching
supportiveness. More specifi-callyo female subjects rated
their care higher than the mare subjects rated their wives,
care" Tt should be noted, hoìvever, that 11 subjects ranked
the care in tabor and derivery as a 4 or s t indicating Èhat
care in this area v/as seen as supportive,

Perception of the emotionar- care the mothers received
in ]abor and delivery was rated overall as fair. However,
femare subjects tended to rate the care sliErrtly above
fair, whereas mal-e subjects rated their wives, emotional
care slightly below fair" The majority of the male
subjects stated they fert their wives, couLd have been
provided more support.

Perception of the emotionar. care for the mare subject.s,
who were with their wives durinq labor and delivery, or for
the husbands of the female subjects, !üas somewhat more
negative" Generalry, for the total group, the emoLionar_

care \¡/as perceived as non-supportive . similarly, f emale
subjects saw the emotionar care provided to their husbands
al-so as non-supportive. Mar-e subjects perceived their oh/n

emotionar care during their wives, r_abor and delivery
slightly hiEher, but stir-r rated it non-supportive. Tt
should be noted that for the rna jority of ar-r sub jects
(n:15) labor and delivery \^ras unevent,fur, but five (5)
subject,s \^rere aware of either feÈal distress (n=4) or fe-ual_

dernise (n=1) duríng labor and delivery"
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subjects¿ perception of the physical and emotionar_
postpartun care provi-ded to them was similar t.o their
perception of care during labor and deJ.ivery. As rated by
t'he total- group, the postpartum physical care that v/as

provided to the female subjects was generalry seen as

slightly above fair. rnLerestingly, the mare subjects,
perception of their wifers care r^ras somewhat higher than
the femal-e subjects, perception of their oÞ,/n care.

Perception of postpartum emot.ionar care reported by the
female subjects, or by the mare subjects regarding their
wife's care, revealed a more negative resurt. The tota]
group response to this question showed that the emot,ional
care of the femare subject was generarry perceived as non-
supportive " Mal-e sub jects perceived this care sJ-ight.ry
higher than the female subjects perceived for themselves.

The care that hras rated the most negatívely was the
emotional care provided to the fathers. A mean score of
7"84 for the totar group indicated a strong perception of
non-supportiveness. An interesting point is that male
subject,s perceived their own emotional care somewhat higher
than did the femal-e subjects when rating their husband's
care" rt !üas found that a common response to this question
v¡as that the fathers were ¡rarl- but ignored¡! or that !¡very

i-ittle attention \^ras gi-ven to themr¡. rn right. of this
resuft,, these seem to be verv va_l ir_{ starg¡¡1g¡þg.
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fn summary, Lhe perception of the physical care

provided by the nurses was rated by most subjects as fair
to srightly above fair in some instances (Table 19). The
emotional- care r^/as not perceived as very supportive for
either parent. (Table i-9). rt must be noted that many of
the subjects in rating the Çare they received commented
that usually one nurse h¡as ¡¡really good, a five, but all
the rest h/ere poor or no help at all, a real zerolrr they
would then say tso r guess r'rr- give this a three¡'. This
suggiests that these results could be even more negative
than they appear.

The rernaining interview questions r¡/ere anaryzed using
Roy t s f our adaptive modes, Rore, ser-f -conceþt,
rnterdependence, and physiorogical, to categori-ze the
responses to the int,erview questions. The data v¡ere
analyzed question by guestion and commonarities in
responses were identified so that. the responses could be
classified according to their fit, into one of Royrs four
modes" where appropriate, questions ,hrere cornþined in order
to make the report'ing of the resur-ts more concise 

"

severar interestíng results \^rere identified in regard
to the differences ín care provided in hospital and publ.ic
heaÌth settings. The first is that behaviors ¡rerceived as
supportive during the hospitar-ization period were
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associated mainl-y vi ith the Rol-e and self -concept Modes

(Table 20) " rn contrast, supportive care provided by the
public health nurses \^ias predominately from the serf -
concept Mode" This finding suggests that there are very
specific nursing care behaviors identified as supportive
rel-ated to the care provi-ded by nurses in specific hearth
care settings" Thís finding might ar-so be rerated to the
parents' bereavement phase¡ ês community hearth nurses
woul-d provide care at a ]ater time following the infant's
death 

"

suggestions on how to improve câre, both in the
hospitar and communít.y setting, provided a second
interesting fínding about how specific nursing care
behaviors are associated with various settings Ín which
nurses provide care" Table 2r shows the number of
responses for areas of suggested improvement in care
according to the mode for both hospital and community
health nurses" The care provided by hospital nurses is
perceived as requiring improvement in the Role and serf-
concept modes, vrhereas, public hearth nurses are perceived
as needing improvement in providing more nursing care
invorving rnterdependence mode behaviors. other community
health nurses, such as nurses in the docLorrs office and

occupational hear-th nurses, are perceived as needing to
improve the care they provide by being invorved ârrd. by
providing care that supports serf-concept Mode needs.
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TABLE 20

HOSPTTAL CO¡{S{UNTTY HEALTH NURSES

RoIe

Interdependence

Self-Concept

Physiological

19

9

18

4

l_

7

2L

0

4

o

5

1

0

0

0

o

TABLE 21.

HOSPTTAL COMMUNITY HEALTH NURSES

Role

InLerdependence

SeIf-Concept

Physiological

1,7

9

L4

0

i-

2t

I

l_

4

3

I
1_

1

o

7

o

LEGEND:

PHN =
NDO :
a\üùTvÀuY

Public HeaLth Nurse
Nurse in doctorrs office
^----__uccupaetonal Heaith Nurse
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Nursing care provided by hospit,ar nurses indicated
supportive behaviors and behaviors v¡hich woul-d improve
care, v/ere both associated with the Role and sel-f-concept.
modes" rn other words, behaviors in these modes were
perceived as provÍding the most support, but courd use some

improvement. rt r^ras suggest.ed that nurses provide more
opportunities for parent-infant interactions. For example,
encourage parents to provide care for an 111 infant, if
that is possible, or provide the parents of a stiÌrborn
with the opti-on to bath or dress their ínfantu if they wish
to do so. suggestions f or improvernent in care in the ser_f -
concept mode, v/ere for the nurses not to avoid Èhe parents
but to encourage them to talk and to let them know why the
infant' died (that it hras not. their fault). publíc health
nurses, however, were seen as most supportive in providíng
the self-concept mode behaviorsu but cour-d improve by
providing nore care supporting rnterdependence mode need,s.

This suggests that the parent,s require morê interventions
supporting rnterdependence needs, in addition to support
for Lheir self-concept needs. suggestions for improvement,
of care related to having the public hearth nurse provide
more infornation about. support groups and about the
grieving process. They also wanted to have the nurse
ínitiate more family invol-vement. subjects fert the public
health nurse rnight provid.e inf orrnation tc other f aniiiy
members so they cour-d þetter understand the parents¿ grief.
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An interest.ing point is that arthough no subject

reported interactions with an occupational heaLth nurse,
several suggesti-ons were made regarding how these nurses
might improve care, which in itself shows a percei_ved need
for these nurses to be invorved in forrow up care.
suggestions hrere rnade for the occupational heal_th nurse to
initiate contact with the bereaved parent when he/she
returned to work, and t.o offer herp and a place of sorace.

The analysis of the responses to questions three
through nine provides additionar- insÍght into parents,
perception of the nursing care they recei_ved.

Supportive Behaviors

rn questions t'hree ( a ) , four and f ive, the sub jects
were asked: In what \^/ay \^/as your hospit.al nurse/s, public
heal-th nurse/s/ occupational hearth nurse and docÈor,s
office nurse helpful or supportive during your/your
partner's hospital stay and during follow_up care?
Responses given to these questions applied to att areas
where nursing care h/as provided except occupational health
care settings" No subject reported interaction wiLh an
occupat'ionaI heatth nurse at his or her prace of
empl0yment" rn addition, 552 (n:11-) of the subjects
reported that the doctor's office nurse was not helpful or
supportive. Thus, onl !r ten responses \i/ere given regarding
care provided by these nurses" rt should also be noted
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that 252 (n=5) of the subjects reported no folrow-up care
from public heal_th nu.rses "

Anarysis of the responses showed that behaviors
associated with the Role mode v/ere the most supportive
behaviors offered during the hospit.arization period"
Behaviors identified rel-aÈed to the helpfulness of nurses
in providing opportunities for the parents to interact with
their dying or deceased infant. Moreover, all subjects
mentioned an infant interaction behavior as their first
response to this question in regards to the hospital_ization
period.

some exampres of supportive Rore mode behaviors
reported are: All0wing the parents to see, hor_d, and
provide care for their infant, taking pi-ctures of the
infant for t'he parents, or encouraging the parents to take
pictures, and. providing a room for the parents to be ar-one
with thei-r infant. Tt arso was seen as helpful for the
nurse to cal] their infant by name and to encourage the
parents to do so,

Because only one response cour.d be categorized in the
Rol-e mode, f or public hearth nu.rses, these behaviors
apparently were not perceived as important for these nurses
to provide. Likewise, only four responses cour-d be
classified in the Rore mode as most supportive for nurses
in doctor's of f ices. Ã1r- reJat,ed t.o -uhe nurse
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acknowredging the infant,s death when the parents made an

office visit..
Although serf-concept mode behaviors h/ere second in

irnportance for hospital-based nurses to provide, they v/ere
of primary importance for the pubríc hearth nurses. rn
fact | 722 (n:21) of al-l supportive behaviors mentioned for
public health nurses h/ere classifíed ín the serf-concept
mode "

rn both care settings, hospital and community-based,
supportive behaviors in the self-concept mode ï¡/ere rel_ated
to three areas: Nurse interaction, emotionar- avairability
of the nurse, and the nurse's sensitivity to the parent.rs
pain 

"

supportive ser.f-concept. mode behaviors, rer-ated to the
area of nurse interaction during the hospitarization
period, focused on spending extra time with the parents and
encouraging the parent/s to talk with the nurses. rt v/as

al-so important for the nurses to 'rexplain things. e! This
comment referred to having the nurses keep the parents
i-nforrned of their i11 infantrs condition and explaining
feel-ings the parent may be experiencing or cour-d

experience.

similarly, self-concept nurse i-nteraction behaviors for
public heal-th nurses reflected the supporti-veness of having
more than one home visit. The subjecÈs receivinE more than
one visit' f el-t that the exLra time with the nurse,
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especially after the init.ial shock period was

most supportive to their recovery. Nurse

behaviors ú/ere not reported for doctorøs office

OVef , I^IaS

interaction

nurses nor
occupational health nurses.

supportive behaviors ín the self-concept mode reratinE
to Èhe emotíonal availabirity of the nurse, \¡/ere described
as wanting the nurses to ¡¡be there for them.,! An exampre
given by one subject. regarding hospital-based nursing
behavíor identif ied thís ¡¡being there, r! or emotional
avairability¡ âs lrthe nurse didn,t just rush in and do her
work then leave, she looked at me and asked if r wourd like
her to stay for a while "'E

rn hospitar and public hear-th settings, when the nurses
encouraEed the parent to talk, showed concern by listening
or Ì¡rere abl-e to show their oh/n f eelings, subjects saw this
as a willingness to stbe there,¡e and as being very
support,ive 

"

ïn the doctor's office, supportive behavior showíng the
emotional availability of the nurse hras expressed as the
tlnurse taking time to ans!üer all my questions prompt.ì_y¡r or
!¡she always returned all my phone calls"rr

sel-f-concept mode behavíors reflecting the nurses,
sensitivity to the parents' paín, r¡/ere displayed in a

similar vJay in alr care settíngs, The behaviors \^/ere s

demonstrating compassìon, appearinE ccmfortabr-e âfoììrrri. the
parenÈs o asking the parent.s how they ldere f eeling and beíng
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sincere in asking" As one subject stat.ed,,sthe nurse
always asked me how f was feeling and meant it.l,¡

Dif f erences in \days in which this sensitivity vras

displayed are evident in descriptions of the behavior of
the nurse in the doctor's office. subjects reported
supportíve behaviors as ¡¡the nurse rearrahged the doctorrs
schedule so üre courd have the r-ast appointrnent of the day
and would have t.ime to spend with the doctor,sû or!¡she was
patient. with frêru'or rNshe didnrt let us sit in a fur_I
waiting room with all the pregnant $/omen, she took us in
right, away.¡¡

supportive behaviors in the rnterdependence mode ï¡/ere
reported Jess frequently than Role and setf-concept mode

behavi ors " No behavi ors r¡iere reported in Èhe
rnterdependence mode for nurses workíng in doctorrs
offices' The reported behaviors ín thÍs mode hrere
identified as information givíng and encouraEing famiry
interaction.

The rnterdependence mode behavior seen as supportive,
in hospitaÌ and pubric hearth set,tings, r^¡as for the nurses
to provide information/pamphrets about support. groups
and/or the grieving process" As one subject. stated, '¡The
panphlet made me feel l_ike I had help. rr However, this
informat'ion giving behavior was reported more frequentry as
a he]-pful behavÍor to be demonstrated by the pubiic heal_th
nurse" other Tnterdependence mode behaviors, which were
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more hospital-based, related to faniiry or support person
interaction - rt !\ias supportive if the nurse did not
restríct visitors, permitted or encouraged other family
members to see the baby or a]l0wed the husband or
significant other to stay overniEht. No subject reported a
supportíve behavior involving family interaction that was
provided by the public heatth nurse.

The least number of responses regarding the nurse/s
supportiveness Ì¡/ere categorized in the physiologicar mode"

No behaviors hrere reported for pubric hearth nurses and
only f ive hrere reported for the other areas. They r^/ere:

assisting with physicar care, putting a sign on the door to
allow the mother to sIeep, and encourag.ing the father to go
home Èo rest.

Non-Supportive . Behaviors

Question three (b) asked: fn what s/ay was your
hospit,al nurse/s not supportÍve?

Behaviors ü/ere reported in three of the mode
categori-es " No rore behaviors 

'rere ident.if ied as non-
supportive" The rnajority of behaviors cat.egorized in the
self-concept mode refr-ected the subjects, feeling of
isolatíon and the rack of emotionaJ availabirity of the
nurses" Behaviors which v/ere identified as non-supportive
hlere¡ âs expected-,. in direct conÈrast. with Èhose identifieci
as supportive" Examples of these non-supportive behaviors
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included comments such as, r¡They side-stepped ar]_ emoLional
issues, 0t ¡¡r \i/as ignored, ¡r ,¡the nurse didnrt come in much

after the baby died, ¡r or ¡rthe nurses hrere very col_d and
uncaring " 

¡r

Three behaviors were identified as non-supportive in
the rnterdependence mode. These behaviors hrere: not
notifying the parents of in-coming telephone carls,
ignoring the father, and not t,erling the parents about
support groups"

Non-supportive behaviors cr-assified in the
Physiological mode related to a perceived lack of care.
Thirty percent (n:6 ) of the sub jects f er.t they hrere
provided with mininar- care. As one subject stated, '¡the
nurse didn't do anything for me so r discharged myself the
next day, she never even checked ny bleedinE"¡! This
comment v/as made by a sub ject ruho had been placed on a
gynecological unit after the delivery of a stilrborn. she
was also a nurse, thus was aÌ^/are of the nursing care which
should have been provided.

rn the sixth and seventh questions the subjects ï^rere

asked, !ùhat \^/as it about your nurse/s thaÈ you feel \^ras

supportive/comf orting to you? oT, what ï^ras not
supportive/comforting? (personal_ characterisÈics)
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Responses to these two questions showed that ar-r_

repli-es, except for six, v/ere characteristics of the nurse
which could be cr-assified in the serf-concept mode"

rnLerestingly, the characterist,ics of the nurse which r¡/ere

perceived as supportive or cornforting r^rere the same that
would be required when providing the nursi_ng care behavi_ors
identified as most support.ive in alr care settings. This
finding al-so applied, in the same way, to characteristics
which r¡rere perceíved as non-supportive nor comforting.
For example, a comforting characteristic identified was the
nurse's ability to reach out and hug the distraught parent"
Associated with this type of behavior is a nursers abirity
to make herserf emotionarly avairabre to others"

subjects identified characteristics which rer_ated to
the nurses' emotional availability or unavailability or the
nurses' sensitivity or rack of sensitivity to the parents
pain' Examples of supportive characteristics reflected the
nurse's abitity to show her feelings and to be emotionarly
availabre " Examples given hrere: r¡she cried with us and
tol-d us that. it was oK to cry,¡' r¡the nurse tar-ked directJ-y
to flê , she didn't make me f eer- r-ike r r¡ias a bother. 'e

Examples of the nurses' sensitivity to the parents, pain
were described as the compassionate, kind, and caring
manner of the nurse when interacting with the subjects.

characteristi-cs seen as non-suppcrtive, reì-aÈe,i io a

lack of understanding by the nurses regarding the impact of
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the l-oss on the parent. The nurses/ manner uias identified
as being cotd, mechanical-, bÌase or abrupt.. Moreover/ many

sub ject.s f elt that. their nurses o manner showed a

devaluation of the ross the parent had experienced. one

subject stat.ed ¡¡the nurse said o oo]r,, yourll get over it, ï
had a miscarriage and you forget.rer

supportive Behavíors !\thich vüould Have fmproved the
Subject.s, Own Care

The eighth question the sub jects were asked \,,ras Hohr

could your nursing care have been more supportive: a)

during hospitarizat.ion b)during the first four weeks at
home, by the public heal-th nurse c) during your doctorrs
of f ice visit. d ) by the occupat,ionar hear-th nurse ( if
applicable ) ?

Analysis of the responses to this question showed

severar interest,ing results. For the hospitalization
period, more supportive care couLd have been provided to
the subjects in all four modes" That is, the subject,s gave

examples of hov¡ their o$/n care could have been improved
which v/ere classifiable ín the Rore, self-concept,
rnterdependencer or physiological mode. However, for the
other care settíngs, more supporLive care rÂ¡as desired onJ.y

in the SeLf-Concept and fnLerdependence mode"

Rol_e mode beha_vi ors for the hospita3_ization period
showed that encouraging more infant Ínt,eraction would have
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improved care for the subjects. For exampreo subjects
stated care would have been iroproved if the nurse wour-d

have: ¡IEncourag'ed us to spend more Èirne with the baby,¡,
¡tif she would have bathed and dressed the baby or given us
the option of doinq so,r¡ or ¡lif they would have a]rowed us
to hol-d the baby in the derivery room.sr As the parent of
this final comment said, ¡lthe baby was dead anyhray so what
could it hurt?'¡

serf-concept behaviors idenÈified which wourd have
improved the subjects, care hrerê similar for hospital and
community-based care" subjects wanted the nurses to be
ernotionally availabr.e to thern and to show sensÍtivity
toward their situation and their pain" The most frequent
behaviors subjects wanted from hospítal nurses TrTere for the
nurses to t.ake the time to talk, to ask about the baby,
l-ísten, and show concern and caring by use of touch,
PubÌic hearth nurses courd have s,shown some humanity by
showing interest in me and concern.!! Nurses in docLorrs
of f ices ¡tcourd have remembered ilê, and asked how ï hras " 

,r

The subjects wanted some indication that the nurses r¡rere

aware of their loss"

rnterdependence mode behaviors which wourd have made

the sub jects' o\¡/n care more supportive diff ered because the
focus of hospital-based care Ì\ras on encouraging more
support person or famillr interaction, while community_based
care was focused on ínformation_giving behaviors.
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rn the hospital, subjects fer-t the nurses courd have

stressed the importance of including other famíly members,

and encouraged the significant other to stay overnight.
Many of the subjects stated that they did not think to ask
if these two options \dere possible. Ho!üever, in the
comrnunity the subjects reported their care eould have been
more supportive if the pubríc heal_th nurses had provided
more information about support groups, provided information
about other books and pamphlet,s that are avairable, and if
they had rnade more home visits.

ïn all set'tinEs, sub jects' care courd have been
improved if the nurse had provided direction and made

suggestions about options availabl-e" As several subjects
stated, r¡she coul,d have shown us the way.¡l

The only responses given for the physiologicar mode

v/ere that the nurses cou]d have checked on the sub jects
more often"

rn the two-part ninth quest,ion the subjects were asked:
vühat' was the most negat,ive and the most positive
experiences you encountered during the hospitatization
period rel-ated to the nursing care you/your partner
received? The majority of responses Lo this guestion ü/êre
cLassified in the Role and Self-CcncepÈ modes, with only
t'hree behaviors in the other two modes. rn the Role mod.e,
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the most positive experiences related t.o recognition of the
subjects as parents and to opportunities provided for the
subjects to interact with their infant. sirnilarly, most of
the negative experiences rer-ated to a rack of opportunity
to interact with their infant.

Encouraging the parents to see and hord their infants
v/as identified as being positive. one subjects stated !¡the

nurse helped me to take off my hospital goh¡n so r could
hold my baby next, to my skin, r had a rear_ need to do this,
r will arways remember and be thankfur for this
opport'unity"'u Another subject reported the most positive
and herpful experience she had was when her nurse said, âs
the subject !üas holding her dying infant, !'rrühat woul-d you
l-ike to tetl or say to your daughter before she dies. r¡

Being addressed as ¡¡Mom and Dadr¡ when the nurse brought the
couple their ínfant rüas also reported âs positive for some

subject,s.

Not having the opportunity to bathe, dress or see,
Èheir dead or dying infant ï¡/ere cited as examples of
negative experiences. Most of these responses T¡/ere

report'ed by parent,s of a stirlborn " one coupre angriry
reported that the nurses tried to keep them from seeing
their stil-rborn infant. because of its early gestational
age'

Positive and negati rre experíences cr-assif ied in the
sel-f-concept mode al-1 reveal-ed experiences rel-ated to nurse
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interactions or the sensitivity oy lack of sensitivity of
the nurses t.o the sub jects, situation.

Positive experi-ences v/ere: having the nurse of f er to
stay with the parents after they hrere totd of the infantrs
death or caring for the subject in a kínd, caring, and
interested manner. Negative experi-ences included being
ignored by the nurses. Two subject.s commented that being
ignored made thern feel- r¡like r had a disease or something.,¡
other negative experiences incruded telring the parents
they coul-d have other children t or being very ¡rabrupt or
cold and uncaringr! when providinq care.

rt shoul-d be noted that two subjects fett they had no
positive experiences or interactions with the nurses,
while, three subjects stat.ed they could not think of any
negative experience concerning nursing care.

Analysis of the interview data collected for this study
has provided additionar insight. regarding bereaved
obstet'rical- parent,s' perception of nursing care behaviors.
Because littre is known about the parents, perspect.ive it
was useful- to gather indepth Ínformation in thís area"

Summary

The data for this study r.rere analyzed using descriptive
statistics, ANovA, factor analysi-s, and Kruskar--war-ris one
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\¡/ay ANovA techniques " f nt.erview d.ata from the subject,s,
who v¡ere bereaved obstetrical parents, were subjected to
analys í s us ing Roy r s four adaptive modes for
categorizat.ion.

The o sort. dat,a resurts indicated no significant
dífferences ín the ranking of the 70 card means, for any of
the variables, with the except,ion of three cards " T\^/o

cards shon¡ed differences ín ranking for the variable
support group membership and one card showed a significant
difference in ranking for the variabte sex" No significant
differences hrere found beÈween the variables number of
days the infant lived, previous children at home at Èhe

tirne of 1oss, lengÈh of time since r-oss, and sex and any
of Roy's four mode classifications. Moreover, ro
significant difference rras found between the variable
support group membership and the physiological and
ïnterdependence modes, þoweveç, significant differences
were found for this variable and Royrs Role and Sel-f_
Conce¡rt modes "

Factor analysis of the e-sort dat,a reveared the
emergence of five (5) factors, thro of which had three or
more significant loadi.ngs. Factor arrays for Factor r and
Factor fr showed dist,inct. characteristics. Factor ï had a
predomi-nance of Role and rnt,erdependence mode behaviors,
while Factor rr !ùas predoninat,elir serf-concepi ¡-rod.e

behaviors " No siEnificant dif f erences \¡/ere found between
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any of the sample variables and the Factors; however,
signif icant dif f erences ï^¡ere found between Factor r and
Factor rr and ar-r of Roy's modes" This findings supported
those of the analysis of the hand assemb]ed factor arrays.

Re-sort data analysis showed that subjecÈs T^¡ere offered
sligrhtty more than 50 percent of the nursing carê behaviors
they preferred in the Rore and physiologicat modes, and
l-ess than 50å in the rnterdependence and self-concept mode.

rnterview data analysis showed physical care r¡/as

generally seen as fairly supportive by most subject,s.
Emotional care for the mothers was also seen as somewhaL

supportive during labor and delivery but postpartum
emotional care was seen as non-supportive" overwherrningry,
emoti-onal care for the fathers hias seen as non-supï)ortive,
both in l-abor and delivery and postpartum areas. The
i-ntervi-ev/ responses aLso showed behaviors classified in the
Rore mode hrere identified as being most supportive during
hospitai-ization, whire rnterdependence and self-concept
mode behaviors r¡¡ere seen as more supportive durinE forrow-
up care in the community" Rol_e rnOde behaviors related to
encouraginE parent-infant interactiono while, self-conce¡lt
mode behaviors rer-ated to initiating more nurse-parent
interaction, the emotionar- avairability of the nurse, and
the nurse's sensitivity Èo the parents, pain. Behaviors in
the rnterdependence mode re] at.ed to infcrmaÈíon Eivirrg and
fanily/supporÈ person inLeractions, while behaviors in the
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Physiological mode related to assistíng with the mothers,
physical care" The inplications to be drawn from the data
analysis will be discussed in the next chapt.er"



CHÃPTER V: DTSCUSSTON

ïntroduction

The descriptive design of this study provides insight
into the perception of bereaved obstetrical parents
regardinq nursing care behaviors. The results give rise to
a number of interpretations, concrusions, irnplications for
nursing practice and recommendations for future research.
These will- be discussed in the following sections. fn
addition, the limit.at.ions and strengths of the study wi]I
be addressed"

fnterpret,ation of ResuLts

As a resurt of this study, the profound im¡ract that a

stillbirth or earry neonat.al death has on parents v¡as

clearly observable. Moreover, nursing care behaviors
perceived by parents as most supportive and reast
support'ive hrere readily identif iable. These f indings
suggest areas which nurses should consider when planning
care 

"
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Care Behaviors

The resurts of this study show the ranking of the
behaviors from most supportive to r-east support.ive for the
total group and for each category withÍn the variabres (ie.
mal-e and female within the variable sex, group member and
non-group member within the variabl_e group membership) 

"

These findings impry a consistency in perspective amongi

parents regarding nursing care behavior. This consístency
suggests that there are vêry specific nursing care
behaviors that are important to offer bereaved parents, in
order to modify the stinuri impacting on thern as a resul_t
of the loss of their infant, and to help them begin to
adapt to this l_oss.

|Ihe three behaviors which
I¡/ere ranked consistentry in the top six as most supportive
by al-l twenty parents in the sarnple and by arl sub-group
categories within it ü/ere; (1) r¡Encourage holding infant
and touching i-nfant¡' , (z) llprovide picture of infant¡,, ( 3 )
!¡Encourage seeing infant¡¡. A fourth nursing care behavior
r¡Provide quiet room for parents to be al-one with infant¡¡,
ü/as al-so consist,ently ranked in the top six as most
supportive except b)r persons who were non-group members"

Ãlthough no previous research has been reported in the
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literature showinE that these behaviors are act.uarly
perceived by parents as beíng most supportive, the resurts
of this study rend strenEth to other invest.igaLors'
sugEest,ions of encouraginE caregTivers to offer these
behaviors as parÈ of the care being provided (Beckey et
âf ' , 1985; Est'ok & Lehman, 1gg3; Lake et â1. , 19g3 , yates,
1973) " The findÍng ar-so challenges the ideas of some

caregrivers who f eer t,hat of f eríng the parents the
opportunity of holding, touchinq, seeingo or being given a
pícture of their dead ínfant, is potentially upsetting
(Kellner et al., 1984).

vüíth the excepti-on of three ( 3 ) behaviors, no
signíficant difference hras found in the ranking of nursinE
care behavior between mar-es and females, between group
members and non-group members, between subjects having or
not havinE previous chíldren o between subject,s fiavi-ng
different rengths of t.ime pass since Èhe ross, and. between
subjects whose infantrs were stilrborn or rived varying
lengt'hs of tirne" This finding is noteworthy because, from
reports ín the li-t,erature and from ¡rersonal observation,
many times decisions as t,o what precise care (nursinE
behaviors) will be offered to parents is based on the
caregivers oi^/n feelings about the 10ss (Kennell et â1. ,
r97o'" Lovell' 1993) or the caregivers oidn assumption of the
needs of the person experiencinE Èhe r-oss. For exampie, if
the caregiver presumes because Èhe baby is a stirlborn Lhe
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parents v/ourd not hrant, a picture, none may be of fered . oT ,
if Lhe nurse feels it is morbid or upsetting for parent,s to
see or hord their dead infant he/she may discourage this
interaction- rn fact,, this Ínt.eraction may be desÍred by
the parents and perhaps be necessary for their recovery"
From the anal-ysis of these d.ata, reEardress of the sex of
the parent, rength of time the fetus/infant. riveo, or
whether the parent had other chirdren at home, these
behavíors $rere stir-r- perceived as supportive" None of the
categories within t^he sampi-e variables dif f ered. in this
regard" rt seems important then that caregivers shoul_d
consider providing the parents with the optì_on of choosing
from these identified supportive behaviors those which best
meet their needs and desirès. caution shou]d be exercised,
however, because the shock and numbnéss associated with the
loss might leave the parents unsure about what their nêed.s

and desíres are- Nurses courd use these behaviors as
suggestions, pointíng out their supportiveness based on
ot'her bereaved parents experiences" rt nust not be assumed,
however, that arr or ahy of these behaviors are desired by
all- bereaved parents.

A difference in perception amo',g subjects did occur for
three behaviors. Group members and non-group members

differed for the behaviors: Herp other family members

understand the importance of Èhe r-oss to parerrt,s, and
Encouraqe narning of i-nfant. Males and femal_es dif f ered in
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perception of the behavior: st.aying in the hospital the
usual length of time (3 days)" rt is difficurt to exprain
\,/hy this díf ference in perception exists between group
members and non-group members as very little is known about
bereaved parents' support groups, such as who joins and who

does not, and what impact group membership might have on
perception of nursing care behaviors" For example, peopre
who belong to a support. group rníght, from discussions
within their group, become ardare of the suggested
importance of Èhese two behaviors and therefore might
perceive them as more supportive. Non-group members might
not have knowredge of the presumed importance of these
nursing care behaviors and would not see them as supportive
based on their perception and experience. rf these
behaviors are important, then providing this information to
al-l bereaved parents is imperativeu especíarly for those
who are not llgroup member types!¡. Nurses can take a

J-eadership role in providing or informing the parents of
the possible benefits associated with these behaviors"

The behavior which showed a d.if ference in percept,ion
between mothers and fathers v/as: Encourage staying in Lhe
hospital the usual rength of tirne (3 days), Although no
research is avairable which is specific to how fathers
perceive or react to the ross of their baby, througrhout the
literature references are rnade regarding a faiherrs
response (Clynran et âf ., j-980; Hel_mrath & Steinitz , I}TB).
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rnterpret.at.ion of the reason f or the dif ference in
perception can be made. one interpretati_on rnight be that
fathers usualry see the their role as supporting the mother
by being stronq and by assuming responsibility for rnaking
al-l- the funerar and other necessary arrangements " The

Ínterview data support.ed this, âs one male sub ject
suggested that. the nurse provide fathers with a mird
tranquil izer, if needed, because he f elt he had to ,rbe

sLrong for thisl wife¡' and didn,t think he could ,,hoJ_d-up,,.

Moreover, maIes, in general, grieve more privatery and tirne
alone might be seen by them as important. (Benfierd et âr.,
1'97e)" Therefore, encouraging the rnother t.o remaÍn in the
hospitar at least three days, might be seen as a r4iay for
the father to grieve privatery and also give him time to
gain r¡control¡¡ of hinself and his feelings before having t,o
support his wife.

Another interpretatíon rnight be that, since this study
is retrospecti-ve, f athers nov/ realize the dif f iculti_es
associat'ed with incongruent grieving between themserves and
their partner ¡ aT they might also now be aÌÂrare of how much

support their partner needed from them whi]e they
themselves were in the rnidst of their oh/n pain. Thus,
having three days alone might be seen as important by the
fathers and they felt the nurse should encouraEe it.

A finat possibre interpretation of this difference can
be made from the mother's perspecti-ve. A. xnother may wish
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to leave the hospital early because the experience of being
on the maternity unit with other neh/ mothers rnight be too
painfur to endure. Mothers may also want to be discharged
early for various other reasons" some of these reasons
night be those which ÌÂ/ere expressed to me during the
interviews" These incl-uded comments such as: ¡!r discharged
myself because I hras virtually ignored anyway. ¡r Some

mothers stat.ed that they ¡¡miss their chil_dren at home "!¡
The signif icance of this f inding indicates that r¡/ays to
provide support t,o the mother need to be developed so that
the father does not feef he has to carry the
responsibility" perhaps involving other family members or
friends needs to be encouraged. More importantfy, perhaps
nurses should consider making the hospital environment more
supportive for the mother. courd this not be done by
initiating more nurse interaction with the mother,
encouraging the chil-dren to come to the hospitar t.o be with
the mother , or taking the time to sit and r_i-sten Èo her
feelings and concerns?

The two conceptual frameworks uti]ized in this study
also provided a perspective from which to interpret
parents' perception of nursing care behavior. parents
perceived Role mode behaviors as generarly beinE the most
supportive, as shown by the interview data and by the fact.
that the top five most supportive behaviors were from the
Ro]e mode¡ âs r.\¡ere nine (9) of the first twenty (2o). This
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sêems to strongly suggest, that maintaining or reinforcing
role identity or support.inE Srarentat role tasks is
perceived as very irnportant to the parents. Thís
i-nterpretation supports Lovelr-, s ( r-9g3 ) f inding that n

during the prenatal period, the woman experiences a social
process of identity construction as rore preparation takes
place. However, when Èhe baby dies, ârr abrupt cut-off in
this idenÈity process occurs and the women is reft, to cope
on her own" The perception of the importance of these ror_e

behaviors may represent a need to maintain or stabiÌize
one's role identity which has been constructed d.uring the
prenat'al period. üthether this explanation coul-d appry to
fathers is not known - Ho!úever, these ror-e behaviors ï^rere

arso perceived by the fathers as important, which suggests
this is also the case. Moreover, this parental- perception
of the importance of Role mode nursinE care behaviors
strongly suggests that nurses shourd familiarize themsel-ves
with these Rol-e mode behavior options in order to have
suEgestions to offer t,o the parents" This is especialry
irnportant for hospital-based nurses because these Role mode

behaviors !ì/ere identif ied as most important during the
hospitalization and earry postpartum period. Fathers must
not be ignored since it appears these behaviors are equally
irnportant to them- To enhance this point., Èwo parents, one
of Whom ü/aS a father -- cômmântorì ^?.,, 

.t-he anEêr ihey fej_t,
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toward the nurses who tried. to persuade thern not to see
their stillborn i.nfant.

using Bowlby and parkes,s (Lg70) and parkês's (Lg72)
frameworks for i-nterpretation, these most support.ive role
behaviors may also be viewed as a way of confirming the
realiÈy of the fetal/infant death. rn support of thís, Lake
et â1. n ( i-983 ) suggest that by of f ering phot,ographs or
offering the opportunity to hold, seer or spend time alone
with the baby, the sense of unreality evident. in the shock
and numbness phase can be lessened. The analysis of the
interview data arso supports this finding that rore
behavíors h/ere perceíved as being the most supportive
during the early phase of grief. From this anarysis, Role
mode behavior responses showed that encouraging or
providing the opportunity for parenL-infant int.eractions,
such as hording the infant, were the mosL supportive
nursinE care behaviors a nurse could provide. These Role
mode behaviors can also be seen as a v/ay of perhaps
providing a ?'real¡f memory when the searching and yearning
phase occurs" As Kirkley-Best and Kerrner (1982) have
noted, "\,ühen there is no crear perceptíon of the baby, the
searching may go on endlessly!! (p"422).

Moreover, during this searching and yearning phase, the
notivation¡lto do somethingrr is hiEh. Davidson (Lg7g)
suggests Èhat encouragiinE parents to jcin a self-herp group
might be helpful at this time. ïnterestingly, this
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rnterdependence mode behavior was al_so seen as important to
the parents participating in this study. However, because
the najority of subjects were members of a support. group,
thís might not be represent.ative of ar-f bereaved parenLs,
perception of this behaviorrs supportiveness" In
interpreting these most supportive behaviorso using the
phases of grieving conceptual framework as a guide, the
researcher suggests Èhat the subjects mây have made their
selections based on their experience and need during the
phases of the grieving process.

Least supportive" The first of two behaviors perceived
as least support,ive: r'point out that future chirdren are
possible or that there are other chirdren at home¡!, is
important for nurses to note. .An interesting point related
to this finding is that the researcher has observed that,
caregivers do point out to bereaved parents that future
children are possible or that, they already have chiLdren at
home. For example, one parent was toLd ,,Oh, you can have a
basebalr team¡r, and another was told rrBe thankfur_ you have
a little girl at home¡!. rn this study, however, this
behavior was perceived as one of the r-east supportive
things a caregiver can do. Although nurses may feel this
is helpful, pârents resented this cornmenL. ït made the
parents feel that their dead infant was noÈ seerr âs
important or valued, and thus, could be replaced. For this
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reason, nurses should be made av/are of the impact of this
comment on bereaved ¡rarents. whether at some specific
point in the grieving process this behavior might be seen
as supportive is not reported in the 1iterature; nor hras it
addressed in this sLudy" This issue seems worthy of
further investigation.

The second r-east supportive behavior: of f er
tranquilizers, \Àras consi-stentJ-y perceived by the parents as
being non-supportive. This result is incongruent with the
reality of nedicar- practice, which seems to see it as
necessary, or support.ive, since most physicians routÍne]y
write orders for tranquilizers to be given by nurses, or
nurses suggest that the physicians do so" These
tranquilizers are usuarry given in order to u,herp,, the
rnoLher cope with the r-oss. This f inding is congruent with
Estok and Lehman's (19g3) observation that ¡lprotective
behaviors such as sedati-on.".* (p.re) were viewed by the
parents as obstacr-es to normar- grieving and thus are
regarded as noÈ very supportive.

The finding of this study that, physiologicaÌ mode

behaviors v/ere consistently perceived by the parents as the
least supportive is interest.ing. This f inding ÌA/as

supported by both the rank-ordering of the behaviors and
the quaritative data. Two interpretations might. be
considered" The first is that these behaviors are, in
actual fact, not very support,íve behaviors; nor are they
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seen as necessary to recovery. However, a more plausible
interpretation might be that in the whol_e scheme of what
has occurred., physiorogicar concerns are of r_esser
importance to the parents. rt is possibre that once the
parents ¿ oÌ¡/n immediate assessment assures them that the
newry del-ivered mother is no tonger in danger of
comprications, the focus of concern shifts" Behaviors
rerati-ng to the ross (from the Role, self-concept, and
rnterdependence modes) then become the most important.

Moreover, nurses may have a tendency to focus more on
the physiological aspect of care when dealing with bereaved
parent's" The reason for this might be as suggested by
Yates (1'972), and Zahourek and Jensen (Lg73), that. due to
feelings of helptessness the nurse has a tendency to focus
on physical care which has observabr_e resurts and in which
helshe has more confidence in his/her ability to provide.
Therefore, since physicar needs v/ere being met, parents did
not experience an absence of the physical care, and they
did not sense a reaÌ need for it when asked to rank these
behaviors from most to reast supportive. The questionnai_re
al-so el-icited a minimar- number of responses regarding
physÍological care behaviors" of alr the responses for the
eleven questions asked, only 14 comments \^/ere made relating
to physiological- care out of a total of 322 categori_zed
responses" rt is quite possible Èhat ihis finding reiating
to physiological mode behaviors wour_d not be the same if
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the postpartum period was of a hiEh rísk nature" Moreoveyt
beeause this study ù¡as retrospective, it is ¡rossible that
t'he physical needs, that \Ârere more immediate at the t.irne of
the event, have noÌ¡/ been forgotten" Emotionar needs
associated with the loss rniEht still_ be unresolved, and
thus, seemed more important"

Results exanining differences between the categories
wíthin the variabres and behaviors in the four rnodes showed
thaL, with only one exception, no significant variation in
perception could be discerned. For example, the fathers
did not perceive support. differently than the mothers in
any of the four modes" The exception hras in support group
rnembership' This finding of significance suggrests that
parents who hrere support group menbers perceived the
fífteen role mode behaviors higher t oy as more supportive,
than non-group members. Non-group members, horrlever,
perceived the self-concept mode behaviors as being
significantry more supportive than support group members.

one explanation f or this rnight be that ser_f-concept
needs, related to the dynamics and function of the support
group, rúere being met for support. group members. These
sel-f-concept mode behaviors then would not be perceived as
being of major importance to the group members and
therefore Ìdere perceived as ress supportive. However, non-
group members who may not ha','e the support nor the
opportunity to have Ëhese self-concept needs met, rnight
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perceive ser-f-concept. behaviors as being the most
supportive- Therefore, the pubric health nurse should
assess serf-concept needs and provide extra support to
those parents who are not, support giroup members.

In summary, results of this study of parents,
perception of which nursing care behaviors are most
supportíve or reast support.ive reinforce other
investigaLors suggestions of what care is nost beneficial
to offer bereaved parents"

specific Ror-e mode behaviors v/ere identifiea as being
the nost supportive, especially during the early phase of
the grievíng process, and this v¡as a consístent finding for
all variable caÈegories. This is significant because
regardless of the sex of the parent., length of time the
infant lived, or any of the other characteristic ident,ifÍed
in this study, it is irnportant, for nurses to provide the
same options to parents in order for thenr to decíde which
behaviors would be most helpful to them.

Although physiologicar mode behaviors vrere seen as
Least supportive, it, is stirt necessary to provide this
care. However, what, this finding may be saying is that
nurses need to ar-so concentrate on the e¡notional care of
the bereaved parents and not focus excrusivery on physical
care. rt appears from these result.s thaÈ thêre are very
specifíc behaviors Þerceìvedl by the parent,s aS being nrost,

supporti-ve or least supportive to their adaptaÈion to the



loss of their infant and that nurses
these behaviors to help parents adapt

some incongruencies between the perception of care
beíng offered ín the hospítar and the care preferred \^rerê

evident from the i-nterviews and also from results obtained
from the re-sort data"

rnterviei¡r data showed that care provided in the rabor
and delivery room hias generally perceived as fairly
supportive " Moreover r no negative comments rÀrere made

during the interviews regarding this care. This finding
was not unexpected as most mothers had a rabor and delivery
which \¡ras free f rom complications. perception of the
father,s emotional care hras much more negative or non_
supportive" This v/as not totally unexpected; males in Ëhe

labor and delivery room are generarry not the recipient of
much attenti_on.

However, anarysis of parent,s, perception of postpartum
care did present a few interesting resur-ts, considering
that after the delivery nurses would be caring for bereaved
parent's with special needs. DurinE the postpartum period
Èhe physica] care v/a.s stil_l_ rated as fairS_1r supportive, buÈ

the emotionar care for both parents \¡¡as perceived as non-
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must be cognizant of
to perinatal l_oss.
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supportive" support. for this findinE regarding emotional_
care was shown in the qualitative data" Responses to the
questionnaire showed that negatíve experiences or how the
nurse h¡as non-supportive , r^ias related to the nurse, s
emotional unavailabilit.y. Examples gÍven ranged from lrthe

nurses side-stepped alt emoti-onal issuesrr, to ¡rr was

iqnored¡' and the nurses rdere ¡¡very col-d and uncaringr¡.
This resurL was surprisingi because, arthough the literature
is not reprete with information regarding care of the
bereaved obst.etrica] parent., articles have been published
which would help nurses to understand the needs of these
parents (Estok & Lehman, 1983; Lewis & page, L978; seitz &

vüarrick t Lg74; Zahourek & Jensen, rg73). Moreovero
workshops held in this locality (where nursing care of the
respondents T¡/as received ) have included speakers who

discussed peri_natal loss.
one reason for this somewhat negati-ve perception might

be related to the fact that, although parents may be
receiving adequate care and perhaps from some perspectives
(ie" the nurse) a rot. of care, their specific needs are not
being met. The resur.ts of the re-sort data and factor
analysis suggest that this nriEht be the case.

The re-sort data v/ere analyzed to ans'¡¡er the research
question of whether nursing hras rneet.ing the physical and
emotional needs of the bereaved obstetricar- parent.s. it
must be noted here that. the importance of trying to answer
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this question may be criticar- to a parent,s healthy
recovery" fn support of this statement, Lake et â1",
( 198 3 ) suggest that !!if a \4roman is prevented f rom
emotionally and intel_l_ectualJ_y confirming her babyrs death
and if she perceives or in fact/ experiences a rack of
emotional support, she is at risk for developing a

pathological- grief response" (p.g7B). Moreover, Rowe et
âf., (1978) found that a correlation existed between the
degree of perceived dissatisf acti_on with medi-car- care
received and the development of a morbid grief reaction in
mothers experiencing a stillbirth.

Results of the analysis of the re-sort data provide
some insight regarding what care is preferred by parents
and what they are actuarly being offered. From these data
it is apparent r âs it. hras f rom the ranr<-ordering of the
behaviors, that parents prefer those nursing care behavi_ors
classified in the Rore mode the most, and. the physíologica]
mode behavíors the r-east.. However, white in fact the
parents were receiving slightry over harf the Rore
behaviors Lhey perceived as supportive, they rikewise
received slightly over hatf of the physiorogical mode

behaviors" Moreover, the rnterdependence mode behaviors
were perceived as being the second most supportive, yet
parents v/ere of f ered l-ess than half of these . Finaf ry,
less than hatf of the nrefer-rarl so-l f -r-nncept behaviors ïfere
offered.
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A's can be seen an imbalance exi-sts, wherein the parents
are being offered a large percentage of the behaviors in
the mode seen as reast supportive overarr. similarr_y, the
parents hrere offered the least number of behaviors from the
mode perceived as second most supportive (rnterdependence).

This imbar-ance in care offered and the care preferred
by the parents could be a resul-t. of the rack of av/areness
by nurses of what nursing care behaviors to suEgest or
offer to bereaved parents. Nurses may be act.Íng on the
basis of their or/ìrn perception of what, they would consider
helpful or supportive if they themselves hrere in a similar
situation" The fact. that much nursing care ü/as actually
provided, especially physical care, and yet parents
percei-ved their care as only moderately supportive, or in
some cases non-supportive, sugtgests this may be an accurate
interpretation 

"

Another interpretation of v/hy the care \^ras perceived
as onry faírly supportive rnigrht. be related to other
dimensions associated with parental perceptíon. Resurts of
the factor analysi-s showed that at l_easÈ two dif f erent
perceptions existed regarding whÍch nursing care behaviors
ütere most and least supportive, One rugroup,u of parent,s
identified Role and Tnterdependence mode behaviors as most
supportive ( Factor I ) , while another uugroqp,, ident,if ied
sel-f-concept. mode beha*.'iors as most supportive (FacÈor rr).
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Two different explanations might exist reEarding these
differences 

"

First, the factors míght possibly be rerated to
personality traits " Because Factor r is predominatery
Role and rnterdependence mode behaviors, this could suggest
t'hat parents loading on this Factor mÍght share a

commonality in that they have a more 'ssocj-ablerr type of
personalÍty" Ttrey are the kind of persons who want to
openly express their l-ove for their chÍ]d, dead or alive,
want to share their grief with others¡ or want external
reminders of the chíId's existence. Because the najority
of behaviors rer-ated to rore, these parents rnight arso have
a strong sense of parentar identity and want this ident.ity
su¡rported by havinE care provided which v¡Íl_l- reinforce this
image they have of themselves. parents loading on Factor
If, however, f,ây be the kínd of persons who share a

commonality relating to an introspect.ive-type of
personality" They desire a more internar expression of
grief¡ or have a need for support which relat.es to their
oh/n emotiona] needs being rnet, These parents may be more
private by nature.

A second interpretation rnight be that these two
different kinds of perceptions rerate to the phase in the
grieving process that the subject Ì¡/as experiencÍng at the
tirne of the sorting" perhaps parenÈs cesiring serf*concepi
rnode behaviors h/ere in the Disorganization and Despair
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phase' and in order to increase their sel-f-esteem (which is
low in this phase) serf-concept mode behaviors wour-d be
seen as most supportive" These behaviors àre congruent
with the suggestions given by Lake et. âf., (19g3) for
Ínterventions during this phase. parents desiring Rore and
rnterdependence mode behaviors, however, could be in the
searching and Yearning phase, and need external_ reminders
to hetp thern ?¡search¡r for their lost inf ant " Behaviors
associated with Factor r would help meet this need.

whether these underlying dimensions, or Factors, have
an impact on how a bereaved parent actualty perceives
nursing care behaviors is not answerabre from this study,
but they do suggest a prausible explanation as to !,/hy

parents perceÌ-ved their care as they did. For instance, if
a person's perception of supportive nursing care behaviors
consist of serf-concept, type behaviors (as on Factor rr)
and he or she is offered a majority of Role mode behaviors,
night not their sat.isfacti-on with care or perception of its
supportiveness be quíte negative? Nurses, therefore, need
to focus on the individuar- needs of each parent and attempt
to provide the appropriate care" The accomprishment of
this task wirl require expert assessment skilrs¡ â'
understanding of the grieving process in general, and
specifically how it reLates to the bereaved obstet,rical
parent.
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To what extent the nursing care being provided by

nurses in the communiÈy (pubric health nurses, occupational
heal-th nurses, doctor,s office nurses) was seen as herpful
or supportive !üas answered by the responses in the
interview data. The public hearth nurses \Ä/ere the onry
nurses seen by most of the parent.s as being somewhat
helpfur during follow-up care. However, zsz of the
subjects received no fol-l-ow-up visit and therefore they did
noÈ perceive the public hearth nurse as being herpfur. The

most supportive behavíors associat.ed with the care provided
by pubric heal-th nurses were from the self-concept and
ïnËerdependence modes. since interaction with the public
health nurses occurs at a later t.ime during the bereavement
period, these behaviors woul-d most. rikely be associated
with the Disorganization and Despair phase of the grieving
process 

"

the association between the desirabilÍty of these
behaviors and the Disorgani-zation and Despair phase might
be explained in the following v/ay. During this phase, it
is not uncommon t.o have periods of disorganized thinking as
wel-l as feerings reì-ating to the devaluing of self and of
guilt (Davidson, 7g7g). Behaviors from the self-concept
mode may reinforce feelings of self-worth in bereaved
parents and wourd be important to offer at this time.
Moreovere responses from the interview daÈa showed that the
most importanÈ serf-concept behaviors to offer parent,s
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rel-ated to the emotionat avairability of the nurse, the
nurse's sensitivity to the parents, pain, and nurse-parent
interaction " A1r- t.hese behaviors wourd assist in
increasing a person's ser-f-worth" rt wour-d be helpful
then, if the nurse would implement care which addressed
these areas and individuar-ized the care t.o meet each
parent's specific self-concept needs.

Also during this phase of Disorganization and Despair,
many parents feel- isolated as famiry support lessens and

the need to understand rf what is happening to melr increases.
The public hear-th nurse was seen as someone who could help
at this time" The finding that. parent.s overwhermingly
reported that care by the public health nurse could be
improved by offering more rnterdependence mode behavi-ors
supports other researchers' findings of the need to offer
these behaviors during this grieving phase (clynan et ar",
1-980 ," Helmrath & stein ii'z , 1"g7g) " rt ar_so suggests that
community out-reach progirams or extended contact witn the
pubtic health nurse might, be warranted. The responses to
the questionnaire reveal-ed rnterdependence mode as the most
import'ant for these nurses to offer. These behaviors
focused on information-giving and encouraging support
person/family interaction. The nursers role in providing
infornati-on about the grieving process night hei-p the
parents understand v¡hat they are experiencíng, and by
encouraging or showi-ng the family t or other support
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persons, how to be involved and support Lhese parents,
slte/he might l-essen the parent¿s feelinEs of isolation and
despair "

The majority of parent,s had very rittre interaction
with t'he nurse in the doctorrs office, and reported her to
be of lsïro help at, all, sr although most parents commented

that these nurses courd have been helpful" Although very
líttl-e help Ti¡as available or v/as actuarly nurse initiated,
parents reported a need for the nurse to be involved. Most
parents seem to percei-ve the nurse in the doctor/s office
in a '¡receptionist-liker! role" However, the parents stated
that the office person !üas actualry a nurse but whether she
htas a RegisÈered Nurse, a Baccalaureate Nurse, of a

Licenced Practical Nurse h¡as not known. This perception
strongly suggests that these nurses need to re-evar-uate
their rol-e and take a more active part, in patient care and
teaching, especiatry in the area of bereavement recovery.
A leadership role is suggest,ed Ín these areas,

The occupational hearth nurse r¡as not seen as herpfur.
However' very few parents actually had occupationar_ hearth
nurses at theír place of empl0yment. Therefore,
interpretation of thÍs finding is not possible.

Ïn general, nurses ín the community v¡ere not perceived
as being very supportive. one reason for this may be due
t'o the lack of avairability of nurses r.r,ho could be invol_ved
in community outreach programs, or due Lo under-use of
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theír nursinE skirr-s, based on the job descri¡rtion at their
prace of employment" Although pubric health nurses were
seen to be somewhat more supportive than other community
health nurses, almosL ar-r parenËs felt their care courd
have been better"

Concluslons

of

The followingi conclusions can be drawn from the resurts
this sLudy:

1' Bereaved obstetrical parents' percept,ion of most
supportive and least supportive nursing care
behaviors 

'^/ere consistent for all demographic
categories used in this st,udy, wíth f ew

exceptions.

2"

3.

Nursing care behaviors perceived
supportive \¡/ere those related to
parental role identity or parental rol_e

as most

supportingr

tasks "

Perception of nursing care

least supportive v/ere those
provision of physical care.

behaviors that Ì^rere

associated with the
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4 " The physicar care provided in the hospital v/as

qenerally perceived as supportive"

5. The emotÍonar care hras generarly perceived as non-
supportive by both mothers and fathers. However,

the one exception \¡/as the mothers, care in tabor
and delivery, which was perceived as fairry
supportive 

"

Nurses ín the community (public hearth nurses,
doctor/s office nurses, occupational health
nurses) were not perceived as beíng very
supportive simply because they h/ere not available
to most grieving parents. However, public health
nurses hrere seen to be somewhat more supportive
than the other nurses in the community.

There are two distinct perceptions regarding
nursing care behaviors that are perceived as

supportive, which are unrelated to demographic

characteristics. one perspective rerat.ed to the
supportiveness of Role and rnterdependênce mode

behaviors (Factor r), and the other rer-ated to the
supportiveness of the serf-concept mode behaviors
lFaCtOf TT \ - Þa.aclnna €nr .r-Ìr^ r.: éá^--^---- r_ __, _ !v! u¡¡ç u]J.l-grcrlugs J_rl

perception may rerate to either the phases of the

7"
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grievinE process or the personality traits of the
individuat.

8" supportive nursing care behaviors ident.ified as

mosL supportive for hospital-based nurses to
provide v/ere those associated with the Ror-e mode.

Most supportive behaviors for public hearth nurses
to provide \^/ere those associated with the serf -
Concept and Interdependence modes.

Impl_ications for Nursingt

This study has severar- imprications for the nursing
care of bereaved obstetrical parents. Because negative
grief outcomes such as pathorogicaf and prolonged grief
reactions have been associated with a l_ack of consistency
in the provision of care, âs well as the attitudes and

behaviors of hearth care providers (Bourne, 196g; Benfier_d
et â1", 7978; peppers & Knapp, i_g8ob) it is recommended

that in order t,o decrease inconsistencies in care, nurses
need to become more ahrare of specific nursíng care
behaviors that are generally perceived by bereaved
obstetricar parents as supportive to their recovery. sorne

of these behaviors are suggested in this study, hovrever,
those that. are appropriate for a specific cl_ient must be

based on carefuL and expert assessment of the individualrs
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needs" rn order to make an accurate assessment, nurses
rnust be taught about the dynamics of the grieving proces'
and about the impact a stir-rbirth or early neonatar_ death
has on the parents. Moreover, the nurse must become
comfortable in working with bereaved parents" ït is
sugEested that video tapes made wÍth grievÍng parents be
used, or smar-r group unit conferences be herd, to teach
this information and work through nurses, personal feelings
about providing care t,o bereaved parents 

"

Nurses who are assigned to care for a bereaved parent
must have fr-exibirÍty in their work assignment. As
Zahourek and Jensen (rg73) st,at.e *many feelings can impede
adequate nursing care¡r (p" g3g) " Therefore, nurses need
assignments which allow time for assessment of their ohrn

feelings" Head nurses could assign lighter care t or fewer
clients to nurses who are assigned a bereaved parent. This
will- not onry benefit the nurse but wilr arlow more time to
be spent with parents. As yat.es (rg72) points out, the
major contribution that can be made is retting parents know
that the nurse is avairable both emotionarly and physicarly
to provide care" caring for bereaved parents is part of
the nurse,s rol_e; howevero in order to fulfil] this role,
the nurse needs support from the hearth care system and the
appropriate tools. These suggested educational measures
and hospital ass ì rrnmon{- h^ca i }ì-i 'ì .i +.i ^- are a f ew \À/ays io
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herp support the nurse in his/her effort to care for
bereaved ¡rarents.

Hospital settings shour-d be structured to give as much

cont'ror of the situation to parents as they desire and is
possible. Hovsever, because of the initial numbness and
shock associated with gríef , many parent.s are unabr_e to
make decisíons or ask for i-nterventions which r¿ould support
their grieving. Many times durinE data collection,
subjects reported that ¡3r wish T would have done this¡r, or
ltr regrreL not doing that, but r didn't think of it at the
timert " several mentioned that the nurse lrshould have shown

us the hrayut " Therefore, many nurse ínitiated suggestions
must be made and options provided. For example I a
suEgestion can be made Èhat it is alr right for a farnily
member or partner to stay overnight if this is desired¡ or
terl them that visitinE hours can be made flexibr_e for
them, or that other family rnembers can come in and see the
baby" I4ore importantly, a nurse shourd herp them to
verbal-ize Èheir f eelinEs.

Tt is strongly recommended, based on suggestions from
the subjects in this studyo that comrnunity hearth nurses
become more involved in foIlow-up care. rt is especialry
irnportant for Èhese nurses to remember that. the easiest
response for persons ex¡reriencing acute gríef is to say
ltNorr to whatever is asked. Therefore, severel_ contact,s may

have Èo be made before involvement can proceed.
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Nurses in doctors' offices should take an active part
in helpinqi bereaved parenLs by ínitiatinE early vi_sits,
perhaps at two weeks post¡rartumn to assess how the parent
is coping. rt is important that this folrow-up care be

initiated by the nurse because studies have shown that
parents were reruct.ant Èo contacÈ their physicianso even if
given the number and advised to carl (cryman et ar., LgTg).
Providing lnformat.ion regarding community resources and
also encouraging contact by phone were approaches subjects
suggested woul_d be helpful"

occupational health nurses shoul-d also take the
initiative to approach the returni-ng bereaved employee and
offer support and a pJ-ace of sor-ase if needed. Arthough
very f ew subject.s in this study had invol_venent. with an
occupational healt.h nurse, they did suggest, where
available, he/she should be j-nvo1ved.

Public health nurses have a major ror_e in the provisi_on
of care because they are in the best position t,o assess
bereavement recovery. However, they must be knowledgeabre
regarding the kind of, care to provide and be persistent ín
initiating contact. suggestions from the bereaved parents
in this study overwhel-rningly related to ïnterdependence
mode behaviors" The most frequent suggestion to improve
care by public hear-th nurses was for them to provide
inforrnation and books about the cr^Í *""i,,L L¡rr: g¿ ¿ev.t-ítg pfOCeSS âI-rd WhaÈ

resources are available in the cornmunity. Many suggested
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the public heal.th nurse visit when the husband h¡as home.

rL is especially important for the public health nurse to
be involved because in many cases much suffering occurs due
to l-ack of understanding of the impact of the l_oss on the
parents and l-ack of support by friends and farniry results
in the parents being virtuatry left ar-one to cope on their
ol¡/n (Helnrath & Steinítz, I?TB) 

"

A number of recommendations for future research can be
made based on insights gained from this study.

1- " rnvestigations are warranted which woul_d specif icarry
address some of the limitations of a prelimi_nary study
of this type. A longitudinar study cour_d be done where
subjects would do severar a sorts at various point.s of
tirne during the first year of bereavement. (Ethics wourd
be a consideration" ) A cross-sectional survey study
could also be done, including parents who are at
various points in the grieving process" Futhermore, a

survêy design would aI10w for a larger nurnber of
sub jecÈs to be used thereblz i ncreasinq the l_ j_kel-ihood

o f obta in ing a s ampr e whi ch wour- d be more



represent.ative of the total
parents, with more variation
religious affiliation and other

Much research is needed in investi-gating ar.l aspects
of the father's response to ¡rerinatal_ bereavement.
Lack of information in this area limits underst.anding
of how nurses might support these parents. Researcfi
will have Lo be at the exploratory or descriptive level
in order to ident,ify important variabres and determine
characterist.ics of this population. Because of the
small- number of fathers participating in this study
(n=5), information about this group vras limited.

Research investigating the effect of hospitalizati_on
and/or the care provided by nurses is irnportant because
many decisions that must be made during the immediate
hours following the ross may have serious fuÈure
consequences. The literature suggests that neEati-ve
outcomes related to inadequate or inappropriate care
mÍght occur. Hohrever, littre investigation has been
done in this area" An evaluation-type research
approach might be used to determine the impact of the
care being provided.

211,

population of bereaved

in ethnic background,

characteristics 
"

2"

3"
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4 " rnvestigati-ons regardj-ng the ef f ect, of support group
membership on the bereavement outcome of parents who

have had an infant die is arso warranted, since
dif f erences r¡/ere found between parents who \¡/ere

involved in such support grolips and those who were not.
rt might be irnportant for the nurse Èo know this,
because, if positive outcomes are found to be related
to membership in bereavement support groups, additionar_
nursing care interventions courd be initiated for
parents who would not likely join groups. A

correl-ati-onar type study courd be done to determine if
a rel-ationship exist between support group membership

and bereavement outcome.

5" Research investigating the nursers perception of most
supportive and reast supportive nursing care to provide
to bereaved parents is cruciar in order to identify
congruencies and incongruencies in perception between
bereaved parents and their caregivers. A rack of
congruency may have serious consequences for parents'
bereavement recovery" Therefore, a repeat of the
procedures used in this study cour-d be done having
nurses from the labor and delivery area, postpartum
units, and nurses in the community do the e_sort. A

knOW]-gdae of tha at'l-ì.f-rrñtac n€ ñ,rËõ^d +^?,^-r t t¡¡u! ÐsÈ Lvwclr L¿ ctaJpI..()pl-J_ate
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and their role l-n

severat rirnitations of this study exist. one
l-imitation v¡as sub ject sample size as it relates to the
interview data results. Generar-ization to a larger
population !üas not possible because the subject sample used
h/as non-random and therefore its representativeness is not
known. rnterpretation of the studyrs results \^ras ar_so

limited, because the subject sampre size \üas insufficient
for complete interpretation of all_ five factors which
emerged from the factor analysi-s of the a sorL data. A

larger sample size may have i-ncreased the l_ikerihood of
interpreting alI the factors.

The use of a purposive subject sample may also
introduce bias because every member of the population from
which the sample !üas taken did not have an equal chance of
being selected" The resur-ts, then, are only representative
of this sample. Arthough the ÍndividuaUs perspective is
the main area of interest in O methodology and various
criteria are used to seek people holding different points
of view, some bias might ar-so exist due to the majority of
the subjects being obtained from a parent support group"
rt is possible that a similarity in perspecti-ve exists in
people who choose to be a part of a specific group.

postpartum

especially
practice,

irnportant.
ir, l-s
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A limitation inherent in the use of Royrs model as a

conceptual framework is also present. As Meleis (1985)

suggests r üÍrcrear boundaries exist between Role,
rnterdependence, and self-concept modes. This is due to
the general abstractness of these concepts. The

Physiotogical mode is more concrete and directly rel_ated to
observable data, therefore few boundary probrems are
present" As agreement hras obtained from alr expert
advisors who reviewed the categorizations, it is bel_ieved
that boundary problems rerating to placement of behaviors
in the aforementioned Èhree modes hrere kept to a minimum.

The qualitative data h¡ere analyzed only by the researcher
thus no interrater reliability \^ras estabrished. This
constitutes an additionar- rimitation of the study.

As the use of the e-sort instrument hras reratively
probrem-free, discussion of its strengths and weaknesses

seems appropri-ate. comments from the subjects regarding
this instrument may be of help to other researchers who are
concerned about subject reaction to the use of a Q-sort
instrument " sorne reports in the r-iterature suggest
sub jects might f ind the sorting tedious and./or tirne
consuming" rt appears from this study, that Lhe rnajority
of subjects found the sorting interesting and were abre to
complete their sorts within 30 to 40 minutes. None

reported that this tine requirement ÌJüas excessive " one
person stated, r¡Èhis rooks rike fun, rrm going to do it as
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soon as you leave.¡! No subject reported difficulty in
understanding the instructions and alr fel_t that the
demonstration by the researcher \^ras especiarly herpful in
clarifying the written instructions"

Three subjects commented on how !¡hard it was Lo decide
between placement of certain cards¡r and one joked that the
researcher vüas being r¡unf air¡¡ to make them choose.
However, this tforced.rr pracement of the cards is actually a

strength of o rnethodorogy because it, requires a subject to
make finer discriminations between their choices of
behavÍors than they rnight otherwise do wit,h a questionnaire
or other data col]ection instrument.

The majority of the subjects had no difficurty
understanding the a statement terminol-ogy. However, t!,/o
subjects who had only a ninth grade education did require
further explanat,ion of some of the statement cards. The

researcher had to review each card with these subjects in
order to assure their complete understanding. some of the
words and statements which presented dif f iculty \^/ere:

support person, sibli'gs, encouragie expression of any

feelings of guirt, sad.ness, loss , or inadequacies r might
have, and reinforce my value as a person. rt is suggested
that if these 70 cards are to be used for subjects with a

lower educational- l-evel- than hÍgh school_, rewording of some

of the cards shoul_d be considered.
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As a final point, in the researcher,s opinion, the 70

nursing care behavior statements proved to be comprehensive

and representatÍve of the universe of interest. This
st.at.ement is based on the 20 subjects, verbalizations that
they could not think of anything erse a nurse might do that
would be supportive for bereaved parents. The qualitative
data also supports this opinion, âs only one ne\¡/ behavior
I^/as identif ied which courd be incorporated i-nto the
statement cards if desired" This statemenl was that the
nurse could provide the parents with the option of bathing
the fetus/infant, especiarly in the case of a stilrbirth.

rn summary, the e-sort instrument utilized in this
study hras interesting and enjoyable for the subjects to
use, very f ew problems \4rere encountered in its
adrninistration and onry minor revisions in statement
wording might be necessary if the educational_ level of the
subjects using the inst.rument is l-ess than the hiqh school
1evel "

Sumnarv

From the data collected in this study, specific
behaviors which h¡ere perceived by bereaved parents as most

supportive and least sLrpporti r¡e during their
hospitarization period and during foll_ow up care in the
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communit.y f ollowing the death of their inf ant \Ä/ere

identif ied " Two commonar-ities in percept.ion of nursing
care behaviors, among subjects, based on a factor analysis
of the Q-sort data \,ii ere al-so reveaÌed. Several
inpricati-ons for providing nursing care to bereaved parents
can be drawn from this study and recommendati.ons for future
research have been outlined. Further research is needed to
fuJ-Iy understand the kind of care that woul_d be most
supportive to bereaved parents, and to identify how nurses
might adequately provide this care.
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APPENDIX A

PERMISSION FROM AGENCTES FOR CLIENT ACCESS

Permission for access to this client population \,üas

obtained from informal telephone conversations with a

parent, support group coordinator and from the Direct.or of
Nursing for City public Health.

The Director of Nursing for city public Health T^ras

contacted via the t,elephone and an explanation of the study
\A/as provided" After university of Manitoba Ethícat
committee approval, the director notifíed and explained t,o

the public hearth nurses, caring for or who have cared for
these parents, about the study. The public health nurse
t'hen exprained the study ta Èhe parents who met the
crit'eria, and ask if they wourd be interested in
particípating" ff so, the nurses asked the parent,s for
their permission to provide the researcher with their name

and terephone number. Those parents agreeing¡ vrere

contacted for a more detailed explanat,ion of the study and

to see if they h/ere st,irr int.erested in participaÈing"
After talking to the coordinator of compassÍonat,e

Friends, the researcher was invited to a meeting to briefly
exprain the proposed study. After the explanation u¡as

given, people rúere asked to indicate their i-nterest in
part'icipating in a study of this nature, Those who were

226
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interested vrere

researcher later
informed that. they couLd

for further information"

speak with Ëhe
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APPENDIX B

TNFORMAL TELEPHONE CONVERSATIONS WTTH GROUP COORDINATOR

AND DIRECTOR OF CITY PUBLIC HEALTH NURSES

He]l-o, f,y name is Jackie Zarnasky and r am a graduate

nursing studenÈ at the university of Manitoba. r am

presently working on my MasLer's Deqree in Nursing and am

in the process of planning a research study invorving
parents who had a newborn infant that died. r am looking
at parents' perception of nursing care they received while
in the hospital and with their fo1low-up care in the
community" r would l-ike to have accêss to these parents
Èhrough your group (case load's of the,public heaLth

nurses) if that would be possible?

My plan is to have you approach the parent,s to eNprain
the study t.o thern and to as]< their permission to provide me

with their name and telephone number if they wísh to
part.icipate 

"

(The coordinator and Director of public Health
responded that. this seemed rike an acceptable plan and

wished to hear more detail about the study. An explanation
of the study v¡as then given as follows. )

This study involves asking the parents to sort 60-70
cards' upon which a nursing care behavior has been typed,
i nfo ni I ac ranæi -- €F^h l ^^^è ^-! r ---f-Ève ¡s¡¡ìJr¡¡lj !!v¡u rscrÞl- 5{lUIJUI,LJ_v(j Eo mosE,

supportive. rt wil-I take about one (1) hour of their tine
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to do this" on a second visit they wirr- be asked to re-
sort the cards into two (2) pires, separat.ing those
behaviors that v/ere offered and those that. were not. This
witl take about 10 minutes of their time. r wirl al-so be
asking thern a few questions about their care and for some

background information. This data co]lection wi1] not take
prace untir late June, l-98g, and. arl informat.ion about the
participants will be kept confidential.

Criteria for parent selection includes:

1-" Either a mother or a father whose infant has died
but h/as at reast 25 weeks gestation or whose infant
lived for a short t,irne (up to L4 days after birth)
but was ever discharged from the hospital.

2 " Speaks, read.s and writes Énglish
3 " Lives in winnipeg wíthin the perimet.er Highway

4 - six years or ress have passed sínce the death of the
infant "

5- Has been a resident of canada for the past 6 years.

rf you think that peop]e in your group (case load of
Public Heal-th Nurses) would be interest.ed, r will contact
you again after ELhical approval, which will_ probably be at
the end of May, r-998. Does this sound agreeabre? Thank
VOll Verv mrrnh fnr #¡]Þi-^ ,.,.i{-t. *^¿ - --r eslrt¡¡¡Y w¿Ltt ttlEo
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APPENDIX C

VERBAL OVERVTEW OF PROPOSED RESEARCH PROVTDED

TO GROUP AT COMPASSIONATE FRIENDS

Hel]o, fly name is Jackie Zatnasky. r am a graduate
nursing student in the Master of Nursing program at the
uni-versity of Manitoba" For my masters thesis r am doing a

research study of bereaved parents, perception of nursing
care behavior. r feel as nurses râre need to know what kind
of care hre can provide to parents whose Ínfant has died and

if the care hre are nohr providing ís supportive or helpful
to them. r'm here tonight to see if anyone wourd be inter-
ested in particípating in such a study? The study would
invorve sorting 60-70 cards with nursing care behaviors
typed on them and answeringi some questions regardi_ng the
care you received. r musL rimit parent participatíon t.o

those parents who either had a stillbirth or whose i-nfant
died within 14 days but did not reave the hospital" Also
the length of the time since the death can not be beyond

six years" r will not be dat.a collecting until the end of
June because my proposar will have to be approved by the
Ethics commíttee at the university first" Anyone who is
interest.ed in more information or wíshes to participate can

see me after the meeting to leave your name and teJ_ephone
nrrmlrar ml^-*ì- .-^-- Ê^-^ i 

---l 
! r r¡¡i¡¡ri'jsi. 'i'¿idiìK you ïor i_rrvt_ti_ng- me here Èonight."
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APPENDTX D

Hell-o Mrs. , Mt " , Ms " , flY name

is Jackj-e Zalnasky" I am a student in the
NursínE Program at the University of Manitoba.
your telephone number from your
Pubric Hearth Nurse" (or coordinator from the parent's
support group). r understand you have agreed to have me

carl you to explain about the study r am conducting? would
you be interested in hearing more about this study?

ï am conductj-ng a study involving parents who had a

newborn die, to find out their perception of nursing care
behaviors which they found supportive or not support.ive
during their hospitalization period and by nurses caring
for them in the community. rf you agiree to participate in
this study, it will involve sorting To cards, with nursing
care behaviors typed on thern, accord.íng to Most supportive
to Least supportive to you. you will then be asked to re-
sort the cards into two piles one being those nursing
care behaviors you had offered to yoür and the other being
those that hrere not, of fered "

The study wíl] also ínvor-ve answerinE some int,erview
quest'ions about your care. About an hour of your tirne
Will l¡a ?-êr'rrìiea/l .Fn .r-L^ :-!-----r ---¡v\a*¿!ss ev c¡rÞwsr r-rrs rJ¡Le'vrew quesEl-ons anct

receive an explanation and demonstraÈion of how to sort the

Master of

f received
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cards" Another hour of your t.ime, wi_rr be needed to sort
the cards, ho\øever, this can be done at your convenience.
The sort wilt have to be completed within one week of
receiving the cardsr äs other participants wilr need to use
the same cards for their sort.

rf you are interested in participating, r r¿irr_ visit
you in your home or at a mutuarly aEreed upon rocation and
at a mutually agreed upon time, to provide you with a

wrítten expranation of the study and to answer any
questions you might have before you have to decide whether
to participate " Do you have any questi.ons at this tirne?
Your participation in this study wiLl be helpful in
contribut.ing to a knowledge base in regards to how to
provide supportive care to other parents who have
experi-ence a newborn l-oss. ¡¡ldourd you be interested in
participating in this study? (rf yes) what Ís the most.

convenient place and time for me to visiÈ you? vühat is the
address? Thank you for your inLerest in this study*.
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CARD NO"

30

13

65

.)
J

APPENDIX E

DESCR]PTTVE STATEMENTS

ROLE FUNCTION MODE

DESCRTPTIVE STATEMENT

Encourag.e seeíng infant
Encourage hol-dinE infant and t.ouching infant
Discuss .long range benefít of seeing and/orholding infant
Províde quiet. room for parents to be alone withïnfant

Offer blanket infant hras hrrapped in to parents
Encourage naming of infant
Encourage expression of feelings about, wantingto be a parent

Provide ínformation about obtaíning a copy ofÈhe birth/death certificate
Provide picture of infant
Express syrnpathy over loss
Publ-ic health nurse discuss plans for futurepregnancies during home visit ãt 6-8 weeks

Encourage making a memento book

Ðiscuss opt,ion of Baptism

Provide information regarding care/burial ofinfant's body

Visit or follow up phone call on anniversarydate of i-nf ant's death

1_

52

2

1_5

L6

40

54

39

36

37

49

Behaviors, judged by t.he researcher and expertadvisors, that can ne perc"ined as supptrti"gl acãéËation int'his rno$e by support.irig the parent,ing'rore ia."iîtv and/orparental task expectations.
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CARD NO.

23

55

26

25

22

5

33

42

41

50

53

L1

t9

8

29

TNTERDEPENDENCE MODE

DESCRfPTIVE STATEMENT

Offer words of concern and caring tofamily and friends
Explain possible behavior/reactions of
and fanily

visítingi

friends

Arrange for flexible visiting hours

Assist parent in what to say to friends andfamily

Help in providing \Àrays to inform siblings
Provide information regarding support groups
and grief counseling

Have public health nurse visit more frequently
Provide area of privacy for family whíIevisiting in hospital
Encourage parents to tal_k to each other aboutloss

offer fanily. choice of havinE other supportívepersons see infant
Encourage inclusion of grandparents in earl-ydiscussions about bereavernent and the grievini
process

Help other family members understand importanceof loss to parents

Allow support, person to stay overnight
Encourage support person to be present whenparents sign release forms

Provide support. when parents fill out deathregistration forms

Behavi ors " illr-{r:or! I'r¡¡ #lra e^ñ^^È^r^^-
advisors, th;l' ""i ï""Ër"ãi""å"ä ='";;:ääithís mode by supporting significant othersystem int.eraction.

E^i-rd expert
adaptation in
and support
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PHYSIOLOGTCAL MODE

CARD NO" DESCRTPTTVE STATEMENT

14 Keep patient physicarry comfortabr-e (straightenbed, comfortable room temperature)
31 Give pain rnedícation frequently
56 Offer tranquilízers
L2 Offer back rubs

69 check. on physical condition (Blood pressure,bleeding)

28 T"3gf regarding self care (Breast care n SíEzBath)

27 Encourage takÍng right nouri-shment frequently
45 Discuss physical symptoms which are presentrelated to deJ-i-very (afterpains, sere bräast
24 Do noL awaken during night f or routi_neprocedures

66 offer hgrp with physicar care (provide for bathat bedside)

64 provide uninterrupted periods of rest.
38 Keep inforrned about physicaJ. recovery
20 Discuss physicar. symptoms of acute grief (fastheart beat, feeling faint)
L7 provide v/arm blanket
70 provide sleeping pil_1 at bedtirne

Behaviors, judged by the researcher and expertadvisors, Èhat can bã per"e-ived as suppãrti"g "d$lation inthe _physiologicar mode by meeting or äiteriné prrvåi"iàgicalnood dafi ni #cv.v¿rv+ep v! sAvçÞÞgÞo
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CARD NO"

4

2L

67

7

6

68

58

57

35

34

51

9

47

1-0

6I

60

32

44

62

SELF-CONCEPT MODE

DESCRIPTTVE STATEMENT

Provide option of staying on mat,ernity unitwíth a roonmate who has atso experienced a l-oss

Provide option of staying on maternity unitwith any roommate

Provide option of stayinE on mat,ernity unit inprivat,e room

Provide opt,ion of goingr to another unit in thehospital

Stay u¡ith parents after death of inf ant v/as
made known

Vilhen answering or asking quest.ions talkdirectly to rne ( eye contact )

Point out that future chíIdren are possibre orthat their are other children at homè

Encourage particípation in making as manychoices about health care as possiblê
Kind, and. compassionate manner of caregiver
Sit with me and listen sympathetically
Use touch to comfort (hoId hand, hug)

AcknowLedge that ít is oK to cry
Encouragre expression of any feelings of guilt,,
sadness, loss or inadequacies f night have

Re j-nf orc e/pr ovide f actual inf ormationsurrounding babyrs death

Describe the appearance of baby in factual andtender terms before having parents see infant
Reinforce my value as a person

Offer to contact clergy
Encourage early discharge

Cry with me
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CARD NO"

46

SELF-CONCEPT MODE (Cont,d)

DESCRTPTIVE STATEMENT

Occupational_ health nurse provide opportunityfor visits during workinE holrs when ãmpfoymenË
resumed

Nurse in doctorrs office more involved in
bereavement support

Fol-f ow up telephone ca}l from nurse whoprovÍded care in hospital
Caring tone of voice of caregiver
Reassure/inforn that confusion in thinking doesnot rne3l .ttyourre going crazytl (hearing ínfantcry , nightrnares )

Encouragie staying ín the hospitar the usualpostpartum J_ength of time ( 3 days )

59

48

43

i-8

63

Behaviors, judged by the researcher and ex¡rertadvisors, that cañ ¡e percdined as suppãrti"g aoãpiation inthis mode by ._suppor€ing posirive .i?eringÉ 
;b";¿- one,sphysical serf- r¡oäv =""=átiä",-nãav image) and/or personalseJf (self consistency, selr-ioeat,' norãl-ettri_car-spiritual )
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APPENDIX F

SORTTNG PROCEDURE FOR CARDS (Q SORT TECHN]QUE)

1- " You wil-f be given 7o-3xb index cards each containing a

type wrítteh statement of a nursing care behavior.
2" The cards are to be sorted so that only a certain

number of cards can Eo into each pile.
3 " There will be nine separat.e piles in which to prace the

cards "

4 " The pí]es r,,rill be numbered 1 to g , with nurnber 1

representing the least, supportive behavior and number g

representing the rnost supportive behavior.
5 " The number of cards ar-r-owed in each pire will be

written on the rupocket guides¡¡ provj_ded to you.
6" fhe pocket guides, whi-ch are a white paper pocket-rÍke

envelope, sírnirar Lo the card pocket of a library book,
are mounted on a strip of brack paper, and are to be
placed in front of you on a tabre or area where you

will be sorting the cards.
7 - Each pocket has typed on it a pile number and number of

cards allowed" For example pile #lz Number of cards
allowed 3, pile #S number of cards allowed 1g and so
on"

8" Tâke the cards and read through arl 70 before making
choices "
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rn order t'o make comparisons amonE it.ems, card.s can be

laid out above pockets, in cor-umns according to choice
of pile you think you want to go into. posítion of
card in col_umn is not important."

RevÍew your choices in the cor-umns, yoü can rearrange
them if you decide to switch cards to a different pi]e.
After final arrangement of cards is made into the
coLumn of your choice. Take the cards and put into the
correct pile pocket beneath the arranged column.

Make sure you have onry the number of cards allowed in
each pocket. (Check number typed on the pocket" )

Remember there are no right or v/rong selection-the
choices are to reflect your opinion.
Thank you for your participaLion in this study. rt is
very much appreciated" rf you have any questions about
these instructions at any time contact the researcher
at

1-1 "

1_0 "

L2"

l-3.

14"



1. Age ( in years ) :

2" Sex: Male

Femal-e

3 " Marit.al- Status: ( at time of l-oss ) Check one

240

APPEbIDIX G

DEMOGRÀPHTC TNFORMATTON FORff

CODE NUMBER
DATE

Unmarried

Married

Number of children at home at time ofinfant death

Number of days (hours if 1ess than 24)infant. l-ived

L

5"

6" Length of pregnancy

7 " Religious preference (check one)

Protestant

Cathol-ic

Jewish

Other (specify) 
--

B " what ís t-h. highest grade of regular school- that you
completed? (Check One)

Grade school (K - 9)

High school- ( 10 LZ)

College (13 L6 )

Graduate (I7 or more)

death) 
"

1-0" Length of hospital stay:

( Dat.e of inf anÈ

(Days )
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L " On a scale of i- to
care received durinE
non-supportive and S

female parent/
your wife's care

mal-e parent/
your husbandrs
care

male parent/
your husbandts
care

ïn what way r¡/as

helpful during

APPENDIX H

TNTERVTEW GUTDE

Physical
Enoti-onaI

Emotional

Emotional-

CODE NUMBER

5 how would you rate the
Labor and Delivery? !{ith
being most supportive"

L23
1_23

nurs].ng
1- being

45
45

2. On a scale of i_ to 5 how wouLd

care you receíved during
hospitalization? With t- being

being most supporti_ve.

fenale parent/ physical
your wife's care Ernotíonal-

you rate the nursing

your postpartum
non-support.ive and 5

questions, spending time

loss or ill- infant, your

nurse/s supportive or

hospital st,ay?

L2345
L2345

(Enotional care being; answering

with you, talkinE wiÈh you about

feelings, eNpressing sympathy)

3. your hospital
your/partner,s
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Not sup¡lortive?

4 " How iivas the publ-ic Heal-th Nurse he]_pful or supportive
during your fo11ow-up care?

5" How was the nurse in your doctor's office helpful or
supportive during your visit/s?

6" what was it about your nurse/s that you feel hras

supportive/comforting to you? (personal
characteristics )

7 " what h/as it about of your nurse/s that \¡/as not
supportive/comforting? (personal characteristics)
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8. How could the nursing care you received have been more

support.ive:

a) During hospit,atization?

b) During fírst four (4) weeks at home? (by publ-ic

Health Nurse)

c) During doctor's office visit? (by office nurse)

d) By the occupational health nurse?

9 " what h¡as the most negative experience you encountered
during the hospitalÍzati-on period rerated to the
nursing care you and/or your partner received?

Most posit.ive?

10' what suggestions wourd you make to i-mprove care for
parents who have had an infant that died. at birth or
shortly after birth?

a ) During hospit.al stay?
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b) By the community health nurse?

c) By the nurse in the doctorrs office?

d ) By the occupat.ional health nurse?

11-. Are there any other comments you wourd like to make

regarding your experience?
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APPE¡TDIX T

!{RITTEN EXPLANATTON OF STUDY

You are invited to participate in a study which is
designed to obtain information regarding parents'
perception of nursing care behaviors which they found
supportive or non-supportive, durinE the hospit,arization
period and later by nurses caring for them in the
eommunity, following the loss of their newborn. Nursing
care behavíor is being defined âs, an action which is
verbal or non-verbar and is performed by the nurse to
provide support or help a person adjust. to the ross of
their infant. These behaviors can involve communicating
warmth, providing emotional support, t.eaching, empathy,
providing treatment and assisting persons in identifying
problemso strengths, and resources. These behaviors are
li-sted on indivÍduar cards which you wirl be asked to sort,

The information gathered from this study wilr be

helpful to nurses in understanding how bereaved parents
perceived the care they received and ín providing insight
into similarities in perception of this care, amonE

individuals who have experienced the loss of a newborn.

This information rnight then benefiÈ other parents in the
future regarding the care they will receive.

Ã, Samnle of naronf< ()^ in .l-nÊa] \ €r^* a r^^^ì --------^r\ _v vveu+ J LL v¡rr o _LrerLjctJ. ÈitJuf:luI..L

group and individuals chosen from the case load of pubric
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health nurses wiLl be asked to participate.
parÈicipation wilj_ be greatly appreciated.

Your

This study is being conducted by Jackíe zalnasky, R"N.,
8"N", who is a Mast.er of Nursing student, at the university
of Manitoba, âs part of the requiremenL for obtaining a

Masters of Nursíngr Degree.

Your agireement Èo participate in Èhis study wirl
invol-ve cornpì-eting a o sort, which is sorti-ng 7 o card.s ,
upon which nursing care behavÍors wírl be typed, into nine
pi]-es of varyÌ-ng predet.ermined numbers. For exampre/ one
pile may require you to place 3 cards in iÈ, another pile T

cards and so on. A verbal and writt.en explanation of this
procedure wi]I be provided, At a second visit, yoü will
also be asked to re-sort these 7o cards into two píIes, one

being nursing care behaviors which lrerê qffered to you, and
the other, nursing care behaviors whích werê not. offered.
Another part of the study will- i-nvorve having you ans!úer a

few background questions about yourserf and 11 interview
questions about the care provided Èo you.

rt will- take one hour of your time to ansh/er the
interview questions and be shown a demonstration of t,he

card sorting techniqueo which wirt be done on the first
visit" Another hour of your time will be needed to sort
the cards. This can be done at your convenience, however,
it must be d-one within a i."Te€k of receiving ihe car.cis r âs

reuse of the cards is necêssary. The researcher wirl then
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reLurn to píck up the cards and record your placement on a

tally sheet coded with a number" The re-sorting of the
cards into two pires wirl take place at this t.ime, and

involve about ten minutes of your time. Remember, there is
no riEht or v/ronq way to sort the cards, you are just being
asked to refl-ect your own opinion on the subject of nursínE
care behaviors"

The interview questions are designed to provide you

with the opportunity to express, ín your ov/n words, your
perception of the care provided. During the interview the
researcher, Jackie Zalnasky, wirl writ.e down your responses

to the questions" At. no tirne wíll your name appear on the
int'erview forms or card sorting talry sheet. only a code

number wirl be used and the researcher will be the onry one

to have access to this number" This is so that al_l
participants in the st.udy wil-r remain anonymous. All
information gathered wil-l be kept in a tocked fil_e case in
the researcher's home with no one having access to it but
the researcher. rnformat.ion may be shared with the
researcher's thesis committee and a sÈatist.ician but no

participants name will be provided, only the code number.

All information col-lect.ed will be destroyed when the
study is completed.

You are reminded that you have the optíon of not.
particípating in this studlz, and. if you dc not want io
continue participaLing you may withdraw at anytime r¿ithout
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consequence" You may al-so refuse to answer any quest.ion, ât
anytime, throughout the study.

ïf the results of this study are ever published in a

journal or presented at a conference, only group results
wil] be provided and no indíviduar wirl_ be identifiable.
rf requested, a summary of the resul-ts wil_l_ be provided t.o

you "

rf you have questions you woul-d like answered no\A/,

before decíding whether t.o participat,e, the researcher will
ans\^rer them for you" rf you have questions l_ater, you may

contact Jackie Zalnasky aL 
--.Thank you for your consideration in participating in

this study and for taking the time to read this
explanation 

"
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APPENDIX J

CONSENT FORM FOR SUBJECTS

This consent form is to certify that I,
(Print fu]l name), agree to participate in a study of my

perceptíons of nursing care behaviors relating to the
nursingi care r received following the death of my infant.
r have been told the study will invorve 20 participants,
all of whom have experienced an infant death" rt was made

known to me that the purpose of the study will be to add to
the knowledge base of nurses who care for bereaved parenLs.

r understand that the information obtained might help
nurses to provide care more effectively to other parents in
the future"

r have been totd the study is being done by Jackie
zarnasky, R.N., 8"N", who is a graduate student in the
Masters of Nursing program at the university of Manitoba,

under the direction of Dr. Janet Beaton, ph.D., Dr. Emily
Nett, Ph"D", and Professor rna Bramadat" r have received a
wri-tten and verbal explanation of the study and understand

that as a participant. r wil-l- be asked to sort To cards (o-
sort) with typed nursing care behaviors on them into nine
pires of varying predetermined numbers. Ã, re-sort wilr
arso be done v¿hich has been explained to me. ï am also
av/are that r will- be asked to provide some background

information about myself and- answer j-l- i nLerrrievr questions

about the care r received" r know it will take two hours
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of my t.irne (one hour on each of 2 vísit,s) but the e-sort
can be done at my convenience but within one week of
receiving the cards.

f hras informed that I may refuse t.o ansr¡¡er any

question(s) r so wisho and that my participat.ion is
voluntary. r know Lhat r may withdraw from the study at
anytime without consequence" r am ah/are that all data wirl
be number coded to ensure confidentiality and wilr be kept
ín a locked file in a the researcherrs home, with all
information being destroyed upon compretion of the study.
r know the coded data may be shared with Jackie Zarnaskyrs

thesis committee and a statistician, but that the list
matching my name with rny cod.e number wil-l- not be accessible
to anyone but the researcher. This list wirl also be kept
wíth the other coded data in a locked fire. No one else
will have access to the fil-e. rt was arso made known to me

that if in the future, results of this study are ever
published or presented at a confêrence, only group results
will be provided, and no individuar wil] be identifiabre.

r have had the opportunity to ask questions and have

received satj-sfactory ans\¡/ers " r know r may cont.act Jackie
Zalnasky, by phone ( ) or ask her in person

additional questions should they ari-se at any tirne,
My signature indicat.es that, r am informed and that r

agree to participate as a vorunteer respond.ent. r have

received a copy of this form and a written explanat.ion of
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the study to keep " f ï¡/as inf ormed that r may receive a

summary of the study result.s upon request of the
researcher 

"

Dat.e Signature of partÍcipant

Date Jacquelinê S" Zalnasky, R.N" nB,N.
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APPENDIX K
TALLY SHEET FOR Q SORT

Code Number
Date

5&
33ål*s

LEAST SUPPORTTVE MOST SUPPORTTVE
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APPENDTX L

CARD MEAN R,ANKS FOR VARIABLES

MÀLES FEMÀLES

r 7.4O 4
2 3.80 60
3 8.00 2
4 5.60 16
5 6.60 7
6 6.60 8
7 3.8O 61
a 4.2O 50
9 7.60 3

10 5.80 14
11 5.2O 23
12 3.40 67
13 7.4O 5
74 5. 40 19
15 5.2O 24
16 8.40 1
L7 4.2O 51
18 5.20 25
19 5.60 17
20 4.60 38
21 3.60 65
22 , 4.40 43
23 4.40 44
24 4.40 45
2s 5.00 31
26 6.20 g
27 4.80 37
za 5.00 32
29 4.20 52
30 7.00 6
31 3.40 68
32 5.20 26
33 4.60 39
34 5.40 20
3s 5.20 27

CÀRD }ÍÀLES FEMALES

HEAN RÀNK MEÀN RÀN}I

36 5.20 28 5.47 2637 5.20 29 s. 93 1838 4 .4O 46 4.13 5s39 4.40 2L 4 .40 2740 6.00 11 6. OO 1641 5.60 18 5. 60 2442 6.20 10 5.67 2343 4.60 40 5.73 2I44 4.20 53 3.40 6545 4.00 56 4.27 5146 3.80 62 3.87 6047 4 .60 4L 5. 80 2048 5.00 33 4 .33 4949 4 .40 47 4 .2O 5150 5.00 34 6 . OO L751 6.00 L2 5.27 2852 6.00 13 6.20 1553 4.40 48 4.A7 3454 3.40 69 3.33 6655 4.40 49 4.53 4256 3.60 66 2.33 6957 2.80 70 4.O7 s6
.58 4.00 57 2.r3 7059 4.20 54 4.53 4360 4.o0 58 4.67 3961 5.00 35 6.47 762 5.2O 30 5.60 2563 5.40 22 3 . 07 6864 3 .80 63 4 .87 3565- 5.80 15 6.47 I66 4 .00 s9 4 .27 5267 3.80 64 5.73 2268 4.60 42 4.80 3769 5.00 36 4 .27 5370 4.20 s5 3.53 64

FfEÀN RÀNK I.IEÀN

6.33
4.53
7 .27
4 .47
6.33
4.93
4.00
4 .40
6 .20
6.47
4.93
3.53
8.20
4. O0
5.13
7.60
3 .87
5.80
6 .47
4.93
3 .67
4 .27
4.33
4.73
4.40
6.27
3.67
4.33
4.80
8. O0
3.07
5. 13
4.60
6.20
6.33

RÀNK

9
4L

4
44
l0
31
57
45
13

5
32
63

1
58
29

3
59
T9

6
33
61
50
47
38
46
72
62
4A
36

2
67
30
40
14
11
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CÀRD <1 DÀY

MEÀN RÀNK

>=1 DÀY <1 DAY >=1 DÀYCÀRD

I 7.20 4
2 4.30 51
3 6.70 6
4 5.40 24
5 6.00 16
6 4.60 40
7 4.40 47
I 3.90 58
9 6.70 5

10 5.80 18
11 4 .80 36
12 3.70 65
13 7.40 3
14 4.50 45
15 6.10 11
16 7.60 1
17 4.I4 s5
18 5.40 26
19 6.30 10
20 4.60 42
21 3.90 59
22 4.30 49
23 4.60 43
24 5.30 27
25 4.90 35
26 6.60 7
27 4 .00 57
2A 4.90 34
29 5.00 31
30 7.60 2
31 2.70 70
32 4.70 38
33 4.50 44
34 6.30 8
35 6.30 9

MEÀN RÀNK I,IEÀN RÀNX

36 5.2O 28 5.60 2437 6. oo 15 5.50 2738 4 .30 52 4.10 5439 5.10 30 s.?o 2240 6.10 12 5.90 1641 6.00 14 5.20 2s42 5.80 19 5.80 1843 4.80 25 5.50 2644 3.2O 67 4.OO 5745 4.20 53 4.20 4746 3.40 66 4.30 4647 5.80 20 5.20 3148 3.70 64 5.30 2849 3.80 63 4.70 3950 5.90 L7 5.60 235L 5. 10 29 5. 8o 2052 3.60 2t 6.70 I53 4.50 46 5. OO 33s4 3 .80 62 z.so 6855 4. 30 50 4.70 3756 3.00 69 2.30 695'1 3. 90 60 3.60 61s8 3.10 68 2.10 7059 4.20 54 4.70 4060 4.40 48 4.60 4761 6.10 13 4. Lo 11
s2 5.00 32 6. OO 1363 4.80 61 3.50 6364 4 .90 33 4.30 4565. 5. 60 22 ?. oo 566 4.70 39 3.70 6067 5. 50 23 5. OO 3468 4.60 4L 4.go 3569 4.80 37 4.to 5270 4.10 56 3.30 66

MEÀN

6 .00
4. 00
8.20
4.10
6.80
6.10
3 .50
4.80
6.40
6.80
5.20
3.30
8.60
4.20
4 .20
8.00
3.80
5. 90
6.20
5.10
3.40
4.30
4 .10
4. O0
4.20
5. 90
3 .90
4.10
4.30
7.90
3 .60
5.60
4.70
5.70
5.80

RÀNK

I4
42

2
51

7
I2
64
36

9
6

30
67

1
49
50

3
59
l7
10
32
65
43
53
56
48
15
58
55
44

4
62
25
38
2I
19
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CÀRD . NONE

HEÀN RÀNK

>=1 CHILD

MEÀN

CÀRD NONE

T.ÍEÀN RÀNK

36 5. 14 28
37 6.29 L2
38 4.7L 35
39 5.00 30
40 5.57 22
41 5.7r 16
42 5.57 2L
43 5.29 27
44 3.43 64
45 4.86 33
46 3.43 62
47 s.86 15
48 2.29 51
49 3.86 60
50 6. 14 13
51 5. 71 19
52 6.00 L4
53 4.7L 36
54 2.86 67
55 4.57 41
56 2.57 69
57 3.71 61
58 L.57 70
59 4.86 32
60 4.29 48
61 6.43 10
62 5.43 25
63 3.29 65
64 4.14 56
65 7.00 6
66 4 .00 58
67 5.57 23
68 4.57 40
69 5.00 29
70 4.43 42

>=1 CHILD

MEÀN RÀNK

5.54 23
5.46 27
3.92 58
5.62 19
6.23 I
s.54 2I
5.92 13
5.54 25
3.69 64
3.85 60
4.08 57
4.3t 28
4.62 43
4 .46 47
5.54 22
5.31 30
6.23 9
4.77 38
3.62 65
4.46 46
2.69 70
3.77 62
3.15 68
4.23 52
4.62 42
5.92 16
5.54 24
3.85 61
4.85 3s
5.92 15
4.31 50
5.08 32
4.85 34
4.L5 55
3.31 66

r 6.57 9 6.62
2 4.7L 38 4.t5
3 a.57 2 6.85
4 4 .43 46 4.92
5 7.00 7 6.Oa
6 5.00 31 5. s4
7 3 .43 63 4.23
I 4.43 44 4. 3L9 5.7I 18 7 .OO

10 7.L4 5 5.85
11 5.43 26 4.77';2 4.29 49 3. 08
13 8.86 7 7.54
:4 3.86 59 4.62
i5 4.86 34 s.31
i6 8.29 3 7.54
L7 4.29 52 3.77
:8 5.57 24 5.69
19 6.43 11 6.15
20 4.43 43 5.08
2t 2.86 66 4 . 08
22 4.14 53 4.38
23 4.L4 55 4.46
24 4.57 39 4.69
25 4.L4 54 4.77
26 6.86 I 5.92
27 4.00 57 3.92
28 4.77 37 4.38
29 4 .29 47 4.85
:0 8. 1.4 4 7 .s4
3L 2.86 68 3.31
=2 4.29 50 5.62
33 4.43 45 4.69
i4 5.7I 1_7 6. 15
3s 5.7I 20 6.23

RÀNK

6
54

5
33
L2
26
53
5t

4
L7
39
69

3
44
29

1
63
18
L1
31
56
48'45
40
37
14
59
49
36

2
67
20
41
10

7
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Ranking of cards according to nean for Group Me¡nbership

CÀRD

1
2
3
4

5
b

7
I
9

10
I1
t2
i.3
14
15
16
T7
18
19
20
2t
22
23
24
25
26
27
2A
29
30
31
a2

33
34
35

YES NO

I'ÍEÀN RÀNK },IEÀN

6.92 7 6.00
4 .77 34 3.57
8.31 2 5.86
4.23 4'7 5.7t
7. OO 6 5.29
5.31 26 5.43
3.31 64 5.41
4.54 39 4. 00
6.15 12 7 .29
6.38 L0 6. 1,4
5.85 16 3.43
3.31 65 3. 86
8.62 1 6.86
4. L5 53 4.7L
5.23 30 5.00
8.15 3 7 .L4
3.62 59 4.57
5.46 24 6.00
6 .77 I 5.29
4.77 35 5. 00
3.08 67 4.7I
4. 38 45 4.14
4.23 48 4.57
4 .46 44 5. OO
4 -54 40 4.57
6.38 11 6.00
3.85 56 4.14
4. 15 54 5. 14
4.23 49 5.43
3.08 4 7 .L4
3 .54 60 2.43
5. 31 27 4. 86
4.23 50 5.29
5.77 1.9 6.43
5.77 20 6.57

CÀRD YES

I'ÍEÀN RÀNK MEÀN RÀNK

NO

RÀNK

11
67
14
16
24
2I
29
59
I
I

68
64

4
40
33

2
43
L2
25
34
4L
52
44
1E

45
13
53
30
22

3
70
38
26

7
6

36 5.46
37 5.85
38 4.23
39 5.77
40 5.54
41 5.s4
42 5.85
43 5. 31
44 3.54
45 4.23
46 3.77
47 5.15
48 5.54
49 5.54
50 6 .08
51 5.92
52 7.O8
53 5.00
54 2.92
55 4.69
56 2.3L
57 3.54
58 1.85
59 4.54
60 4.77
61 6.08
62 5.31
63 3.31
64 4.38
65 6.77
66 3.77
67' 5.23
68 4.69
69 4. 08
70 3.54

25 5.29 27
t7 5.57 20
51 4 .1,4 54
2L 4.7I 42
22 6.A6 5
23 5.7r L7
L8 5.7L 18
28 5.7r 19
61 3.7L 65
52 4.I4 55
57 4.00 60
32 6.14 9
41 4.43 47
42 3.71 66
13 5.14 31
L5 4.57 46
5 4.43 48

33 4.29 49
68 4.14 56
37 4.14 57
69 3.29 69
62 4.14 58
70 4 .00 61
43 4.29 50
36 4.00 62
14 6. 14 10
29 5.86 15
66 4.29 51
46 5.O0 36
9 5.43 23

58 5.00 37
31 5.29 28
38 4.86 39
55 5.14 32
63 4. OO 63
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Ranking of curd= accotding to rnean for Tine si.ce the Loss

CÀRD < 6 mths. 6-12 nths. CARD < 6 nths. 6-12 mths.

MEÀN RÀNKMEÀN

1 6.38
2 3.63
3 7.00
4 5.50
5 6.50
6 6.50
7 4.I3
8 4.63
9 7.38

10 6.63
11 4.75
12 3.63
13 7 .75
14 4 .50
15 4 .88
16 8. 00
L7 4.38
18 5. 88
19 5.63
20 4.25
21 3.38
22 4.00
23 4 .63
24 4.75
25 5.00
26 5. 88
27 4.63
28 5.25
29 4.88
30 't.25
3t- 3.00
32 4.38
3 3 4.75
34 6.00
3 5 5.88

RÀNK I,ÍEÀN

9 7.25
62 4.75
5 8.50

25 2.75
7 7.50
8 3.75

56 3.50
40 4.25
3 s.00
6 6.50

35 6.00
64 2. O0
2 9.OO

44 3. O0
34 6.25
L 8.O0

45 2.25
15 5.28
20 7.oo
49 5.50
67 3.50
58 5. OO
41 5.00
37 4.75
31 4 .50
16 6.25
42 3.50_
28 3.50
33 4.50
4 8.50

70 2.'75
47 5.00
38 4.O0
14 6.00
L7 6.75

I'fEÀN

36 5.00
37 s.63
38 4.25
39 4 .38
40 6.25
41 6.00
42 5.75
43 5.50
44 3 .63
45 4.25
46 3.50
47 6.25
48 3.7s
49 3.50
50 5.38
51 6.13
52 s.00
53 4.00
54 3 .88
55 4.25
56 3.13
57 4.25
58 3.25
59 4.25
60 4.13
61 5.50
62 5.50
63 4.25
64 4.75
65 5.50
66 4.63
67 5.50
68 4.50
69 5.13
70 4.00

RÀNK

I
39

2
65

5
54
55
46
33
t2
L8
70

1
64
L4

4
67
27
10
24
58
34
32
38
43
T7
59
56
41

3
66
35
48
20
11

RÀNK

30 6.25 15
19 5.75 2!
48 3.75 s2
46 6.50 13
11 5.50 26
13 5. 50 25
18 6.00 J.9
23 s.50 23
63 3.25 63
53 4.00 47
65 3.75 53
10 5.00 37
61 5.25 28
66 4.50 44
27 5.75 22
L2 4.50 40
32 7.50 6
57 5.00 36
60 3. L5 60
52 4.50 45
69 2.OO 69
50 3 .50 5'7
68 2.25 68
51 5.25 31
55 5.25 29
26 7.25 9
22 4.50 42
54 3.25 62
36 4 .00 49
24 7.50 7
39 3.7s 51
21 6.25 16
43 5.2s 30
29 3.75 50
59 3.50 61
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Rankinq of cards according to nean for Ti¡ne since the Loss fcont. )

> 12 nonths

CÀRD MEÀN

1 6.50
2 4.88
3 7.38
4 5.00
5 5.75
6 5.00
7 4.OO
8 4.13
9 6.50

10 5. 88
11 4.75
72 4.t3
13 7 .75
14 4. 88
15 4.88
16 7.50
17 4.38
18 5.63
19 5. 50
20 5.13
21 4.00
22 4.25
23 3.75
24 4.50
25 4.13
26 6.63
27 3 .50
2A 4.25
29 4.50
30 7.88
31 3.15
32 6.00
3 3 4.75
34 6.00
35 5.88

> 12 nonths

HEÀN

5.38
s. bB
4. 38
5. 88
6. O0
5.25
5.75
5.38
3.75
5.25
4.25
5. O0
4.88
4. BB
6.13
5.25
6.23
5.38
2.75
4.75
2.50
3.38
2.L3
4.25
4.50
6.25
6 .00
3.25
4.75
6.50
4.00
4.50
4.70
4. 13
3 .50

7
34

4
31
22
33
60
57

9
20
43
56

RÀNX CÀRD

36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67

RÀNK

26
19
49
L7
13
27
2T
25
62
?q

51
32
37
36
L2
28

6
24
6A
40
69
65
70
50
45
11
L4
66
42
I

59
47
4L
55
64

2
35
38

3
48
23
10
30
58
52
61
44
54

5
63
53
56

1
67
16
39
15
18

68
69
'70
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Rankinq of cards according to ¡nean for Total Grouo

t2
13
L4
15
16
I'7
18
l9
20
2l
22
23
24
25
¿ó
¿l

_28
,q

30
, 31

32
33
34
35

5
48

4
36

7
28
59
50

6
I

32

1
2

4
5
6
7
B

9
10
11

66
L

51
30

57
20
11
33
63
52
49

MEÀN

6.60
4. 35
7 .45
4.75
6.40
5.35
3.95
4.35
6.55
6.30
5.00
3 .50
8. O0
4.35
5. 15
7.80
3.95
5.60
6.25
4 .85
3.65
4 .30
4.35
4.65
4.5s
6.25
3.95
4.54
4.65
7.75
3.15
5.10
4.60
6.05
6. O5

RÀNK CÀRD

36
37
38
39
40
4L
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
c1

53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66'
67
68
69
70

MEAN

5.40
5.75
4.20
5. 40
6. 00
5.60
5. 80
5 .45
3.60
4.20
3.85
5.50
4. 50
4.25
5.75
5 .45
6. 15
4.75
3.35
4 .50
2.65
3.75
2.60
4 .45
4.50
6.10
5. 50
3 .65
4 .60
6.30
4.20
5.30
4.75
4 .40
3.70

RÀNK

26
19
54
27
16
2t
),7
24
65
56
60
23
45
53
18
25
T2
34
67
42
69
61
70
46
43
13
22
64
39

9
55
29
35
47
62

37
41
10
58
44
38

3
68
31
40
L4
15


